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SUMMARY
The natural frequencies and dynamic responses of the NERVA 400E engine
thrust train were determined for Nuclear Space Operations (NSO), and Earth-
Orbital Shuttle (EOS) during launch and boost conditions. For NSO, a "mini-tank"
configuration was analyzed with the forward end of the upper truss assumed fixed
at the stage/mini-tank interface. For EOS, both a mini-tank and an "engine only"
configuration were analyzed for a specific Engine Assembly Support (EkS) stiff-
ness. For all cases the effect of the shield on dynamic response characteristics
was determined by performing parallel analyses with and without the shield. Gim-
baling loads were not generated as that effort was scheduled after the termination
date.
The analysis, while demonstrating the adequacy of the engine design, re-
vealed serious deficiencies in the EAS. Responses at the unsupported ends of
the engine are excessive. Respcnses at the nuclear subsystem interface appear
acceptable. It is recommended that additional analysis and design effort be
expended upon the EAS to ensure that all engine responses stay within reasonable
bounds. In particular, the inclusion of damping in the EAS should be given
careful consideration in all future designs. Supports at the ends of the engine
appear necessary during launch.
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NERVA 400E THRUST TRAIN
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this analysis was to determine the natural frequencies and
dynamic responses and loads of the NERVA 400E thrust train for Earth Orbital
Shuttle (EOS) and Nuclear Space Operation (NSO). The following six "cases" were
analyzed. For EOS, both a mini-tank and an "engine only" configuration were
analyzed for a specific Engine Assembly Support (EAS) stiffness. For NSO, only
the mini-tank configuration's response was investigated. For both EOS and NSO
parallel analyses were performed with and without the shield to determine its
effect on the thrust train loads. Table 1 and Figures 1, 2, and 3 show, con-
ceptually, these six cases and their identification. Figure 4 shows the major
engine interfaces and corresponding grid points and engine stations.
For each of the six cases the natural frequencies and mode shapes were
determined. A subset of these normal modes were then used as Lhe degrees of
freedom to describe the engine characteristics for the dynamic response calcula-
tions. For EOS the system input consisted of the data of Reference 1. For NSO
the input was the same as that for NSO in Reference 2. In each case a frequency
response analysis was run and loads determined. Table 2 is a summary of the
natural frequencies for all cases. Tables 3, 4, and 5 summarize interface dis-
placement and acceleration responses, while Tables 6, 7, and 8 summarize the
interface loads, for EOS engine only, EOS mini-tank, and NSO respectively. In
Tables 6, 7, and 8 the key to the column headings is as follows:
BM-1: Bending Moment in the X-Y Plane
BM-2: " " " " X-Z "
S-1: Shear in the X-Y Plane
S-2: " " " X-Z "
Axial: Axial Load
Torque: Torsional Bending Moment
The engine coordinate system is defined in Reference 3, and is shown in
Figure 5. The actuator loads are summarized in Table 9.
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Section II presents the details of the analysis for EOS and NSO.
Section III contains a list of references, including the drawings from
which the engine was modeled, and the tables and figures referenced in this report.
Appendix A is a listing of the basic BULK DATA decks for each of the six
cases of Table 1. Appendix B is a list of the multi-point constraint (MPC)
equations used to model the mini-tank.
II. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The structural dynamic analysis of the NERVA 400E engine thrust train was
accomplished using the NASTRAN computer program and the all new three dimensional
model, as promised in Reference 2. The basic engine model consisted of 456 un-
constrained degrees of freedom and was an assembly of metric and scalar finite
elements. All structural mass was "lumped" at the grid points as translational
inertia only. The inertia of any nonstructural mass items however was accurately
accounted for by the inclusion of all significant terms of the item's mass matrix.
Table 10 is a listing and identification of the degrees of freedom of the basic
engine model.
The mini-tank, when required, was incorporated into the basic engine model
using a modal synthesis technique per Reference 4. Since all cargo bay interface
points were assumed to be in phase, and since the truss/mini-tank interface portion
of the tank was reinforced, adequate representation of the mini-tank was achieved
using the three translational rigid body modes plus the six lowest free-free elastic
modes for the first (m = 1) harmonic. The fiberglass truss members connecting the
mini-tank to the stage and Upper Thrust Structure (UTS) were assumed to carry axial
loads only. The mini-tank was assumed empty for all analyses. Figure 6 shows
the geometry and nodal breakdown used to determine the mini-tank modes. Table 11
is a list of the generalized mass and stiffness values used for the mini-tank
synthesis and the natural frequencies of its elastic modes. Appendix B is a list-
ing of the multi-point constraint (MPC) equations used to model the mini-tank.
The Engine Assembly Support system (EAS) was modeled as a combination of
scalar springs so chosen as to keep the EAS natural frequencies above the highest
EOS input frequency. These "springs" were connected between the engine attach
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points and the shuttle cargo bay floor (see Figure 4). Table 12 is a list of
these spring stiffnesses. No damping was included in the EAS design and it is
believed that this contributed appreciably to the very high responses shown for
the "engine only" cases (Cases 1 & 2). It is recommended that all future engine
analyses include the EAS as part of the engine design, and that some type of
external damping be incorporated in the initial analyses.
The Nuclear Subsystem (NSS) was modeled as the scalar system shown on
Figure 7. It was intended to replace this simplified NSS with a modal model for
the final analyses, but termination of the program precluded achieving this goal
even though the required data were available.
Sections A and B present the detailed results for EOS and NSO respectively.
Section III contains a list of references. Listings of the basic BULK DATA deck
for each of the three major configurations (EOS engine only, EOS mini-tank, NSO)
appear in Appendix A.
A. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS FOR EOS
This section presents the results of the dynamic analysis of the
NERVA 400E engine thrust train for EOS launch and boost. Two major configurations
were analyzed: "engine only" (Cases 1 & 2) and engine with mini-tank (Cases 5 & 6).
Odd numbered cases (1 & 5) refer to configurations with the shield and even numbered
cases (2 & 6) to an engine without the shield. The same EAS was used for both
analyses, although the mini-tank has the effect of an additional restraint on the
engine as it was assumed fixed at the forward end of the cargo bay. However, all
cargo bay interfaces were considered as "driven" points for purposes of analysis.
At this point of the. analysis no attention had been given to the need, if any,
for a separate mini-tank support.
The loading was that of Reference 1. There were no engine natural
frequencies below 20 Hz, so only the 10-35 Hz range was of interest. As no de-
tailed spectral breakdown was available it was impossible to run a transient
forcing function exhibiting the desired harmonic decay indicated in Reference 1.
Instead, a frequency response analysis was run using the maximum loads, encountered
at Cut-Off/Separation, i.e., 1.5g longitudinal (X) and l.Og lateral (Y&Z), over
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the 10 to 35 Hz range. The interpretation of the results of such an analysis
is always open to speculation; i.e., just what do they mean, and how are they to
be used to realistically evaluate the design. For example, Table 13 shows a
typical acceleration response over the frequency range of interest. If the re-
sponse at each frequency is merely summed, this assumes that the full power of
the input is available at each and every frequency of the spectrum simultaneously
and in phase. Such an assumption, while usually providing a conservative upper
bound to the response, is hardly realistic. A more frequently used method' of
data reduction is a type of weighted average of the results whereby the response
at each frequency is squared, then summed, and finally the square root taken of
this sum. This root-sum-square method (RSS) has some usefulness if nothing is
known of the system response characteristics, as it will, normally, yield con-
servative results. However, in the case of the NERVA 400E engine thrust train,
as in most elastic structures, the response is typically of a '"narrow band" type,
i.e., most of the response occurs in a narrow band centered about each natural
frequency of the system. The RSS method can then be applied to the responses
in each of these bands to obtain the total response. Such an approach still
assumes that the full power of the input is available at each natural frequency
and that all normal modes of the system respond in phase, both conservative
assumptions. However, lacking a more detailed spectral breakdown of the input
excitation, it is believed to be the most realistic method of interpreting the
results of this type of analysis for this particular structure. Therefore, all
data presented for EOS are rms values assuming a narrow band response with the
full input power being available and in phase at each natural frequency of the
system. Table 13 shows the results of the three types of data reduction for the
typical acceleration response shown.
Tables 14, 15, 16, and 17 list and identify all natural frequencies
up to twice the highest input frequency for Cases 1, 2, 5, and 6 respectively.
Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 show the corresponding normal mode shapes. Tables
3, 4, 6, and 7 are summary tables of the rms displacement and acceleration re-
sponses and thrust train loads for these same cases. It is important to note
that while removal of the shield predictably raises the engine natural fre-
quencies, its effect on the responses and loads is not uniform throughout the
thrust train.
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B. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS FOR NSO
This section presents the results of the dynamic analysis of the
NERVA 400E engine thrust train for NSO. The mini-tank configuration was analyzed
both with and without the shield as Cases 7 and 8 respectively. The upper truss
was assumed fixed at the stage for the analysis, the truss/mini-tank/truss/engine
assemblage forming essentially a cantilevered beam. The input consisted of the
random accelerations characterized by the Power Spectral Density curves shown
in Figures 12 and 13 for the TPA and Nozzle, respectively. All loads were
applied simultaneously along each of the three coordinate axes over the 0-100 Hz
range. All responses are 3a values.
Tables 18 and 19 list and identify the engine natural frequencies
below 100 Hz for NSO, and Figures 14 and 15 are the fourteen lowest mode shapes
for Cases 7 and 8 respectively. Tables 5 and 8 are the displacements and
accelerations, and interface loads, for these same cases.
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f = 49.96 Hz
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f = 72.48 Hz
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f = 24.053 Hz
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f = 31.428 Hz
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f = 33.956 Hz
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f = 36.942 Hz
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f = 72.96 Hz
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f = 40.28 Hz
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FIGURE 11-7
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FIGURE 11-8
f = 47.54 Hz
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f = 59.09 Hz
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f = 64.78 Hz
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FIGURE 13
NERVA NOZZLE MANIFOLD INPUT ACCELERATION SPECTRA
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FIGURE 14-2
f = 2.322 Hz
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f = 6.897 Hz
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f = 27.422 Hz
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f = 34.877 Hz
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f = 43.085 Hz
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FIGURE 15-14
f = .71.857 Hz
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TABLE 1





EOS- .Case 1& 2 Case 5 & 6
NSO Case 7 & 8
Odd number cases are with shield




SUMMARY OF ENGINE NATURAL FREQUENCIES

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EOS (ENGINE ONLY) 1,
SUMMARY OF THRUST TRAIN LOADS
(all values rms)
WITHOUT' SHIELD
(in-lb x 10 6) . (lbs x 10 3 )




3020 () 2.54 2.62
(+) 2.95 3.04




5000 (-) 4.86 5.53
































7030 (+z) .014 .0095 2.66 1.85















































(in-lb x 10' )  (lbs x 103 )
BM-1 BM-2 S-1 S-2
2.57 2.58 36.6 36.8
2.54 2.54 33.4 33.6
4.07 4.08 35.7 35.9
4.07 4.08 36.5 36.6
4.76 4.77 36.5 36.7
4.77 4.78 48. 50.
1.70 1.75 49.2 50.8
1.70 1.75 49.7 51.4
1.67 1.75 49.7 51.4
1.67 1.75 50.3' 51.8
1.7 1.8 50.3 51.8
1.69 1.4 51.6 53.9
1.90 1.62 51.6 53.9
1.90 1.62 71. 61.3
1.08 .908 71. 61.3





.016 .013 1.60 1.31
.012 .013 1.14 1.31
.010 .007 1.98 1.34


















































(-Ib x l-3) in-lb x 10-6 ) Ubs x10-J I (n-lb X 10-u)
TABLE 7
EOS (MINI-TANK CONFIGURATION)










(lbs x 10 3) (lbs x 10 - 3 ) (in-lb x 10 " 6 )
S-1 S-2 Axial Torque
26.D3 30.04 3.83 0
23.13 27.26 7.13 .052
(+) 2.88 3.33 24.37 29.05
3020 (-) 2.88 3.33 24.58 29.63
(+) 3.34 3.89
3050 (-) 3.34 3.89
24.58 29.63
39.52 , 48.26
5.02 3.64 40.58 48.63
5.02 3.64 41.56 49.53
( +) 5.19 3.78 41.56 49.53
5000 5.19 3.78 42.31 50.14
(+) 5.37 3.94 42.31 50.14
5010 5.35 3.19 45.81 53.21
(+) 5.80 3.60 45.81 53.21
6000 H 5.80 3.60 208.94 142.24
(+) 3.40 2.01 208.94 142.24



























































(in-lb x 10 6) (lbs x 10 - 3) (lbs x 10- 3)
BM-1 BM-2 S-1i S-2 Axital
2.27 2.48 32.4 35.6 2.55
2.24 2.44 29.76 32.75 4.72
3.61 3.96 31.94 35.22
3.61 3.96 32.75 36.18
4.23 4.64 32.75 36.18
4.24 4.65 42.82 44.73
2.06 .87 42.90 44.5
2.06 .87 43.34 -44.85
2.07 .647 43.34 44.85
2.07 .647 43.61 45.
2.11 .429 43.61 45.





1.31 .15 83.86 8.76
1.31 .15 83.08 8.46
.329 .066 83.08 8.46

































































SUMMARY OF 3a THRUST TRAIN LOADS 0 - 100 Hz
(all values rms)
WITH SHIELD








(+) .561 .64 20.7 20.2






































































(in-lb x 10 - 6 ) (lbs x 10 - 3 )
BM-1 BM-2 S-i S-2
.343 .535 3.25 3.76
.335 .507 6.16 9.97
.371 .410 7.54 12.62
.371 .410 8.08 13.67
.462 .560 8.08 13.67
.457 .561 11.08 3.99
.508 ,470 5.91 3.86
.508 .470 4.48 5.4
.518 .478 4.48 5.4
.518 .478 3.88 7.09
.519 .494 3.88 ' 7.09
.512 .771 7.96 14.90
.428 .602 7.96 14.90
.428 .602 9.12 16.11
.344 .441 9.12 16.11


















































































































GRID POINT ISN* DEGREES OF FREEDOM DESCRIPTION
,,,. , ,



















































































































































































































EOS Support Frame, Aft









P -. of 4TAB___O (Cont.)


























































































































































Pressure Vessel Fwd Closure
it It it ft
Lower Thrust Structure
EOS Support Frame, Fwd
It f! w! It
ft ft It t!
I! ft I! It
. . Ii I
.. I! It 9
Lower Thrust Structure




















































Actuator Aft Attach Point






















*Interna e quence Number





























































































































































































































































































































































Actuator Fwd Attach Point
It it it It
Used For Plot Orientation





























































































NARROW BAND = 6.98





n n Hz Identification
1 23.908 1st nozzle bending + Y, + Z
2 23.968 1st nozzle bending + Y, - Z
3 27.984 1st engine bending X - Z plane
4 28.093 1st engine bending X - Y plane
5 33.644 UTS/Actuator
6 40.02 1st axial EAS
7 40.51 2nd nozzle bending X - Z plane
8 40.87 2nd nozzle bending X - Y plane
9 58.49 UTS
10 58.85 UTS/LTS bending
11 60.05 1st NSS
12 61.13 2nd engine bending X - Y plane

























































































1st nozzle bending X - Y plane
1st nozzle bending X - Z plane
1st engine bending X - Y plane
1st engine bending X - Z plane + UTS
1st engine bending + mini-tank
2nd nozzle bending X - Z plane
mini-tank + local UTS
2nd nozzle bending X - Y plane
1st EAS axial
UTS + mini-tank
EAS X - Z plane + engine bending
1st NSS








f - Hz Identification
n n Identification
1 24.074 1st nozzle bending + Y, + Z
2 24.141 1st nozzle bending + Y, - Z
3 31.28 mini-tank
4 39.26 1st engine bending X - Z plane
5 40.28 1st engine bending X - Y plane
6 41.95 mini-tank + nozzle, X - Y plane
7 42.25 mini-tank + nozzle, X - Z plane
8 47.54 1st EAS axial
9 54.38 UTS/mini-tank
10 59.09 mini-tank
11 64.78 1st NSS + mini-tank







1 2.074 1st system cantilevered mode, X - Y plane
2 2.322 1st " " ", X - Z plane
3 2.858 mini-tank + engine bending X - Y plane
4 6.897 2nd system cantilevered mode, X - Y plane
5 8.457 1st system axial
6 9.561 mini-tank + engine bending X - Z plane
7 27.076 1st nozzle bending X - Y plane
8 27.422 1st nozzle bending X - Z plane
9 33.507 mini-tank + nozzle
10 34.877 2nd engine bending X - Y plane
11 43.085 mini-tank + 2nd engine bending + Y, + Z
12 43.482 mini-tank + 2nd engine bending + Y, - Z
13 57.358 mini-tank local
14 59.147 NSS + LTS axial
15 63.145 no dominant characteristic
16 69.430 " " "
17 84.448 " " "
18 91.560 " " "
19 93.373 " " "






1st system cantilevered mode X - Y plane






































mini-tank + engine bending X - Y plane
2nd system cantilevered mode X - Y pla
1st system axial
2nd system cantilevered mode X - Z pla
1st nozzle bending X - Y plane
1st " " X - Z "
mini-tank + engine bending X - Y plane
2nd engine bending + Y, - Z
mini-tank
LTS axial + NSS
1st LTS bending + axial
2nd " " + "








i ENGINE ONLY CONFIGURATION
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CASES 7 AND 8
-UItUmlt
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cradle attach points .
* numbers in parenthesis refer to numbering sequence for that componnt
0.0
- 8oo -- US










| ND!CE |- .-. - ! -r
86.33 SHiELD 6010
98.0 ' 6000
110.28 /)L '..RE 5010
r Pv/cLosue
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Ak r A .
SYSTrEMA
RHS
+X- aft (roll axis)
+Y- st'bd. (pitch axis).






... ': .. . .'FIGURE 6 ..
'MINITANK GEOME RY AND NODAL BREAKDOWN.
Stage Interface .















UTS/mini-tank interface -:: -. .
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f = 27.984 Hz
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f = 58.49 Hz
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VR0NAYp4282181,1p00 FASTRAND FILES MANIPULATSO DATE 03 APR 72 PAGE 3
r ELT EOS/CASE51e720114, 42458
000001 FAROR loon.0 1000.0 0.0 1
0000,02 *
000003 $
000004 $ COORDINATE SYSTEM DEFINITIONS
0U'U005 $ ..........--- -
U000006 CORD2C 2 256.1 .0 .0 300. .0 .0 SC
U000007 +BC 300.0 -50.0 0.0
0Co90G8 CORUD2C d0-0 0.0 0.0 *0. 00 0. o0 0 .0 CYL
0U3009 +CYL 1000.0 1000.0 0.0
00o010 *******************************************************************************
000011
000012 $ SUPORT CARD FOR RIGID BODY MODES
00U013 $
--000014 5**-************************ **********************************************************1
000016 $ EIGENVALULE EXTRACTION ' '_
O-U0o17 $ ----------
000018 EFIGR 25 GIV 25 1.E-6 GTV25
000019 +GIV25 MAX ------
000020 i ************************************************************************
I00021 $
o00022 s SINGLE-POINT CONSTRAINT SETS
-00023'




000027 $ MULTI-POINT CONSTRAINTS
00002?8 - '
000029 MPCADD--- 6062-----7000'- 7010 --- 8300 8500-- 870-0
000030 5
C00031 $ MPC TPA t2 TO TPA l1
000032 PPC -- 60 GZ 6062--- 1--6 061 1 -1.0 .' '
000033 IPC 6062 6062 2 1.0 6061 2 -1.0 ,
000034 M;PC 6062 6062 3 1.0 6061 3 -1.0
000C35 MNPC-7000 7000 1 1.' 0 6070-----1 -1.0 700X
000036 +7000X 6070 S 10.25 ,
000037 MPC 7000 7000 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 7000Y
- 00038 +7000Y ..- '6070 41 '~'2566070 6 6.0
000039 MPC 7000 7000 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 7000Z
000040 +7000Z 6070 5 -6.0
oo0000r MPGC - 0- -7000-- 0 n I. 0- 6070- - 10
000042 MPC 7000 700n 5 1.0 6070n 5 -1.0
000043 MPC 7000 7000 6 1.0 6070 6 -1.0
u0000044 MPC 70107----010- 1 1.0- 6070 I -1 .0 71OX :X
00u0045 +7010X 6070 5 -10.25
000046 MPC 7010 7010 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 7010Y - , ,- ,
00004T +*7010Y . ' 6070 W 4 - 10.25' 6070 6 6.0-
000048 MPC 7010 7010 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 7010Z
00)0049 +7010Z 6070 5 -6.0
-- 000050 r~PC- 70-0- 7010--4-- 1.0 -- 6070-4 -1
00051 MPC 7010 7010 5 1.0 6070 5 -1.0
000052 MPC 7010 7010 6 1.0 6070 6 -1.0
00U0053 MPC- -8300- 6080 1-- 1. n- 6050 1 --1.0 6080A
00U54 +600,A 6050 5 -20.48 6050 6 -14.34
U00955 MPC 6300 6130 1 1.0 6050 1 -1.0 6130A
-- c00005s6 +6130A- ' t15O--5 --14.34F-6050 6 -20.48
VRONAYP428218,1,100 FASTRAND FILES MANIPULATMQ DATE 03 APR 72 PAC
000057 MPC 8300 8300 1 1.0 8170 -1.0
000056 MPC 8300 8400 1 1.0 8080 1 -1.0
-c-00059cooas,,* ******.**-* ****-*-*-**-******+**-*-*****-**-*-*************- -*********
000050 $
000061 5 OMITTED COORDINATE SET
o00562 $
000063 OMIT1 123456 2020 3010 3030 3040 4025 8000 8001 6DOFA
000064 +6DOFA 8002 8005 8010 8020 8021 8022 8160 8030 6DOFB
00U065 +bDOFB -8 10 - 8130- 8140 40 to
000066 OMIT1 456 2000 8170 2040 3000 8210 3020 8180 3DOFACU0067 +3DOFA 8190 4000 8150 4020 8200 4030 5000 6000 3DOFB
-c-00068 +3C0FB-602'0 60'30 6040 6070 7020 7030 7040- 8040 - 30OFC
COU069 +3DCFC 8050 8060 8070 8080 8090 81.00 8120
C00070C ')070 ********************************+*************************************************
0 07 -r $ 
-----
C00072 $ PARAM CARDS
000073 $





000079 GRID 1 430. - 123456
0-00C80 GRID' 2 5'0, 123456
C00081 GRID 3 50. 123456
CO0u02 GRID 10 420. ' 123456
-0003 GRID - 20 40. 123456
0U0004 GRID 30 40. 123456
000055 PLOTEL 9001 10 1
C00 06 &- PLOTE- 900 --2 ' O 2 0 ',-
00087 PLOTEL 9003 30 3
000083 PLOTEL 9010 8120 8005 9011 8005 8025
-000089 PLOTEL -9U12- -- ?05 -8150 901'3 8150 - 8140
00090 PLOTEL 9014 8140 8130 9015 8130 8120 '
000091 PLOTEL 9020 8200 8050 9021-. 8050 8040
-0'0'092 'PLOTEL-9022 0460 o-80r6,0 023 - 806-0 8110
000013 PLOTEL 9024 8110 8160 9025 8160 8200
000094s***
-00009000009 5 -- - - -. - . .....................
000096 $ C 0 N C E N T R A T E D M A S S I T E M S
000097 $
000098 5 P F S
000099 CONM2 9001 2050 2 0.15 28.82 17.6 -2.09
000100 CONM2 9002 5010 .037 -3.36 12.4 7.12)00101 CONM2 9U03 50i0 1.l9 -2.82 .0 .0
000102 COWN2 9004 6060 0.98 2.42 -26.1 .0
000103 CN0i12 9005 6050 .86 -1.5 26.5 14.5
000104 C0oM2-9006':-- 6050 - 0.92 .4.50 27.5 0.0
000105 $ DESTRUCT SUnSYSTEM
000106 $
0001Y)7 $ --NOZZET-EXTENSIOM-ATTACHf*ENT
e00108 CONM2 2051 2050 .0855 NEA000109 +NEA 72. 36. - 36.
o00ullO $ - - CORESUPPORT .............
090111 CONM2 3051 3050 0.668 -4.93 CS
000112 +CS 328. 170. 170.C000!!35lY- $ - FLANGE- .
........
000114 CONM2 3052 3050 1.08 2.07' FLANGE'000115 FLANGE 594. 298. 298.
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000117 CONM2 2052 . 2050 0.40
000118 +RINtG 335. 168 - 1E
000119 $ TORUS
000120. CONM2 2053 2050 0O.198 -3.11
000121 +TORUS 181. 91. 0 91
U 00122 - -NOZZL TO PV BOLTS
(100123 CONM2 3057 3050 .096 1.07
000124 +BOLTS 51.15 25.65__ - 2?
000125 S CONTROL DRUM ACTUATORS (18)
('00126 CONMA2 5011 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 10
000127 CONy2 5012 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 -30
U000128 CotIM2 5013 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 50
000129 CONM2 5014 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 70
00130 CONM2 5015 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 9C
000131 CONIM2 5016 503.0 8000 .0344 24.90 11
(200132 C0 fM2 5017 5010 8000 .0344 24.n50 12
000133 COMMI2 5018 5010 8000 .0344 24.90 15
o00o134 CONlfM.2 5019 5010 8000( .0344 24.50 17
000135 Ce'Nt!2 50110 5010 r000 .0344 24.s50 1
000156 CON:,12 50111 5010 8000 .031t4 214.50 21
000137 COCiM2--50112 -- 5010 8000-I .0344 24.50 23
000138 CONM12 50113 5010 '8000 .0344 24.50 25
000139 CONF'2 50114 5010 80on0 .031;4 24.50 27
000140 CoN i:2 -- 50115---501-0 8000 .0344 '24.50 2
000141 CONM,2 50116 5010 000 .03144 ' 24.50 31
000142 COH;-12 503.17 5010 C000 .0344 24.50 33
00u143 C0NM2 -- 50118 -- 5010 800) .0344 214.50 3
000144 $ SHIELD
000145 CON42 6010 6010 25.06 1.67
0C0014U +SHIEL-D--297437 -4957. -- _-- l 7- I9
000147 $ NDICE
000148 CONM2 6021 6020 1.55
000149 $ 
--CTUATORS-
000'150 CONM2 60801 6080 0.24
000151 CONM2 61301 6130 0.24
00015 C0iJ':2 830 1 - a300 0-24
000153 CONM12 84001 8400 0.24
000154 $ SIMPLE NSS
000155 COW,12-4001 -4001 - 29.
000156 CONM2 4002 4002 6.02
C00157 COHtH12 4003 4003 2.90
000158 ********-****''--''-- - " "
000159 $
000160 $ COMIPONENT NO. 2 NOZZLE EXTENSION
--u00 1 $



















000162 CBAR 2020 2020 2020 20no00
000163 CDAR 2040 2040 2040 2020
U00164 CBA.R- -2050 -.- 2050 20590 2040
000165 GRID 2000 L09. 3 72
000166 GRID 2020 3515543
o0o00o>$ GRID 2040 -- 296'J865
000168 GRID 2050 270.190
000169 MATI 100 1.7E6 0.70E6 1.355E-4
000170 ['BA!R -2020 - rOO- 0.-.65--55550. -,55550T---IrlTO-U-. 00445-
00U171 P13AR 2040 100 33.253 30250. ;50250. 60500.' .00445
000172 PUAH 2050 100 50.047 25400. 25snn. 50800. .00445
OC0173 'I*****.t** t** ** ***if,* * *t* * * ***** * * *** **********'*****
000174 $
000175 $ COMPONENT MO. 3 NOMZLE
... . D I 7......
kA
:I : * * *' * ** *
)$**f*~**3~*T+*****$**--
5
__________· __________ ___ ___·
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000177 CBAR 3000 3000 3000 2050
000178 CBAR 3010 3010 3010 3000
0o0179 -CBAR----3020 3020- 302.0 3010
000180 CBAR 3030 3030 3030 3020
000181 CHAR 3040 3040 3040 3030
0fo 182 C HAR - 3050 3050- 3050--- 3040-
000183 GRID 3000 254.218
000184 GRID 3010 233.25
Of-lo65 GRID 3020 225.90
0001306 GRID 3030 220.'491
0!01 37 GRID 3040 213.236
0)018 GRID 3050 206.93
000189 MAT1 347 29.3E6 11.4E6 7.394E-4
000190 PBAR 3000 347 11.5 3414. 3414. 6828. .007
o0J1-9 Pti3f\ 3010 3]7- 32.3 4371. 437. -8742. .- - -07
000192 PUAR 3020 347 16.3 567. 567. 1133. .007
000193 PBAR 3030 347 13.7 333. 333. 666. *007
- 0(J:019 , PRoAR 3040 347 25.2 2070. 2070. 4140. .007
010 195 P!;AR 3050 347 82.2 16170. 16170. 32340. .007
000u196 $ a*~******-*+*********w*****t*************w**+*4********+*****t*********************
000197 $
000198 $ NUCLEAR SUBSYSTEM SIMPLE MODEL
0;0O199 5
00 200 CELAS 4001i 41.8E6 4001 1 3050 1
0C'0201 CELAS2 40012 9.41E6 4001 2 3050 2
0£Cu202 CELAS2 40013 9.41E6 4001 3 3050 3
0C 0'203 CtELAS2 .40021 334 .E6 4t002 1 4001 1
0C'204 CELAS2 40022 61.7E6 4002 2 4001 2
0'-0205 CELAS2 40023 61.7E6 4002 3 4001 3
OC0o206 CE L-A S2-4-0031 0-. 4fE6 4-003 1 4002 1 '-
000207 CELAS2 40032 16.5E6 4003 2 4002 2
000206 CELAS2 40033 16.5E6 4003 3 4002 3
o000209 GRID' '-4001 .--- ''170.0 456
000210 GRID 4002 129.0 -456
;E
000211 GRID 4003 124.0 456 .
000~2-12 s- -4*'**+*-****-***-*-*-*-******i--**-********-****** *****************-***************** ;
000213 $
000214 5 COMPONENT NO. 4 PRESSURE VESSEL
- 0002215 .. . . .
000216 CBAR 4000 4000 4000 3050
000217 CBAR 4010 4000 4010 4000
000218 CLAR--4020- 4000 4020 4010-
000219 CHAR 4025 4000 4025 4020
OJ000220 CBAR 4030 4000 4030 4025
000221 GRID--4000 185.5175
000222 GRID 4010 164.105
000223 GRID 4020 142.6925 '
-- OG0224 GRID- 4025 -- 124.67--
000225 GRID 4030 121.28
000226' MAT1 7075 10.3E6 3.9'E6 2.616E-4
Oi0022T PUAR 4000- -7075 --- 13?9.933-51600;-51600.--03200' 011I4-
000226 $*******************************************************************************
000229 5
-- 000230 -$ COMPONENT-NO.-5-- .... PRESSURE-VESSEL-"CLOSURE-----
000231 $
000232 C6AR 5000 5000 5000 4030
-000233 CBAR--5010 ------ SO10 ----- 50t0-- .- 5000- -
000L234 GRID 5000 115.97
000235 GRID OlO ln.28
















.I - . iII
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000237 PBAR 5010 7075 290.28 64000. 64000. 12800. *0'5'45
0002389
0 029 -9- --. ..... . . -- -. - - - -
000240 $ CONPONENT NO.6 LOWER THRUST STRUCTURE
000242L1 $
00J2z42 CBAR 000 o o 000 60on 50nl
000243 CIAR 6010 60b00 6010 6000
000244 CBAR 6020 - 6000 6020 6010
003245 C[3AR 6030 6000 .6030 .. 6020
000246 CBAR 6U'+0 6040 6040 6030
000247 CBAR b6050 6050 6050 6040
00f0248 CBAR 060 6 6060 6060 6- 6090
000249 COAR 6070 6070 6070 6060
000250 GRID 600 98.0
- 0U U251 GRID 6010 ' 86.33-
000252 GRID 6020 74.50
000253 GRID 6030 68.58
000C54 GRID (6)0 5 7. 0o
000255 GRID 6050 39.5
000255 GRID 6060 32.38
oo000257 GRID -6070 29.0
000253 GRID 6080 8000 25.0 125.0 39.50 23456
000259 GRID 6130 8000 25.0 215.0 39,50 234L56
- oU0260 'IAT1 7U039 10.1iE6--3'. 78E6 - 2.'96 ''-4
000261 P[AR 6000 7039 11.94 2155. 2155. 4310. .0282
000262 PBAR 6040 7039 11.64 19A0,9 19804. 3978. .0282
000)263 PBAR- 6050- 7039 10.68 1543. 15 43. 30 87. .0282000264, PBAR 6060 7039 9. 0o 1228. 122n. 2456. .0282
000'265 PHBAR 6070 7030 9.58 1114. 111t. 2228. .0282
-00)266 ******************* ****************-***************,*********************
u0 )267 5
000268 $ COMPONENT NO. 7 GIMF1AL
-000269 $ -
000)270 CBAR 7031 7031 7030 7000 0.0 io.0 -l.O
00)271 +7031 4
00!)272 CAR 7032----7037-----70 Z ----70'0 0 1-0
000273 +7032 4
009274 CBAR 7033 7031 7030 7010 0.0 -10.0 10.0
000275 +7033 ---- - 
000276 CDAR 7034 7031 7030 7020 0.0 -10.0 -10.0
000277 +7034 4
000275 CONR 0 D7021 0 702 U0- 80, - 250- 2.-
000279 CONROD 7022 7020 801.0 250 2.0
000200 COHROD 7023 7020 89002 250 2.0
--- Oo-000281 CO;JRO4 0D-70 7021 7 0 - 8000---250 2- n0
000282 CONROD 7041 7040 80.3n 250 2.0
000253 CO,-OD 7042 7040 8021 250 2.0
-00028'4 -CONR-OD-7043--7014n--0 F2---2-50-----2 -
000285 CONPODL) 7014 70f0 8020 7250 2.0
000286 CTRIA2 7121 8012 8000 8005 7020
- 000281! CTRIA2-7122 8-012 - 80C-- 8005-----70'20
000288 CTRIA2 7123 8012 8002 8005 7020
000289 CTRIA2 7124 8012 8010o 8005 7020
'000290 CTR8IA2-7125 8012- 8('0 r- 8000 702n
000291 CTRIA2 7126 .8012 8000 8002 70;20
000292 CTRIA2 7127 8012 80F,2 803.0 7020
000293 CTRIA2-- 7128 '- 8012-- 801 0- 81001 702n
000294 CTRIA2 7141 8012 8020 8025 7040
co000295 CTR!A2 7142 8012 ? 021 8025 7040
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_
000297 CTRIA2 7144 8012 8030 80P5 7040
000298 CTRIA2 7145 0012 11021 8020 7040
-0 ([29 CTR I A2--7146 86012 8020 802.2 7040
000300 CTRIA2 71947 8012 8022 P8030 70I.f
000391 CTRIA2 7148 8012 8030 8021 70It0
--00u02 -FG1U IIS LI.7000- - 23.0 0.0- -10.25
000303 GRID 7010 23.0 0.0 10.P5
001304 GRID 7020 23.0 -10.25. 0.0 ': '
00305 GRiD 7030 23.0 0.0 0.0
000306 GRID 7040 23.0 10.25 0.0
_ 00307 MATI 250 24.OE6 9.2UE6 7.*33E-4
000308 PBAR 7031 250' .... 3. 0 20.0
000309 $*, ***************************************************************************
000310 T.
O0 31 s -- C0mPO NOT0. -- UPPER-THRUST- STRUC'TURE--
000312 $
000313 CBAR 8000 8000 8090 8000 8160 0 0 2
00031.4 C0AR8--S1UO1 ..... 000 8001----804.0 8110 0 0 2
00U315 CL3AR 8002 8000 81~'0 8002 8110 0 0 2
000316 CBAR 8010 0000 8010 8050 81,0 0 0 2 ,
-- 00317 ~ CBAR---8021 ..800218100 8140 0 0 2
000318 CBAR 8022 8000 8050 8022 8140 0 0 2
00U319 CRAR 8030 8000 8030 8180 814n 0 0 2
-000320 C- A R- 804 O 8000 8040 8020 81140 0 0 2,
00)321 COAR 8050 8000 8090 8210 -R160 0 0 2
060322 COAR 8052 80010 __8190 8050 8140 0 0 2 ' ' ·
000323 CBAR - 061 -- 8170 8060 8080 -10.0-1. 0.0 1 8061
000324 +8061 -3.4 -3.4
000325 C9AR 8065 8190 8060 8080 -10.0 -10.0 0.0 1 8065
0'0326 +8065' --- 2.5 - -2']5-
0007,27 C13AR 8072 8000 8040 8070 8110 0 0 2
000325 CBAR 8073 8170 8070 8060 -10.0 -10. 0.0 1 8073
-00 329 +8073-- -. 4 - 3.4
000330 CBAR 8075 8190 8070 8060 -10.0 -10.0 0.0 1 8075
000331 +8075 -2.5 -2.5
.000332 C. .A8081 8000 080--8040 '810 0 0- 2
000333 CBAR 8085 8190 80P.0 8090 -10.0 -10.0 -10.0 1 8085
000334 +80b5 -2.5' -2.5
-- 00033b CEAR B095-8190 80o0T-120 -100- .75-- 80 £)5
000336 +8095 -2.5 -2.5
080[337 CBAR 8105 8190 8100 8070 -10.0 .- 10. 10. 1 8105
-000338 +8105 . -2.5 --- 2.5
000339 CBAR 8125 81q0 8120 8170 -10.0 .3.75 -14.0 1 8125
00O340 +8125 -2.5 -2.5
---00u34i COAR --8155 ...8190 8150 81'00 -10.0 ]"--'3.75 14. 0-- -8155
000342 +8155 -2.5 -2.5
000343 CBAR 8171 8170 8170 8090 -10.0 0.0 10.0 1 8171
000344 %8171 -3.4 
-- -3.4 --
000345 CBAR 8175 8190 8170 8190 -10.0 i0.0 -10.0 1 8175
00O 346 +8175 -2.5 -2.5 ,
000347 CBAR - 8181 --8170- 8180---8100 -- 10.0 0.0 -10.0- .- 1 818'
000348 +8181 '-3. ; -3.4
000349 CDAR 8165 8190 8180 8150 -10.0 3.75 14.0 1 8185
00!350 +81,5 -2.5 -2. 5--
00O351 CBAR 8191 8170 8l1c0 8200 -10.. 10. 0. 1 8191
000352 +8191 -3.4 -3.4 .
- -000353 C0AR81958190'81.-8200.10¥0-10.0 0- 0 1 8195
000354 +8195 
-2.5 -2.5
U00]355 C13AR 8201 8170 82C0 8210 -10. 10. I0 1 _ t201
..... 003 '201 ...........-3. .... 3.
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0O0O359 CLEAR ..8215-8190-8210--8180 ;"n.0 10. .. 10.
000360 +8215 
-2.5 -2.5
000361 CODMEM 8006 8006 8040 8110. 8130 8001
00036L COD'EM 8011 -8006 8050 8160 8130 8010
000353 CODMEM 8043 8006 8040 8110 8140 8020
000364 COGrq!EM 8192 8006 8050 8160 814 0 8022
000365 CROD 8041 80 80 8110 8051 041 45 8160
0001356 CROD 8071 8130 8110 8070 8161 . 8130 8190 8160
00d367 CROD 8111l 8130 8110 8140 8110 8130 8140 8180A
C00'8388 ROD 130 8130 80(0 8130 8160 8130 81i30 8160
00(1069 CROD 8162 8130 8160 8140 8163 8130 8140 8100
00l0370 CROD 8171 8130 8170 8130 8131 8130 8130 8110
00U371 CROD 8210 8130 8160 8210 8110 8130 8080 811- 0
00o0372 CTRIA2 8001 8001 8000 8130 8090
000373 CTRIA2 8002 8002 8005 8130 8000
000374 CTI A2---8003 8'002 8005 8130a 803
000375 CTRIA2 8004 8001 8002 8130 8170
000376 CTRIIA2 8005 8002 8005 8130 8002
0C8U377 CTRIA2 8007 8001 8040 81i10 8070
000378 CTRIA2 8008 8002 8005 8130 0001
000379 CTRIA2 8012 8012 8000 8001 8005
0003080 CT18IA2-8013-- 61200---ool--'3010 t 8005
000381 CTRIA2 8014 8012 8010 8002 . 8005
00382 CTRIA2 8015 8032 8002 8000 8005
0003t3 CTRIA2 -8026 8002 8025 8140 8020
000384 CTRIA2 8027 8002 8025 8140 8030
000335 CTRIA2 8031 8001 8030 8140 8180
000336 CTRIA2-8032 -8012 8021 8030 A08025
000387 CTRIA2 8033 8012 8030 8022 8025
000338 CTRIA2 8034 8012 8022 8020 8025
000389 CTR1IA2- 8036- 8012 8020 8021 8032-
000391 CTRIA2 8052 8001 8050 8160 8230
000391 CTRIA2 8082 8001 8040 8110 so8080
000392 CTRI1A2-8121- 800 J]-- 0---8120 -- 8170
000393 CTRIA2 8151 8001 8100 8150 810O
000394 CTRIA2 8191 0o0l 80,50 8160 819(
000395 CTRIA2-8193 - &002 8025---8140- 8022
00U396 CTRIA2 8194 8002 8025 8140 8021
U000397 CTRIA2 8195 8001 8021 8140 8100
000398 GR-ID 000-- --- 17.'0' -13.25--3. 0
000399 GRID 8001 17.0 -7.25 3.0
000L.00 GRID 8002 17.0 -13.25 -3.0
-'---o0 O bRI - 800b 17. -- 0.-25-0,.0
000402 GRID 8010 17.0 -7.25 -3..0
000403 GRID 8020 17.0 7.25 3.0
000q04 GRID- 8021 1;7.0--13.25--3. 0
0U0405 GRID 8022 17.0 7.25 -3.0
0U0406 GRID 8025 17.0 10.25 0.0
0U0407, GRID 8030 17;0---13.2-5 -3.0
000408 GRID 8040 . 17.0 0.0 10.25
000409 GRID 8050 17.0 0.0 -10.25
U004 0 GRID- 8060 0-.- -0 0-.0 24.25
000411 GRID 8070 8000 28.0 60. 0.0
000412 GRID 8080 8000 28.0 120. 0.0
co000Ul;3 -GRID 8090-3-000 - 28.0-150. 0..- -
000414 GRID 8ln0o 8000 28.0 30. 0.0
000415 GRID 8110 0.0 0.0 10.25
.00U0416 GRID--- 1120--8000.---.28.0 -- 180."-. .0.. --
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000417 GRID 8130 0.0 -10.25 .0
000418 GRID 8140 0,0 10.25 .0
000-419 GRID- 8150 800---- a · 0 · . .0
000420 GRID 8160 0.0 .0 -10.25
000421 GRID 8170 8000 28.0 -150. .0
00.422 GRID - 8180 - a000 -28 .0 -30.- .0
C000423 GRID 8190 8000 28.0 -120. .0
000424 GRID 8200 0.0 .0 -24.25
003425 GR I D-- 8210 8000--- 28.0 -- 60. .0
000426 GRID 8300 8000 25.0 215.0 0.0 0 23456
000427 GRID 8400 8000 25.0 125.0 0.0 0 23456
-'003428 iAr 2024 10,5E6 4.0E6 2.6E-4
000429 PB3AR 8000 2024 1.17 .08 .26
000430 PBAR 8170 2024 0.50 4.3 .0002
00u431 PBAR ---8190 2024 .8 2. 36-- 2. 36 ---- 55 -
000432 POD AEM 8006 2024 0.10
000433 PROD 8041 2024 0.35
0CU45L4 PROD .8130 2024 . 0..35 -----
000455 PTRIA2 8ou01 2024 0.064 :
000o436 PTRIA2 8002 2024 0.20
000437 PTRIA2 80j2 2024 .125
000438 $*** ***** *************************************************~*********************
000439 $
-00( $ M I N I - T A N K
000441 5
0J0042 5 LOWER (AFT) TRUSS
-- 000443- -CROD .. 8501-0F--8500 -8-'500 8-80' .- 850n2 8-5'0-0- 8500 . 8070
000444 CROD 85011 8500 8501 8090 85012 8500 8501 8060
00o 445 CROD 85I21 8500 8502 8060 85022 8500 8502 8100
-00,oq 446 CROD' U5031 -- 8500--- 8503- o12 . 850:3?'-8500 - '8503-- 8s080n
00o447 CROD 85041 8500 8504 8070 85n42 8500 8504 8150
000448 CROD 85051 8500 3505 8170 85052 8500 8505 8090
00)449 CR0- 85061' 8500 .8506 .8100 .85062 .8500 .. 8506.---- 8180U00450 CROD 85071 8500 8507 8190 85072 8500 8507 8120
000451 CROD 85081 8500 8508 8150 85082 8500 8508 8210
000452 CROO 850 18500 8509 8200 8509 ? 8500 8509 8170
00,453 CROD 85101 8500 8510 8180 8510n2 85no 85J10 8200
000454 CROD 85111 8500 8511 U210 85112 8500 8511 8190
00045b GRID - 8500 80O0 -- 68.9330390. 
-69.39698000 .4s56
000456 GRID 8501 o8000 68.93303120, -69.39698000 456
000457 GRIO 8502 8000 68.9330360. 
-6.?.39698000 456f,
00U0458 GRID-- 8503 8000 68.9303150, 
-69. 3Q698000 456
000459 GRID 8504 8000 68.9330330. 
-69.3q698000 456
00t)460 GRID 8505 8000 68.93303180. -69,396O8000 456
000461 GRID---8506 
-. 8000-. 6.93-30 ---- 69'39698000 456
000462 GRID 8507 8000 68.93303-150. 
-69.30698000 456
000463 GRID 8508 8000 68.933n03-30. 
-69.39698000no 456
-000464 
-GRID .--8509 .--.8000 -68.93;303-120;-- -6Cl.30698000 - 456
ou000465 GRID 8510 8000 68.933:03-60. -6 9.39608000 456,
000466 GRID 8511 8000 68.9-3;03-90. -69.39698000 456
000467 PROD -- 8500 -- 8500 0.767 ''. ''
00048 $ UPPERF (FOPwARD) TrPUSq
000469 CROD 86001 8600 86n00 8701 86002 8600 8600 8702
000470 CROD 86011-8600--86n I - '-- 8703 86012 -8600--8601 8700
000471 CROD 86021 860n 8602 8700 8602? 8600 8602 8704
000472 CROD 86031 8600 86C03 0705 86032 8600 8603 8701
--- 000473 CROD----8b6041---8600 - 4-- - 8702 --- 8604?- .-.- 8600"-'-' -'8604--- .-n706-
000474 CRuD 86051 8600 856C5 8707 86052 8600 86(05 8703
000uu;75 CROD 85061 8600 86C6 8704 86062 8600 8606 8709
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000477 CROD 86081 8600 8608 8706 86082 0 8608 8710
000478 CROD 86091 8600 8609 8711 86092 8600 8609 8707
000([79 CRO0 8O6101 8600 8610 8708 861n2 8600 8610 8711
000480 CROD 86111 8600 8611 87t0 86112 8600 8611 8709
000481 GRID 8600 8000 80.0 90. -23P.0 8000 456
00 04T2 GRID 8601 .. 8000 80.0 120. -219.0 8000 456
0Li403 GRlD 03602 8000 80.0 60. -219.0 8000 456
_OUD484_ G:RID -603 e000 80. -- 150. -21.Q.0__ 8000 45E6UG045 GRID 8604 8000 80. 30. -- 219.0 8000 456
000486 GRID 8605 8000 80. 180. -219.0 8000 456000487 GRID 8606 8U00 80. .0 
-219.0- 8000 4560004a GCRID 807 0 80. - . -29.0 8000 456
000489 GRID 8608 8000 80. -30. -219.0 8000 456000490 GRID 8609 8000 80. -120. -219.0 8000 456000491 GRID 8610 8000 80. 
-60. 
-219.0 8000 456
000492 GRID 8611 8000 80. -90. -219.0 8000 456C00493 GRID 8700 8000 85.0 90. -320. - 456
000494 V GPID 8701 - 8000-- 85.0 -6 120 . -32.0 n-3 456
OOU'+095 GRID 8702 8000 85.0 60. -321. 456
000496 GRID 8703 8C000 85.0 150. -320. 456
000497 GRI 0- 8704L 8000 85.0 30. 
-32n. 456000oU49 GRID 8705 8000 85.0 180. -320. 456O000499 GRID 8706 8000 85.0 .0 -320. 45E.
C-uu9O 7 GRID--8707-' 8000 85.0 -150. -. 320. 45600U501 GRID 870U8 8000 85.0 -30. -320. 456
000502 GRID 8709 8000 85.0 -120* -320. 456
OC00503 GRID 8710 t000- 85.0-60. -320. 456
tO)504 GRID 8711 8000 85.0 -90. -3210. 456
000505 PROD 8600 8500 0.068
000506 MATl--850 '5.75E6 0.3 1.75E4
000507 5 ALL CARGO BAY INTERFACE POINTS ARF TO REMAIN IN THE SAME PLANE
000508 MlPC 8700 8701 1 1.0 8700 i -1.0
000509 MPC--8700 -- 8702 1 0 .0. - 87 0 0-1 --- 170
000510 MPC 8700 8703 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000511 MPC 8700 8704 1 1.0 870!0 1 -1.0
000512 M PC - 8700--87C 5-----r- o I0 8700 1 -1.0
000513 MPC 8700 8706 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000514 MPC 8700 8707 1 1.0 8700 i -1.0
C00515 MPC 8700 870- -- 1'.0 - 8700-1 -1
000516 P MC 8700 8709 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
00517 MPC 8700 8710 1 1.0 870 1 -1.0
000518 MPC-'--8700-8711 1 110.---870-1 - -1.0
000(519 r-MPC 8700 8701 2 1.0 870!n 2 -1.0
000520 MPC 870t 0702 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
0UD521 MPC- 708 700 3 870-- 2 - 870(0 2 -1- 0
000522 MPC 8700 8704 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
000523 MPC 8700 8705 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
00{524 :PC 8700- 8706- 2 I2-- . 87 0-2 -1. O
00t0525 MPC 8700 8707 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
00o526 MPC 8700 8708 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
000527 M1PC 8700 -8709 2 87 2 -10
oc000528 MPC 8700 8710 2 1.0 870n 2 -1.0
000529 6PC 8700 8711 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
-000530 ;PC- 8700- 870 1 --- 8700-3 -.
o000531 MPC 8700 t702 3 1.0 87(0 3 -1.0
000532 MPC 8700 8703 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
U000533 IPC- O0 . ---. 8704- 3---1 .0-- '8700 3 -1.0
C00534 MPC 8700 8705 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000535 MPC 8700 8706 3 i.n 8700 3 -1.0
-~~~-~~7(0 0 -1~ .PC 070 8 0 ~ ~
8700--3 -, 0
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000537 MPC 8700 8708 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000538 MPC 8700 8709 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
'005J539 MFPC 870-0 - 8710 3 1.-O 8700- 3 -1.0
000540 MPC 8700 8711 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000541 $ MODAL COORDINATE DATA
T00542 SPOTN T -- f THRUTIU £d9-
DATE 03 APR 72 PAGE
U00543 CMASS4 101 2.927 101
000544 CMASS4 102 2.027 102_
- -0005L 5 CMASS4 103 0.664 103
000546 CMASS4 104 1.311 104
000547 CMASS4 105 0.444 105
- O'U54S CM.ASS410b 0.2018 106''
000549 CtASS4 107 0.1504 107
00:)550 C:.,A5SS 108 0.1940 108A
000551 CMASS4 ..109 0.2043-109
000)552 CELAS4 204 1.2.51E6 104
00U553 CELAS4 205 1.26_'E6 10
00;0554 CELASU 206 7.457E5- 106
00)0555 CELAS4 207 6.725-5 107
000556 CELAS4 208 .l181RE5 10 '_
000557 CELAS4-- 209 9.9t4E5 109
000558 $ THESE ARE THE NIFCtS FOR THE MODAL CONSTRAINTS
000559 $ MODAL CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
-0oo0560' 001)5.Q * **t ***-***+*******+* ***-***+*-*'*-j*-+*-******'***- * * * * * *************
00 561 $
000562 $ GIl'PAL. ACTUATORS
000563 $ .. 
--. . ..
000564 CELAS2 8301 1.15E6 6120 1 8300 1
000565 CELAS2 8401 1.15E6 60e0o 1 8400 1
000567 $
000568 $ T P A STRUCTURE USED FOR ALL MINI-TANK RUINS
000569 $
000570 T P A ti 1
000571 GRID 6061 8000 35.0 -90. 43. 45(,
0C0572 CON!42- 9007 6061. 197
ou000573 CELAS2 60611 2.0E+6 6061 1 6070 1
000574 CELAS2 606121 2.nE+6 6061 2 6070 2
00U575 CELAS2606f22 1.4E+66061 2 6040 2
000U575 CELAS2 606131 2.OE+6 6061 3 6070 3
000577 CELAS2 606132 1.4E+6 6061 3 6040 3
000578 5
000579 $ T P A tS 2
oo0005osU GRID 6062 8000 35.0 90. 43. 456
003581 C0N4M2- 9008 .... 6062 - ' -1. 97- ''
0o0582 CELAS2 60621 2.0E+6 6062 1 6070n 1
000583 CELAS2 606221 2.OE+6 6062 2 6070 2
-00 a 534 CELAS2'-606222'--'1.4E+6--6062--'2 6040n' 2 -
0U'0585 CELAS2 606231 2.0E+6 6062 3 607/0 3
000586 CELAS2 606232 1.4E+6 6062 3 6040 3
**00058*$******************************-
0005b8 $
000589 $ EOS SUPPORT FRAME '
000u90 $_ -. -----------------.-- . . . . -
000591 CELAS2 3055 3.5E6 3050 1 3051
000592 CELAS2 3056 3.5E6 3050 2 3052
U00 593 CELAS2 3057 3.5E6 305 3 353
000ub94 CELAS2 3058 4.0E7 3050 4
000b95b CELAS2 6001 3.5E6 60r60 1 60)01
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000597 CELAS2 6003 3.5E6 6000 .3 6003
000598 CELAS2 6004 4.0E7 6000 4
000599 CELAS2 ..8701 1.E6 8700 1
000600 CELP52 8702 1.E6 8700 2
000601 CELAS2 8703 1.E6 8700 3
003602 COI%'2 8700 8700 1.F6
0G6003 MPC 8700 3051 0 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000604 MPC 8700 3052 0 1.0 . 8700 2 -1.0
000605 MPC 8700 3053 0 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000506 MPC 8700 6001 0 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000607 MPC 8700 6002 0 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
00u508 N.PC 8700 6003- 0 1.0 87f00 3 -1.0
000609 SPOINT 3051 3052 3053 6001 6002 6003
000610 ********************************.********,************************************
GE 13
L I-- - - - - - -~~~~~I-- - - -~~ .-- - - - - --- - - ~ - N ~ `
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1Q ELT EOS/CASE6,1,720114 42460
00(1001 BAROR loonn 1000 1000.0 0.0 1
00{)003 $ ..
000004 5 COORDINATE. SYSTEM D.FFINITIONS
--0')05 $ -
000006 CORD2C 2 256.1 .0 .0 300. .0 .0 SC
000007 +[3C 300.0 -50.0 0.0 - -
- -oooooa CRD2C-8000 o.0 0.0 O.o 1000.0 0.0 0.0 CYL
000009 +CYL 1000.0 1000o0 0.0
OuucI) ~ *******************************************************************************
ouuoll $




00U 0016 5 EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION ._
- -000017 $ 
-
000018 EIGR 25 GIV 25 1.E-6 GIV25
00u019 +GIV25 MAX
000020O0UC20 q *****-**********r********.**********,***,),*-*******t ***~****,4 **********t@ **************.*
00'2021 $ -
0C0022 s SINGLE-POINT CONSTRAINT SETS _ _ I__
0C ; 0 23 $--'




O00r027 S MULTI-POINT CONSTRAINTS
00002 5-
-000029 MPCADD--10 606-2---7000 -----7010 830 0850 0 870......
000030 $
00i031 $ MPC TPA i2 TO TPA H1
000032 rPC 60-62 6062 --.1 ----- ;-r - '60tI -1 '
000033 MPC 6062 6062 2 1.0 6061 2 -1.0
000034 MrPC 6062 6062 3 1.0 60f61 3 -1.0 :
000035 MPC-----7000 7000-no 1 .-0 6070 1 - . o --- X ' !-
000036 . +7000X 6070 5 10.25 
.
000037 MPC 7000 7000 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 7000Y
000038 +7000Y' 6070 4 -10.25 6070 6 . 6.0
00JU039 MC 7000 7000 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 7000Z
000040 +7000Z 6070 5 -6.0
0C0041 MPC -- 7000 ...7000'o -4' _ 1.0 ... '6070 4 -1.0 .·
000042 MPC 7000 7000 5 1.0 6070 5 . -1.0
000043 MPC 7000 7000 6 1.0 6070 6 -1.0
-000044 !.PC- -. 7010 --- 7010 1- -1.0 0 60'0n'--1-- 
-1.0 7-o'O 
-
000045 +7010X 6070 5 -10.25
O00406 MPC 7010 7010 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 7010Y . ... .
00004/ +7010Y - 6070 4 -- 10.25 -6070- 6 6 .0
000048 MPC 7010 7010 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 7010Z
000049 +7010Z 6070 5 -6.0
-00D050 MPC -.-7010 -7010 4r 1.0 607'0 4 -1.0
0O)05! XiPC 7010 7010 5 1.0 6070 5 -1.0
00 o052 NPC 7010 7010 6 1.0 6070 6 -1.0
-00 0 53  MPC . .8300 60800 ..1 . . .6050 1 -1.0 6080'A
0000'54 +6080A 6050 5 -20.48 607,0 6 -.14.34
00lOS5 MPC 8300 61.30 1 l.n 60[,0 1 -1.0 6130A
06 +6130A 60iO 5 ........ 14.34 . 60n 6 -20.48 ..
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000057 MPC 8300 8300 1 1.0 8170 -1.0
000058 MPC 8300 8400 1 1,0 8080 1 -1.0 -00&j0597 i*4
000060 $
_000061 $ . - OMITTED COORDINATE SET
o00006-2 S . ... . ...
00U063 OMIT1 123456 2020 3010 3030 30Ln 4025 8000 8001 600FA
00064 +61)OFA 8002 8005 8010 0020 8021 8022 8160 8030 6DOFB 8 .' _
000oC65 +600F13 8110 ...8130 8140 4010
000066 OM!T1 456 2000 8170 2040 3000 8210 302'0 8180 3DOFA
_ 00i067 +3DOFA 8190 4000 8150 4020 8200 4030 5000 6000 3DOF __
8 +30FU 6020 6030 6040 6070 7020 7030 704n 8040 3DOFC
000069 +3DOFC 8050 8060 8070 8080 80¢0 8100 8120l
0([,070 **4*********************************************************************** *
000071 $
000)072 5$ PARAM CARDS
000073 $
000074 ' PARAM GRDPNT 0
000lC75 *******************************************************************************
000076 5 ------- --- l
00U00'77 $ GLOBAL AXES -FOR PLOT ORIEN TATI ON
000078 $
000079 GRID 1 430. 123456
000080 GRID 2 50, . 123456
000081 GRID 3 50. 123'456
000082 - GRIO 10 420. 12'i456 .-
000053 GRI0- -20 q40.I 123456
00008I4 GRID 30 40. 12
000085 PLOrEL 9001 10 1
00000O5 PLOTEL 9002 0 2
000087 PLOTEL 9003 30 3
000058 PLOTEL 9010 8120 8005 9011 8005 80
00089 PLOTEL-9012 8025 8150 90-.3--8150 81
000090 PLOIEL 9014 8140 8130 9015 8130 81
000091 PLOTEL 9020 8200 8050 9021 8050 8C
- 000092 PLOT'EL--9022-- 8 040 80G'0 ' 9023- 8060 8 1




10 !20 0 '
000OC94 . *s****s***8************ *S*************** i***************************************** " :-0 09 S *
00009% 5 -- 
,_ 
___
000096 $ C O N C E N T R A T E D M A S S I T E M S .
000C097 $ !
--- 000095 $ . F--P S ,-
0OU0099 CONM2 9001 2050 2 0.15 28.82 17.6 -2.09
000100 CON0!,2 9002 5010 .037 -3.36 12.4 7.1.2.
--0- )-YO]'1z cON;29goo3--50'f0 19--2-.-- 2---- .'-;
000102 CONN2 9004 6060 0.98 2.I.2 -26.1 .0
000103 CONM~2 9005 6050 . .86 -1.5 26.5 14.5 .
-000104 CONM42---9006--6050 . 0.92 4.---' 50 -..27.5 0Oi.
000105 $ DESTRUCT SUBSYSTEM
000106 $ -.. ........$000'10 NOZZLE-TO--EXTE:NSION-A-TA-CHMEITr -- -
000108 CONM2 2051 2050 .0855 NEA .
000109 +NEA 72. 36. , 36.
0001'10 C5- 1OPFsUppOrT-
000111 CONM2 3051 3050 0.668 -4,93 CS
000112 +CS 328. 170. 170.
0001I~ $ ' -FLANGF
000114 CONM2 3052 3050 1.08 2.07 FLANGE
000115 +FLANGE 59'. 298. 298.
O0001 16$ ....... AFT RIN 
...
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000117 CONM2 2052 2050 0.40 RING
000118 +RING 335. _ 168.- 168.
00 f1l9 5 - TORUS'_
000120 CONM2 2053 2050 0.198 -3.11 TORUS
OUU121 +TORUS 181. 91. 91.
0001-22 -- NOZZLE TO P--BOLTS
OC0123 CONM2 3057 3050 .096 1.07 BOLTS
000U124 +BOLTS 51.15 25.65 25.65
000125 ;5 C.ONTROL --DRUM ACTUATORS (18]
000126 CONM2 SO11 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 10.
000127 CONM2 5012 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 30.
00()128 CON'2 5013 5010 8000 .344 24.5 50.
00;)129 CONMr12 5014 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 70.
0o130 - CON 2 5015 5010 8000 .0344 24.90 90.
000131 C0 OW2 5016---- bO 10 8000 .0344 ..24.50 110I
000132 CONt2 5017 501n 8000 .0344 24.50 130.
000133 C 01N,!2 5018e 5010 8000 .0344 2t4. 50 150.
OUU134 - C0N'-2 501.9 5010 8000 .0344 24.5n 170.
000135 C0 .,! 50110 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 190.
G00016 COJNM2 50111 5010 8O00 .0344 24.50 210.
006137 CON'.2 50112 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 230.
000138 CONHM2 50113 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 250.
000139 CONM2 50114 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 270.
- 0001'0 COIJ2 -50115---5010 - 8000-- .03 4 4 24.50- 2q-0.-
CUU00141 CONMA2 50116 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 310.
000142 CONM2 50117 5010 8000 .0344 24,50 330.
- 000)143 CONw2 -50118 .5010 - 80C00 .0344 24.50 350.
000144 5 SHIELD
000145 $ S H I E L D R E M O V E D
0001)46 OMI T 1456 -6010 --
000)147 $ NDICE
00)148 C_0NM 2 6021 6020 1.55
000 149 $ -ACTUATORS-
000150 CONM2 60801 6080 0.24
00(151 CONM2 61301 6130 o0.24
-- 000152 CoNM2-83-0018r---0oo 0.24 .
00o153 CONrM2 84001 8400 0.24
UU00154 $ S;IMPLE NSS
000155 CON!2 4001- 4001 29.
000156 C ON;',2 4002 4002 6.02
000157 CONM2 4003 4003 2.90
-- 000t)158 ********* * ***********************************************************
000159 $
000160 5 COMPONENT NO. 2 NOZZLE EXTENSIOMN
000161 5- -
000162 CDAR 2020 2020 2020 2000
000163 CRAR 2040 2040 2040 2020
000164 CBAR'--2050-- -2050 2-0,0--2040
000165 GRIO 2000 409.372
000166 GRID 2020 351.543
- 000167 GRID D 2040 29f .865
000168 GRID 2050 270.1(0
0C0169 MAT1 100 1.7E6 0.70Fh 1.3559E-4
000170 PE3AH 2020 1f00 40 .865 555550'.-55550. 111i-0. .-0d 445
000171 PPAR 2040 100 33.2535 30250. 30290. 60500. .00445
J00172 P!AR 2050 o100 50.047 25400. 25L~00. 50800. .0(1445
- 000173 **************************************************
000i74 5
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00Ct177 CBAR 3000 3000 Z3000 2050
000178 CBAR 3010 3010 3010 3000
-00179 CBatR .. 3 03020 ....30020---3010 -
000180 CBAR 3030 3030 3030 3020
000181 CBAR 3040 3040 3040 3030
-000182 CbAR- 3050.. 3050- 3050-- 304 0
00C133 GRI D 3000 254.218
000184 GRID 3010 _233.25
0001 5 GRID 3020 225.90
000186 GRID 3030 220.491
000137 GRID 3040 213.236
000188 GRID 3050 20'.9,
000189 MAT1 347 29.3E6 11.4E6 7.394E-4
000190 PIAR 3000uoO 347 11.5 3414. 3414. 6828* *007
OU191 PLAR 3010 347 6-2.3 4371 4371. --- 8742. .007
000192 PBAR 3020 347 16.3 567. 567. 1133. .007
000193 PBAR 3030 347 13.7 333. 333. 666. .007
-OOU19-4 PBAR -3040 347 25.2 2070-. 2070. 4140. .0o(7
000195 PbAR 3050 347 82.2 16170. 16170. 32340. .007
000196 s*~*******t************* e**********~**t****** e************** *******"**************
00i0197 $
000U198 $ NUCLEAR SUBSYSTEM SIMPLE MODEL
Oul199
O-00200 CELA52- 4001 I 4.--- E64--SE- 00 1 3050 1
00J201 CELAS2 40012 9.41E6 4001 2 30F0 2
OCJ202 CELA52 40013 9.41E6 4001 3 3050 3
-00J203 CEL'AS2-40021 334.E6 4002 1 4001 1
00J204 CELAS2 40022 61.7E6 4002 2 4001 2
000205 CELAS2 40023 61.7E6 4002 3 4001 3
00]20G CELAS2-40031- 0.48E6-4003- 1 40C02- 1
000!207 CELAS2 40032 16.5E6 4003 2 4002 2
000U208 CELAS2 40033 16.5E6 4003 3 4002 3
000209 GRID- 4001 170.0 -;
000210 GRID 4U002 129.0 456
000211 GRILD 4003 124.0 456
000212 5* ******* ** *-.****** -- *--*-*-*---****-*-*-*-
000213 $
000214 S COMPONENT NO. 4 PRESSURE VESSEL
000215 S
000216 CBAR 4000 4000 4000 3050
000217 CBAR 4010 4000 4010 4000
000218 CB-AR---4020 -.- 4000--4C20 4--- 010
000219 CBAR 4025 4000 4025 4020
000220 CBAR 4030 4000 4030 4025
---000221 GRID 4000 - 85T'75-
000222 GRID -4U10 164.105
000223 GRID 4020 142.6925
000224 GRID 4025 124-.-67--
000225 GRID 4030 121.28
00u226 MAT1 7075 10.3E6 3.5E6 2.616E-4
00U2; PBAR- 40-00 -/7075- 139;933 51-600 -- 51-600' .--- rt3200---Ii4
00)228 $**t*******+******t***************************M*************************************0 3
000229 5
6000)230 5 -'COMPONE4T-NO--5 PRESUREVESS- -COURE---
030231 $
00:)232 CBAR 5000 5000 5000 1$030
-00u233 CBAR----501SU0- b010---5010 ... 5000- -
00()234 GRID 5000 115.97
000235 GRID 5010 110.28
'-00u236--- PLiAR .500 . . -7075 233.! -18'50 lSff---'L'637 00. 'i45 --'0'
I
--- · T. ·
'· · I
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000237 PBAR 5010 7075 290.28 64000. 64000. 1 0o. .0545.
000238
00t239 ' '- -
000240 $ CONPONENT NO.6 LOWER THRUST STRUCTURE
000241 S
00024'Z CPA1R-----W-O 6000-- --6'000 - 6600n0--- 50'10--:--
00t0243 CBAR 6010 6000 6010 60(00
000244 CBAR oo6020 6000 6020 6010
000245 CBAR- 6030 - 6000 6030 6020
000246 CBAR 6040 6040 6040 6030
000247 CBAR 6050 600 6b050 6040 ''
00t)248- CGAR 6060 - 6060 b060 6050
000249 CBAR 6070 6070 6070 6060
00:)250 GRID 6000 98.0
00oU251 GRID - 6010 -- 86.33 ' -
000252 GRID 6020 74.50
000253 GRID 6030 68.58
0 0-)2554 hID 6040 57.0 '
000255 GRID 6050 39.5 ' '
000256 GRID 6060 32.38 '
000257 GRID-- 6070 29.0
000258 GRID 6080 8000 25.0 125.0 39.50 23456
000259 GRID 6130 8000 25.0 215.0 39.50 23L.56 ' -'
000260 MATI 7039 1b.1E6 3.7-8E() 2.'6F-4
000261 PBAR b0 7039 11.94 2155. 2155. 4310. .0282
000262 PBAR 6040 7039 11.64 198q9. 1989. 378. .0282 -''' ''
00ot;263 PbAR -- 6050 .7039 10.68 . 154 3. 15" 3. 3087. .0.2R
000254 PBAR 6060 7039 9.c0 1228. 1228. 2456. .0282
000265 PBAR 6070 7039 9.58 1114. 1114. 2228. .0282 ''
000257 $
000268 $ CONMPONENT NO. 7 GIMBAL - - ---
000269 $ -
0Q0270 CBAR 7031 7031 7030 7000 0.0 10.0 -10.0 1 7031
000271 +7031 4 - - ' ' ' :
000272 ChAR-- 7032-- 7031- 700O-- 7040 .O0' 0.0 10---0-- -O '1: ' 7032 . ,
000273 +7032 4
OU274 CbAR 7033 7031 7030 7010 0.0 -10.0 10.0 1 7033
000275 +7033'- -- ' F
000276 CBAR 7034 7031 7030 7020 0.0 -10.0 -10.0 1 7034 I
000277 +7034 4 ' I
00t278 CO 0:;-0;--7021 7020 o00 '-- 250 2.0 ' l
000279 CONiROD 7022 7020 8010 250 2.0 .
000280 COIROD 7023 7020 8002 250 2.0
003281 COJROD --'7024- 7020 -- 80C0-'-250 2-.0
000282 CONROD 7041 7040 80'0 250 2.0
0C0283 CONROD 7042 7040 8021 250 2. ! ·0
00J284 CONROD 7 7 70t0 8022 '.250-2'0
000285 CONROD 7044 7040 8020 250 2.0
000286 CTRIA2 7121 8012 8000 8005 7020 I...
0002Z7 CTRIA2-7122---8012 80C 1-- 8005 7020-',
000288 CTRIA2 7123 8012 8002 r005 7020
000289 CTRIA2 7124 8012 e010 8005 7020 .
'000290 CTRI A2 7125---'--8012 - 80G1' . 8000 7020' '
000291 CTRIA2 7126 8012 800n 8002 702;
000292 CTRIA2 7127 8012 8002 8010 7020 ,
00u293 CTRIA2 712f .8012 8010 8001 702n. i
000294 CTRIA2 7141 8012 8020 8025 700 
000295 CTRIA2 7142 8012 8021 8025 7040
.0002 C-- CTRTIA2 7143 -... ?-U12 ... 80..?2 .-' 8025 7040 '
I
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000297 CTRIA2 7144 8012 8030 8025 7040
000298 CTRIA2 7145 8012 8021 3020 700
000299 CTRIA2 --7146 ..8012-- 802.0 _ 8022- 70"10
000300 CTRIA2 7147 8012 8022 8030 70La0000301 CTRIA2 7148 8012 8030 8021. 7040O
00 )302 .GRID 7000 23.00.0 
-10.25
0005303 GRID 7010 23.0 0.0 10.25
000304 ____ _GRID 7020__ 
_ 23.0 _ _-1.0:.25 :0.0 _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _000305 GRID 7030 23.0 -- 10.0 0.0
000306 GRID 7040 23.0 10.25 0.0
000307 MAT1 250 24.OE6 9.24E6 7,33E-4 
_00u308 P AR 7031 25 0 10. 1.0 2 0.0
000309
___00,3310$
00031-1 $ COMPV-CNO,'PJ OTNT-'hO-J-SS 13PPER-THRUST "STRUCTURE
0U0312 $
000313 CBAR 8000 8000 8090 8000 A160 0 0 200031 CAR 800 ... ' o0 1-8 4 00 8110 0 0 2
000315 CRAR 8002 8000 8170 8002 311.0 0 0 2
000316 CDAR 8010 8000 8010 8050 8160 0 0 2000A57 CB'A 8021 80'00 ... 20'21 8100 81 0 0 - 0 2
000318 COAR 8022 8000 8050 8022 8140 0 0 2000319 CBAR 3030 8000 8030 1810 81uaO 0 0 200U320 CBAR 8040 ....8000- 80 40 8020 814 0 -0
000321 CDA/R 0050 8000 8050 8210 5160 0 0 2000322 COAR 8052 G000 0190 I _ 8050 8100 0 0 2 
. .000323 C!AR'  -8061 -8170' · 8o00- 800 - 10.0-' 0 , o ' 061000324 +83061 
-3.t1 
-3.4000325 CBAR 8065 8190 8060 8080 -10.0 -10.0 0.0 1 8065
0-00032 6 +3065 
-2'. 
-2.5
000327 CBAR 8072 8000 80'iO 13070 8130 0 0 2




000330 CBAR 8075 8190 8070 8060 -10.0 -10.0 0.0 1 ,8075000331 +8075 
-2.5 
-2.5
00:)332 C B A R-80'81---8000---808040 O-8 14'0-0 - 0 2








0C0337 COAR 8105 8190 8100 8070 -10.0 '-10. 10. 1 810.
-- '000338 +8105--- 
-2.U 
- -- 2.5-
000339 CUAR 8125 8190 8120 8170 -10.0 3.75 -14,00 1 812500t)340 +0125 
-2.5 




000343 CBAR 8171 8170 8170 8090 -10.0 0.0 10.0 1 8171
-- 00034'f +8171 
-3.4 
---
000345 COAR 8175 8190 8170 8190 -10.0 10.0 -10.0 1 8175000345 +8175 
-2.5 
-2.5




000349 CBAP 8185 8190 81:00 8150 -10.0 3.75 14.0 1 8185
- 00u350 +8185 
-215 
-2;5 --
000351 COJ< 8191 8170 8190 8200 -10. 10. 0. 1 131l1000352 +8191 
-3.4 
-3.4




000355 CBAR 8201 8170 8200 8210 -10. 10. 0. 1 8201l
00U356 +1,201 ..... 
-3-
I
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000357 CBAR 8205 8190 8200 8210 -10n 10.0 0.0 100U358 +6205 
-2.5 





000361 CCDEEM 8006 8006 80'0 8110. 8130 8001
0t 6D2 CcM[)EM 8oll 8006 8050- 816.0 8130B 8010
00'ue,3 C !D'EM 8043 8006 8040 8110 8140 80200011364 CODIEM- 8192 8006 8050 8160 81L0 8022
o0u 355 CRO0 8041 8041 0140n 8110 80 51 8041 80 '.0 8 160
000366 CRO0 8071 8130 81100 8070 101 130 190 8C003G7 CROD 8111 8130 8110 fl0108140 81LO 8130 81A
00036a CR0D 8130 8130 8000 8130 8160 8130 8130 816000U369 CROD 8162 8130 8160 81'l0 8163 8130 81 L0 8100
000370 CRO0 8171 8130 81i7n 8130 8131 l8130 8130 8110
OOU371 CRNO 8210 8130 8160 
_ 8210 8110 8130 0R  8110
2 CTRIA2 8001 8001 8000 8130 80C30
000373 CTRIA2 8002 - 8002 8005- - 8130 80100
000374 CTRIA2 8003 8002 8005 8130 8010
000375 CTRIA2 8004 8001 8002 8130 8170
_000376 CTrIA2 8005 8l002 8005 8 130 80O02_)000377 CTRIA2 8007 8001 8040 8110 8070000378 CTRIA2 8008 8002 8005 813,0 8001000379 CTRIA2 8012 8012 8000 8001 80 (5003)S0 CTRIA2 38013 - -012 8o-001 801 8008 5 -
00G381  14 012 010 80102 8 05
OCJ382 CTRIA2 8015 13012 8002 8000 8005
OCu38 CTRIA2 8026 8002 8025 8140 8020
CC3 384 CTRIA2 8r 27 800? 8025 8140 80., 0000385 CTRIA2 8031 8001 8030 8140 
_8l1
O00336 C R82 8012 80l 0 02  80 5
37 0 3 8012 8022 80250003886 CTRIA2 8034 8012 8022 8020 80. 5
000389 CTRIA2-- 8036 801? 8020 8021 802-5
000390 CTRIA2 8052 8001 8050 8160 8210
000391 CTRIA2 6082 8001 8040 0 8110 8080
-030 392 CTRIA2- 8121 8001 8090 8120'81--.
000393 CTRIA2 8151 8001 8100 8150 818o000'94 CTRIA2 8191 8001 8050 8160 81C(0
0033b C TRIA28193 8002 8025- 1 140 8 80 2000396 CTRIA2 8194 8002 8025 8140 802 1000397 CTRIA2 8195 8001 8021 8140 8160
00 0 0"98 G-RI 31.0 -0000399 GRID 8001 17.0 -7.25 3.0
00t0400 GRID 8002 17.0 
-13.25 
-3..J 0401 GRID 80G'05 - 5 17 0 - -10 .25 0.000402 GRID 8010 17.0 
-7.25 -3. 0
000403 GRID 8020 17.0 7.25 . 3.0
N 2! 8113 '381O6
000404 GR1D --8021 17.0O13.253.
000405 GRID 8022 17.0 725 -3.
000406 GIP, U 025 17.0 10.25 0.(10004 07 GRID -8 8030 0 13 .25 
-3.0
Cutl 408 GRID 8040 17.0 0.. 0 10.2-5U00) 409 GRID 8050 17.0 0.0 
-10.25
'O 1410 GRID' 8060 O.C' 0 0.0'- 24.25'-i411 GGRRIIO 8070 8000 28.0 6 0. 0.
0CUU4 12 GRID 0 080 3000 28.0 120. 0.(
000313 GRID' 8000 ~028. 0 1 1.04013 
-8000"14 GRID 8100 8000 28.0 30. 0.0O01000415 GRI 8110 O .t u. .0 01250
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000417 GRID 8130 0.0 -10.25 .0
000418 GRID 8140 0.0 10.25 .0
0o0419 GRID 0 815 00 so 28.0-- .0 .0
000420 GRID 8160 0.0 .0 -10.25
000421 GRID 8170 8000 28.0 -150. .0
u00022 GRiD 818 8000 28.00 -30. .. 0
00D)423 GRID 8190 8000 28.0 -120. .0
000424 GRID 8200 0.0 .0 -- 2L.25
000425 GRID 8210 8000 28.0 -60. .0
000426 GRID 8300 8000 25.0 215.0 0.0 0 23'56
OU0)427 GRID 8400 8000 25.0 125.0 0.0 0 23Lt56
00,042U MATI 2024 10.5E6 ' 0OF.6 .. . 2,E-4
00[)429 PBAR 8000 2024 1.17 .08 .26
000430 PBAR 8170 2024 0.50 4.3 .0002
J00~431 PbR .8190 2024- .8 2.36 2.36 5
000432 PODMEM 8006 2024 0.10
000433 PROD 8041 2024 0.?5
00434 PROD --- 130 2024 0.435
000435 PTRIA2 8001 2024 0.064
000436 PTRPlA2 8002 2024 0.20
000437 PTRIA2 -8012 2024 ,125
000438 *$* *************8********~****+****************************t*********************
00043 98 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _000439
oon00o q L~ 0 -M-"-z-[?-I - T A-- ]-K-
000)441
000442 $ LOWER (AFT) TPUSS
00)U443 CROD 0 8500 8 800 850 500 8500o 8070
00444 CROD 05011 8500 85C. 8090 8501? 8500 8501 8060
000445 CRCD 85021 8500 8502 8060 85n22 8500 8502 8100
C-00-  46- - CROOD t,5031 8500 8503- 8 120 - 85032 -8500- 8503- 80A0
000447 CROD 85041 8500 8504 e8070 85042 8500 8504 8150
0001;48 CRO 85051 8500 8505 8170 85052 8500 8505 8090
000449 CROD- 85061---8500-- 8506-- 8100 850626 .' 8500- 5 8506 -8180
000450 CROD 85071 8500 8507 8190 85072 8500 8507 8120
000451 CROD 85081 8500 8508 8150 85082 8500 8508 8210
000452 CRCD .- -85091-8500 85C9- n 8200 8502t 8500- 8509 - 8170
000453 CROD 85101 850(0 8510 8180 85102 8500 8510 8200
000454 CRCD 85111 8500 8511 8210 8511? 8500 8511 8190
-000455 GRID- 8500- 8000- 68. 9330390. -69.39698000 4s56
C000456 GRID 8501 8000 68.93,303120. -69.39698000 456
000457 GRID 8502 8000 68.933036(0. -69.39698000 456
00045b GRID- 8503 -- 8000-- 68. 93:503150. -69.39698000 45,-
000459 GRID 8504 8000 68.93s30330. -6(9.3968000 456
000460 GRIO 8505 80000 68o.3303180. -69.39698000 456
-- 461 GRI '- 8506 - 8000- 6-. P 3 n 3n3.'0 - -69.396n8000 456
0[0462 GRID 8507 8000 68.93303-150. -6o.39698000 456
000463 GRID 8508 8000 68.93303-30. -69..3698000 45,
- 000464 GRID- 8509--8000 - 68; 93303-120. -69.396P8000- 456F
000465 GRID 85'0 8000 68.93;03-60. -69.3s6,800 456
000466 GRID 8511 6000 r8.93.5303-90. -69.3968000 456
- 00046 O R D - 850 850 50-0. 767 - . . ..
000468 $ UDPER (FORWARD) TFRUSS
000469 CROD 86001 8600 8600 8701 8600? 8600 8600 8702
C03'.70 CRO- 86f11 8600- 6 ----601 s.8703--86012 ? 8600 8601- 8700
000471 CR0[; 86021 8600 8602 8700 86022 8600 8602 8704
000472 CROD 86031 8600 8603 8705 86032 8600 8603 8701
' 000473 CRO"- C6041 '600 - 8604 ----- 8702- 860 ? P--.8600 - 8604- 8706
OU0474 CROD 86051 8600 8605 8707 86052 8600 8605 8703
000475 CRO!) 6061 8600 f!606 8704 86f16, 8600 8606 8708
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000U477 CROD 86081 8600 8608 8706 86082 O 8608 8710
000478 CRCD 06091 8600 8609 8711 860°2 8600 8609 8707
--- 00479 C R0 0- 86101 - 8600 -- 8'610'--8708 ... 86102.- 8600 -- 8610 .0- 87 1
000480 CROD 86111 8600 8611 8710 86112 8600 8613.1 8709
00081 GRID 8600 8000 80.0 90. -219.0 8000 456
000482 GkI0D--86C1 8000 - 80.0-- 120. -219.08000 456
0C3483 GRID 8602 boo000 80.0 60. -219.0 8000 456,
0C0484 GRID 8603 8000 80. 150. -219.0 8000 456F
-- 00,J485 GRID 8604 8000 80. 30. -219.0 -- 8000- 456
000486 GRID 8605 8000 80. 180. -21I.0 8000 456
000487 GRID 8606 8000 80. .0 -219,0 8000 456
'00U468 GRID 8607 800o 80. -150. -219.0- 8000 - 456
000489 GRID 808 aoo8000 80. -30. -219.0 8000 456
000490 GRID 8609 8000 80. -120. '-2 9.0 8000 456 .
000491 GRIC - 6610 - 8000 oO. -60. -219.0- 80006-- 456
000492 GRID 8611 800.0 80. -90. -219.0 8000 456
000493 GRID 8700 8000 85.0 90. -320. 456
000494 GRID 8701 8000 85.0 120. -320 . 456
000495 GRIO 8702 8000 85.0 60. -320. 456
00U0496 GRID 8703- 8000 85.0 150. -320. 456 -
00U0497 GRID 8704 8000 85.0 30. -32n. 456
000498 GRID 8705 8000 85.0 180. -320. 456
000499 GRID 8706 800o 85.0 .0 -320. _ 456
000 S0 GRID 8707 8000 85.0 80. -. 32,0. 456
000501 GRIO) 8708 8000 85.0 -30. -3,20. 456
000502 GRID 8709 6000 85.0 -120. -32n. 456 .
00U0503 GRID 8710 8000 . .85.0 -6-'0. -320. 456
000504 GRID . 8711 8000 85.0 -90. -320. 456
000505 PROD 8600 8500 0.868
000506 MIA T 1'- -6b00 5. 75E6 0-.3 1.75-4
00(j507 $ ALL CARGO BAY INTERFACE POINTS APE TO REMAIN IN THE SAME PLANE
_ 0005f8 M>PC 8700 8701 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0 "
000509 MPC-- -8700---8702 1 .0 8700 1 -1.0
0U(J510 MPC 8700 8703 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000511 MPC 8700 8704 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000)512 MPC- b700- 8705- I --1 1.O - 8700 1 -1.'0
00u513 MPC 8700 8706 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000514 MPC 8700 8707 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0 · _
000515 MPC-- '8700'-- 8708-- 1 .0 8700 .. 1 -110
U000516 . MPC 8700 8709 1 1.0 870n 1 -1.0
U00U517 _ MPC 8700 8710 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000518 MPC 8700 8711 10 8700 1 . -1.0
000519 ' .MPC 8700 8701 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
000520 MPPC 8700 8702 2 1.0 8700n 2 -1.0 '
00(521 MPC 8700 s.3 26703 -  1.0 87(!n0 -2 -1.0
000522 MPC 8700 8704 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
000523 MPC 8700 8705 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
000524 MPC 8700- 8706'- -2- 10- 870 '2 *-1.0
000525 MPC 8700 8707 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0 ' '
000526 MPC 8700 8708 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
000527 MPC 8700 8709 2 f 1.0- 870 2 -1.0
000528 MPC 8700 8710 2 1.0 8700 2 -1,0
000529 MPC 8700 8711 2 1.0 8700 2 . -1.-0
00()0530 MPC- 8700 - 8701 3 1.0 8 87 - 3 -1.03
000531 MPC 8700 8702 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000532 MPC 8700 8703 3 1.0 8700 3 -1,0 '- '
000533 MPC- 870-0 8704- 3 1.0- -87003 -. 0
000534 MPC 8700 8705 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000535 MPC - 700 8706 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
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000537 MPC 8700 8708 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000538 MPC 8700 8709 3 1.0 870n 3 -1.0
- 000539 MPC 8700 .8710 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000540 MPC 8700 8711 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
OG0541 $ MODAL COORDINATE DATA
00u542 SPOINT---101 - T.HRLI 109 .-.....
00(0543 CMASS4 101 2.927 101
000544 CMASS4 102 2.927 -102
000545 CMASS4 103 0.664 103
000546 CMASS4 104 1.311 104
000547 CMASS4 105 0.444 105
000548 C;^ASS4 106 0.2018 106
UOti49 C.ASSI4 107 0.1584 107
00(0J55_0 CNASS4 108 0.1940 108
000551 CMASS4-109 0.2043109
000552 CELAS4 204 1.251E6 104
000553 CELAS4 205 1.262E6 105
000554 CELAS4 206 7.457E5 106
000b55 CELAS4 207 6.729E5 107
000556 CELAS4 208 8.818E5 108
000557 CELAS4-209 9.914L5 109
000558 $ THESE ARE THE NPC'S FOR THE MODAL CONSTRAINTS
000559 S MODAL CONSTRAINT EOUATIONS
00U560 **
000561 $
003562 $ GIMRAl. ACTUATORS
U(-9563 $
C0')564 CELAS2 8301 1.15E6 6130 1 830n 1
000565 CELAS2 8401 1.15E6 6080 1 840n 1
00056 $*********-***'***** ***********
G00u567
OUU56G $ T P A STRUCTURE USED FOR ALL MINI-TANK RUNS
000569 , $
000570 5 T P A #1
000571 GRID 6061 8000 35.0 -90. 43. 456
-- 000572 COTUM2-9--00T 6061 " -'
000573 CELAS2 60611 2.OE+6 6061 1 6070 1
000574 CELAS2 606121 2.0E+6 6061 2 6070 2
00057b CELAS2-606122-1-.4E+6-60E61-'2 '60i0 2--
000576 CELAS2 606131 2.0E+6 6061 3 6070 .3
000577 CELAS2 606,132 1.4E+6 6061 3 6040 3
-000578 - - - - ...
000579 5 T P A 41 2
00{560 GRID 6062 8000 35.0 90. 43. 456
u00o058I COlM2-9008---6062- I-.97
000562 CELAS2 60621 2.0E+6 6062 1 6070 1
000503 CELAS2 606221 2.OE+6 6062 2 6070 2
0005834 CELA52---606222 -1.tE+6 6062 2 600' 2
000555 CELAS2 606231 2.0[+6 6062 3 6070 3
U0(586 CELAS2 606232 1.4E+6 6062 3 6040 3
00o588 50 05 $
0005G9 s EOS SUlPPORT FRAME
500:)590 $ -
00U591 CELAS2 3055 3.5E6 3050 1 3051
00)592 CFLAS2 3056 3.5E6 3050 2 305P
001593 CELAS2'--3057 3.5E6' 3050 * 3053
00OL;94 CfLAS2 3058 4.0E7 3n050 4
coub'5'i CCLAS2 uOol 3.5E6 6000 i 6001
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000597 CELAS2 6003 3.5F6 6000 3 6003
000598 CELAS2 6004 4.OE7 6000 4
O --0599 CE-LAS2 --70 U1 1.E6 8700-1
000600 CELAS2 8702 1.E6 8700 2
000601 CELAS2 8703 1.E6 8700 3
-00)602 CON}M2 8700 8700 1.'6
000603 i!PC 8700 3051 0 1.0 8700 1 -10
000604 IPC 8700 3052 0 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
00)0 'i 5 MPC 8700 3053 0 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
00U606 MPC 8700 6001 0 1.0 87r0 . 1 -10
000607 MPC 8700 6002 0 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
OuubO ,:PC 8700 6003 0 1. 870 3 -1.0
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0C0004 $ COORDINATE. SYSTEM DEFINITIONS_
00o005 $ --..... : ...
000006 CORD2C 2 256.1 .0 .0 300. . 0 . BC
000007 +BC 300.0 -50.0 0:0 --
00u008 COR2C 8c000 -0,0 0,0 0,0 1000.0 0.0- 00 cYL
000009 +CYL 1000.0 1000.0 0.0
000010 $************** ***************************************************************
o 000 1 1
000012 $ SUPORT CARD FOR RIGID BODY MODES
000013 $
000015 $
000016 5 EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION
000017




30U022 $ SINGLE-POINT CONSTPAINT SETS
00002 5 .$.- --..
000024 SPC1I 10 123456 8700
00[)0!25 $*****************+******t*****+**f****** ******X******$*****************************0
001)C25 5,$ - -_.
00l)027 $ MULTI-POINT CONSTRAINTS
00OU28 S
00;029 'f-PCADD"--10-- 6062 7 000---7010 - 830. - 8700 -
00(0030 S
00051 $ MPC TPA i2 TO TPA f1
00.')32 ,'.PC 606.-- 6062 1 O- 606' 1 .- 1.U
00C033 MPC 6062 6062 2 1.0 6061 2 -1,0
00O)34 MPC 6062 6062 3 1.0 6061 3 -1.0
00(CI35 MP C'--- 7000 ..700 0 6070--1' 70'0OX
00o06 . +7000X 6070 5 10.25
000037 MPC 7000 7000 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 '7000Y
00030 +70C0Y '--6070 - 4- - -' '2.5--607 6 6 .' , -
000039 MPC 7000 7000 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 7000Z
000040 +7000Z 6070 5 -6.0
000UC4- , ,PC-- -700 700 F"7000 , -- -6070 4 -I.-u
000042 MNPC 7000 7000 5 1.0 6070 5 -1.0
000043 MPC 7000 7000 6 1.0 6070 6 -1.0
0f)OC' . MiPC-- 7010 -70. ! 1 .0 - 6070 1 - 1.0 7010X
000045 +7010X . 6070 5 -10.25
00"0'46 MPC 7010 7010 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 7010Y
---000C4 7 +70'1-0'Y-- -- 6070- 4---0 25--6070 6 66 0
000048 MPC 7010 7010 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0) 7010Z
000049 +7010Z 6070 5 -6.0
000050 MPC7010 7010 1.0 6070- - -- -0-
OU0051 MPC 7010 7010 5 1.0 6070 5 -1.0
0(!0052 MPC 7010 7010 6 1.0 60,70 6 -1.0
-000053 MPC 8300- 6050 l- -- 1 0 -- 605,0 - 1 ---1'.0 60 '0A-
000054 +6080A 6050 5 -20.48 60F0 6 -14.34
0000S5 _ _MP'C 8300 6130 1 1.0 605.0 1 -1.0 6130A
00U0056 4 G130A -3 6A0 - 14.34 600 6--( -2C'·48 0
-.- 1 · . - - · · ·
2 5· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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000057 MPC 8300 8300 1 1.0 817n -1.0
000058 fMPC 8300 8400 1 1.0 . 8080 1 -1.0
000059 $***************************************-*************************************.
000060 $
000061 5 OMITTED COORDINATE SET
$0006 - - ..
00'063 OMIT1 123456 2020 3010 3030 3040 4025 8000 80n 600FA
-000064 +6DOFA 8002 8005 8010 8020 8021 8022 8160 8030 6DOFB
000005 +6DOFL --8110 . 8130 8140 4010
000056 OMIT1 456 2000 8170 2040 30C0 8210 3020 8180 3DOFA
000067 +3DOFA 8190 4000 8150 4020 8200 4030 . 5000 6000 3DOFB
000C68 +3DOFB ---6020 6030 6040 6070--- 7020 7030 7040 8040 300OFC
000069 +3DCFC 8050 8060 8070 8080 8090 8100 8120
000070 S*********** ***************************************************************
U000071 S ... . .
000072 $ PARAM CARDS
Q00073 . $
000074 PARAM GRDPNT 0 -
000075 5*******************************************************************************
000076 $
000077 $ . ..- Ah AXES'-X FOR PLOT ORIENTATION
000078 S
000079 GRID 1 430. 123456
o0000J0 GRID -- 2 50. 12 456
00'3031 GRID 3 - 50. 123456
000082 GRID 10 420.-- 
-_ 123456
0o0033 GRID ---20 40. 123456
000034 GRID 30 40. 123.456
000085 PLOTEL 9001 10 1
---- 00 u,, ,6 -0 0I36'6 ~ 2
-00U0t PLOTEL 900' 2-0 2
000087 PLOTEL 9003 30 3
000083 PLnTEL 9010 8120 8005 9011 8005 8025
000089 PLOTEL ----9012-- 3025- -8150 9013 ----8150 8140
000090 PLOTEL 9014 8140 8i30 9015 0130 812.0
000C91 PLOTEL 9020 8200 8050 9021 8050 8040
-000092 PL.OTEL---90c2 - -8040' 8060 9023 S060 8110-
000093 PLOlEL 9024 8110 8160 9025 8160 8200
0 U 0094 5 ******'******************************************************************
,000095 $ .. . .
000096 . $ C 0 N C E N T R A T E D M A .S S I T E M S
000097 $
0u0098 $ - --- P F S
00.0099 CONM2 9001 2050 2 0.15 28.82 17.6 -2.09
000100 C0OJtM2 9002 5010 .037 -3.36 12.4 7.12
00f)101 CO0N'42 9003 5010 1.1. 9 -2.82 .0 .0
000102 CorN'2 9004 6060 0.98 2.42 -26.1 .0
000103 C0NM2 9005 6050 .86 -1.5 26.5 14.5
00U104. CONM2 9006 -- 6050 0.92 4.-';0 -- 27.5 0.t0
000105 5 DESTRUCT SUBSYSTEM
000106 $
000107 $ 'NOZZLE-TO EXTENSION--ATTACiHMENT---
00)10s CONM2 2051 2050 .0855 NEA
000109 +NEA 72. 36. 36.
-00 t) 110 $' - CORE -SUPPORTF
000111 CONM2 3051 3050 0.668 -4.93 Cs
00o112 +CS 328. 170. 170.
--- 000113 -S FL- A N----- - -. FLANGE
00'J114 CorJN2 3052 3050 n 1.08 2.07 FLANGE
000o115 +FLANGE 594. 298. 298. t
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000117 CON.2 2052 2050 0.40 RING
000118 +RING 335. 168. 168.
- 0'001 $ .7 TORUS
000120 CONN2 2053 2050 0.198 -3.11 TORUS
000121 +TORUS 181. 91. -. 91.
0o 0122 - NOZZLE TO PV EOLTS
00U123 CON!,2 3057 3050 .096 1.07 BOLTS
000U124 +BOLTS 51.15 25.65 25_65
00(0125 $ CONTROL DRUM ACTUATORS (18)
000126 COWN12 5011 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 10.
000127 C04NM2 5012 5010 8000 .0544 24.5 30.
00 1c28 CON;'2 5013 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 50.
000129 C0N'. 5014 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 70.
00:)130 CONM2 5015 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 90.
00!0131 CONr-2 --5016 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 110.
00)132 CONtN2 5017 5010 .8000 .03t44 24.50 130.
000t133 C0rM,2 501. 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 150.
0001i34- CON1412 5019- 5010 ocn---8000 .03144- 24. 50 170.
000135 CONM2 50110 5010 8000 ,03,44 24.50 190.
000136 CON1h2 50111 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 210.
. 000137 CO¶~.)2----50112--5010--8000---.03544-- -24.50 230. -
00013B CONV2 501t3 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 250.
000139 CONM2 50114 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 270.
000140 CorqN4'2---50115-5010--8000 ----. 044-24,50--290.
000141 CO N'2 50116 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 310.
l000142 CONI'.2 50117 5010 8000 .03t4 24.50 330.
000143 CO:,AN2 50118'- 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 350.
000144 SHIELD
0C0145 COWPM2 6010 6010 25.06 1.67 SHIELD
000146 +SHIEL-'29743. 14957. 14957
000147 NDICE
00o0 C;d C Or'M2 6021 6020 1.55
- 00)19 $ A4C-TUATORS -
00015C CONM2 60801 6080 0.24
000151 C0N:.12 61301 6130 0.24
-CC00152 CO 1r.!2 -83001 830 O-0 0.24 -.
U00153 . CO,C0'2 84001 8400 0.24
003154 ' SIMPLE NSS
00015b CON;2-- 40014--- 001 - 29.
000156 CoNM2 4002 4002 6.02
000U157 C0l;4N2 4003 40053 2.90
000150 $ ****4*F+********t*F****** *** ** **
000o159 $
U000160 $ COMPONENT NO. 2 NOZZLE EXTENSION
0---03 -1-61 $
000162 CBAR 2020 2020 2020 2000
000163 CIAR 2040 2040 2040 2020
00316C4 CDAR --- 2050----2050 -- 2050--2040--
000165 GRID 2000 409.372
000166 GRID 2020 351.543
-0001f GR I D- 2040 296.865-
000168 GRID 2050 270.190
000169 MAT1 100 1.7E6 0.70E6 1.355E-4
00017u P 7R- 2020--- 100 -- 40. '65--555-50. -55550 1111005. 0 -4-5
000171 P3BAR. 204;0 100 33,253 30290. 30250. 60500. .00445
000172 PoAR 2050 100 50.047' 25400 .25400. 50800. .00445
-0 0173 5 ****************7*X**** *
000174 $
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000177 CBAR 3000 3000 3000 2050
000178 CBAR 30101 3010 3010 3000
000179 CBAR - -3020 3-- 020- 3020 .3010
000180 CFIAR 3030 3030 3030 3020
000181 CBAR 30140 3040 3040 3030
00j132 CBAIR- 3050- 3050- 305Of .3040
000183 GRID 3000 254.218
0C0184 GRID 5010 233.225-
o0Ul15 GRID 3020 225.0'0
300186 GRID 3030 220.491
000187 GRID 3040 213.236
-00f-8 GRID - 3050 206.93
000C189 MATIl 347 29.3E6 11.4E6 7.394E-4
000190 PBAR 3000 347 11.5 3414. 3414. 6828. .007
00U191 PiBAR 3010 347'-- 32.3 4371. 4371. 8742. .007
000192 P,]AR 3020 347 16.3 567. 567. 1133. *007
000193 PEiAR 3030 347 13.7 333. 333. 666. .007
000194 P[3AR 3040 347 25.2 2070. 2070. 4140. .007
000195 PBiAR 3050 347 82.2 16170. 161.70. 32340. .007
DATE 03 APR 72
000196
-000197 $ .... NUCLEAR... U.RSSEM -OD.*.L , * .
001198 $ NUCLEAR SUBSYSTEM SIMPLE MODEL
00U199 $
U00U200 ' CELAS2--40011 41..8E6 40Q1 1 30-0 10
000201 CELAS2 40012 9.41E6 4001 2 30590 2
001)202 CEl.AS2 4100!3 9.41E6 4001 3 305n 3
U0J203 CELAS2- 40021 33.E6-- 4002 1 40)1 1
000204 CELAS2 40022 61.7E6 4002 2 4001 2
000205 CELAS2 40023 61.7E6 4002 3 40f01t 3
Q0020b 
-CELAS2--40031--0.48KE6-40C3 
.. 1 4002 1-
000o207 CELAS2 40032 16.5E6 4003 2 4002 2
001208 CELAS2 40033 16.5E6 4003 3 4002 3
00)0209 GRID .. 4001 - -- 17.0 456
009210 GRID 4002 12°.0 456
000211 GRID 4003 124.0 456
000212 * +*i** *. ********-**-*-**-***********************
00o213 $
000214 $ COMPONENT NO. 4 PRESSURE VESSEL
000215 $--- -..--.-----------
000)216 CBAR 4000 4000 4000 3050
000217 CBAR 4010 4000 4010 4000o
000213 CGBAR- -4020 .4000 40c0 . .4010 . ,
000219 CBAR 4025 4000 4025 4020
000220 CBAR 4030 4000 4030 4025
000221 GRID 4000 .- .185.5175
000222 GRID 4010 164..105
000223 GRID 4020 142.6925
000224 GRID - 4025 --- 124.67 - .
000225 GRID 4030 121.28
000226 MAT1 7075 10.3E6 3.9E6 2.616E-4
000227 PBAR -4000 7--7075 13.93 56 51600. .103200 . 4
000229 $
00o230 
-- COMPONENT NO. 5 .PRESSURE VESSEL CLOSURE
000u231 $
oC232 CBAR 5000 5000 5000 4030
U000233 CBAR- 503.0------ 501 5010 . .I- 5000 -
000234 GRID 5000 115.97
000255 GRIO 5010 110.28
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000237 PBAR 5010 7075 290.28 64000. 64000. 12800. .0545
000Q235' $* *********+*******~**************~*********+*************** t*********************
-- o ~ 2 3 . ....... - . . , -............ . .-- .. - . ..........- .-. -. . . . . . . ................ ---- - - -- .............. - -- -00(0239 $
000240 S CONPONENT NO.6 LOWER THRUST STRUCTURE
000241 .. .-- 
-
-00(24 CAR 6000 6000 0 5010
U00243 CEAR 6010 6000 6010 6000
00!,244 CBAR 6020 _6000 6020 6010
oc000245 COAR 6030 6000 6030 6020
000246 CbAR 6040 6040 6040 6030
000247 CRAR 6050 6050 6050 6040
00024U Ci3AR 6060 6060 6060 6050
000249 CBAR 6070 6070 6070 6060
000250 GRID 6000 981.0
000251 GRID 6010 -86.33
000252 GRID 6020 74.50
o0C0253 GRID 6030 68.58
000254 GRID 6040 57.0
000255 GRID 6050 39.5
000256 GRID 6060 32,38
000257 GRI1) .. 6070 29.0
000258 GRID 6080 8000 25.0 125.0 39.50 23456
000259 GRID 6130 8000 25.0 215.0 39.50 23456
000260 NIAT1'- 7039- -'10'.1-E6 3.7 - -2.6.-4-
00'261 PiAR 6000 7039 11.94 2155. 2155. 4310. .0282
0C0262 POAR bO40 7039 11.64 1989. 19f'9. 3978. .0282
0C02Ž63 PUAR- 6050 - 70'39 1.d681f--1543 1543. -3087. .0282
000264 PBAR - 6060 7039 9.90 1228. 1228. 2456. .0282
000265 PBAR 6070 7039 9.58 1114. 1114. 2228. .0282
-0002656 $**-**.*.&*5*"***. .--**--* **** -
000267 $
0Uu268 $ COMPONENT NO. 7 GIMBAL
-- 000269
000270 CBAP 7031 7031 7030 7000 0.0 10.0 -10.0
000271 +7031 4
000272 CBAR - 7032--7031.--'-7030 7040'1-u--n 1 .'. r--
000273 +7032 4
000274 CRAR 7033 7031 7030 7010 0.0 -10.0 10.0
000275 +7033- -- 4-
000276 CDAR 7034 7031 7030 7020 0.0 -10.0 -10.0
000277 +7034 L
-- 000278 C0NROD---702,1---7020- 8001---250-- 20.7'-.
000279 CONROD 7022 7020 8010 250 2.0
000280 CONROD 7023 7020 8002 250 2.0
---- 00231 CCiROR077024- 702--- o -000-----5 -2-0 20
00(0282 CONPROD 7L01 7040 8030 250 2.0(
000283 CONROD 7042 7040 8021 250 2.0
-00I284 COI. 0D7043-- 7040 - 80225--'250-- 2.-
0012J35 CO0RO'D 7044 7040 8020 250 2.0
00o286 CTRIA2 7121 8012 8000 8005 7020
-000287 CTRIA2-7122---f8012 80n1---8005 7020.
000288 CTRIA2 7123 8012 8002 8005 7020
000239 CTRIA2 7124 8012 8010 8005 7020
-00:1290 CTRIA2---7125 8012 - -8001--80000 7020
000291 CTRIA2 7126 5012 8000 8002 7020n
00a292 . CTRIA2 7127 3012 8002 8010 70,20
0-U0293' CTRIA2 7128 --. 012 8010-- 8001 ?r020
00t)294 CTRIA2 7141 8012 8020 8025 7040
000295 CTRIA2 7102 8012 8021 6025 7040
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000297 CTRIA2 7144 8012 8030 8025 7040
000298 CTRIA2 7145 8012 8021 8020 70"0
-000299 CTRI A2 714-6 8012 -- 8020 -'-8022 7040
000300 CTRIA2 7147 8012 8022 8030 7040
000301 CTRIA2 7148 0012 8030 8021 70U0
'000302 GRID) '--7000 --- 23-.0 .n.0 - -10.25
000303 GRID 7010 23.0 0.0 10.25
00U04 GRID 7020 23.0 -10.25 0.0
U000305 GRID 7030 23.0 0.0 0.0
OU000306 GRID 7040 23.0 10.25 0.0
000307 MATI1 250 24.0E6 9.24E6 7.33E-4
000308 PAE-- 7031 2550 3.0- 10.0 -- 100 20.0
000i309 $*$*********~*************** +****************************************************
00{]310 $
-000311 $- COMPOiET !0. 8 UPPER THRUST-STRUCT'ORE- -
00')312 $
000313 CBAR 8000 8000 80°0 8000 8160 0 0 2
000314 CEoAR 8001 800 0 804 0 8110 0 . 0 2
000315 CBAR 8002 8000 8170 8002 8110 0 0 2
000316 COAR 8010 8000 8010 8050 8160 0 0 2
000317 CBAR 008021 80O0 8021--- 8100 . 810 0 0
000318 CBAR 8022 8000 8050 8022 8140 0 0 2
000319 CBAR 803(1 8000 803n 8180 8140 0 0 2
0U)320 C[AR -- 8040 - 8000 80140 - 8020 .- 810 - 0-- 2
000321 CBAR 8050 8000 : 050 8210 .8160 0 0 2
000322 CpAR 8052 80000 8190 8050 81t0 0 '__ 0 2
00U323k CEAR--8061 - 1b70-- 8060 8080 -10.0 -10. 0.0 1 8061
000324 +8061 -3.4 -3.4
000U325 COAR 8065 8190 8060 8030 -10.0 -10.0 0.0 1 8065
000325 + 8065 -2.5 -- 2.5
OU0327 CLi A, 8072 8000 8040 8070 8110 0 0 2
000328 CBAR 8073 8170 0070 8060 -10.0 -10. 0.0 1 8073
000329 +8073 -. ---3 4 -- .- '----
C00330 CBAR 8075 8190 8070 8060 -10(.0 -10.0 0.0 1 8075
000331 +8075 -2.5 -2.5
000332 Ci', ' 808I- 8C0'---8040 B1LL--'O '0 -- 2
000333 CUAR 8085 8190 bO.80 8090 -10.0 -10.0 -10.0 1 8085
000U33:4 +8085 -2.5 -2.5
000335 CBAR' 8095 81'9 9 8090 8120 1 0- ----- l-1-4-0 1 8095
000336 +8095 -2.5 -2.5
000337 CBAR 8105 8190 8100 8070 -10.0 -10. 10. 1 8105
U000338 + 05 ..- 2.5 -2.5-
000339 CLIAR 8125 8190 3120 8170 -10.0 3.75 -14.0 1 8125
0003Y0 +8125 -2,5 -. 5
-000341 COAR 815 8190 8150 8100 -10.0 -3.75 140 1 8155
000342 +8155 -2.5 -2.5
000U343 CHAR 8171 8170 8170 8090 -10.0 0.0 10.0 1 8171
000344 +i171 -3.4 -3.4
000345 CUAR 8175 8190 8170 8190 -10.0 10.0 -10.0 1 . 8175
000346 t'8175 -2.5 -2.5
-00034 CBAR 8181- 8170 8180 8100 -i0.0 0.0 10.0 1 8181
000348 +8181 .-3.4 -3.4
00J349 CAAR 8185 8190 8180 8150 -10.0 3.75 14.0 1 8185
000350 +8185 -2.5 -2.5
000351 CBAR 8191 8170 8190 8200 -10. 10. O. 1 8191
000352 +8191 -3.4 -3.4
000353 - CBAR 8195 8190 81C0 8200 -l(i.O 10.0 0.0 1 8195
000354 +8195 -2.5 -2.5
U000355 CLAR 8201 8170 62r,0 8210 -10. 10. O. 1 A0 1







. . . I
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000357 CBAR 8205 8190 8200 R210 -10.0 I 0.0 1
000358 +8205 -2.5 -2.5
000359 C3AR 8215 8190 8210 .. 8180 1.0 -.. 10. 10. 1
003860 +8215 -2.5 -2.5
Q000361 COD!!EM 8006 8006 8040 8110 813n0 8001
o J362 COGD:'EM 8011 8006 8050 8160 8130 8010
000Cu33 COD;.EM 8043 8006 8040 8110 8140 8020
000364 CQODMEM 8192 800CO6 8050 8160 8140 8022
0OJ365 CPOD 8041 8041 8040 A..8110 8051 8041 8050 8160
000366 CROD 8071 8130 8110 8070 8161 8130 8190 8160
000357 CRO9 8111 8130 8110 8140 81.0 8130 810 8180
000368 CRO0 130 8 1o090 8130 8160 8130 8130 8160
000369 CROD 8162 8130 8160 8140 8163 8130 8140 8100
_000370 CROD 8171 8130 8170 8130 8131 _ 130 813i0 8110
000371 CRO., 8210 8130 8160 8210 - 811.0 8130 80-eO 8110
00u372 CIRIA2 8001 8001 8000 8130 80on
000373 CTRIA2 8002 8002 8005 8130 8000
000374 CTI<IA2 8005 8002 8005 8130 8010
000375 CTRIA2 8004 8001 8002 8130 8170
000376 CTRIIA2 8U-005 -8002 8005-- 8130 8002
000377 CTRIA2 8007 8001 8040 8110 8070
000378 Cl1RIA2 8008 8002 8005 8130 8001
000379 CTRIA2 8012 8012 8000 8001 8005
-000380 CTrtIA2---.8013 8012 i8Of- 80 10- 8005
00UO81 CTRIA2 8014 8012 8010 8002 8005
OUU32 CTRIA2 8015 8012 8002 8000 8005
000383 CTRIA2 --8026 8002 8025 8140 - 8020
000384 CTRIA2 8027 8002 8025 8140 8030
00035 CIRIA2 8031 8001 8030 8140 81r,0o
000386 C1'RIA2--8002- 8012-8021 8030 802.5i
00uj387 CTRIA2 8033 8012 80, 0 8022 80295
00uB8 CTRIA2 803'4 8(012 8022 8020 8025
000J359 CTRIA2-'8036---801'2 8020 -8021 8025
000390 CTRIA2 8052 8001 8050 8160 8210
000391 CTRIA2 8082 8001 8040 8110 8080
0u,0392 CTRIA2- 8121- 8001- 80e 0- 8120- 8170
000393 CTRIA2 8151. 8001 8100 8150 8180
00([394 CTRIA2 8191 80101 8050 8160 81"0
000395 CTRIA2-8193 - 8002 - 8025 .8140 - 8022
000396 CTRIA2 8194 8002 8025 8140 8021
000397 CTRIA2 8195 8001 8021 81140 8100
000U39b GRID 8000 17.0 13.'23. ---
000399 GRID 8001 17.0 -7.25 3.0
000400 GRID 8002 17.0 -13.25 -3.0
0-040u1 uRID - 8005 17.0  -10.25 .-(- .
000402 GRID 8010 17.0 -7.25 -3.0
000403 GRID 8020 17.0 7.25 3.0
L00040 GRID -802l I7.0 3.13.25 .-- .0
000405 GRID 8022 17.0 7.25 -3.0
000406 GRID 8025 17.0 10.25 0.0
000407 GR10 --- 8030 17.0-- 13.25- 3-.0
000408 GRID 8040 17.0 0.0 10.25
000409 GRID 8050 17.0 0.0 -10.25
0004-10- GR1D . .8060 0o.-- ....--0 . . .24 .'P
000411 GRID 8070 8000 28.0 60. 0.0
000412 GRID 8080 8000 28.0 120. 0.0
000413 GRI .0 8090 - 8000 28.0---150.-- 0.0
0004l4O GRID 8100 8000 28.0 30. 0.0
000415 GRiD 8110 0.0 0.0 10.P5
c000 15 0 0 ;020 - 00 2'3. 180.- .0
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000417 GRID 8130 0.C -10.25 .0
t00418 GRIO 8140 0.0 10.25 .0
00G041 GIDr .-'5 O 800-0"28-.-0 ...; 0' · __ 0
000420 GRID 8160 O.,r .0 -10.25
000421 GRID 8170 8000 28.0 -150. .0
000422 GRi 0 a8180 8000 28.0 -30. .0
00U423 GRID 819() 8000 28.0 -120. .0
000424 GRID 8200 0.0 .0 -24.25
000425 GRID 8210 8000 28.0 -60. .0
003426 GRID 8300 8000 25.0 215.0 0.0 0 23456
000427 GRID 8400 8000 25.0 ' 125.0 0.0 0 23456
00U0428 MATll1 2024 10.5E6 4.E- .- '-- .2.6E-t-
000429 PBAR 8000 2024 1.17 .08 .26
000430 PL3AR 8170 2024 0.50 4.3 .0002 .
000431 PBAR 8190 2024 .8 2.36 2.36 3.55
000432 PQDMEM 8006 2924 0.10
000433 PROD 8U41 2024 0.35
300034 '5ROO -88130 2024 0.435'
OU0435 PTRIA2 8001 2024 0.064
000436 PTR1A2 8002 2024 0.20 :p
000437 PTRIA2 8012 2024 .125
000438 *****************************************************************************
000439 $
0001440 M I N I - T A N K
000441 $*********************************************************************************
000442 $ '- '...
O0CO443 $ GIM B AL ACTUATORS
OOJ444 $
000445 CELAS2 8301 1.15E6 6130 1 8300 1
u--0'046 CELAS2-840F.1 5E6 6080 1 8400 1
0001447 %*t+*************************4*~****** *****~*************************************'
000448
- O000449 $ - -T P -A--STPUCTURE---SED-'-FOR--AL-L- M'INI-T-ANK--RONS
00U450 ' $
000451 $ T P A rl 1-_
00452 GRID-- 60 10----80'00 35.0' -90. 43. 456 - '
000453 CONM2 9007 6061 1.97 ' '
000454 CELAS2 60611 2.OE+6 6061 1 6070 1 -
-000455 CELAS2--606]21-2.OF+6606'1 2 6070 2
000456 CELAS2 606122 1.4F+6 6061 2 6040 2
000457 CELAS2 606131 2.0E+b 6061 3 6070 3
0001458 CELAS2 .606132 1.4E+66'--061 3 6040 3
000(459 $
000460 $ T P A # 2 ' '
000461 GRID -----6062' -...8000 ....35.0 90' 43. ' '6
000462 CONM2 9008 6062 1.97
000463 CELAS2 60621 2.0E+6 6062' 1 6070 1
-000464' CELAS2--606221- 2. 0O+6-6062---2 6070- 2
000465 CELAS2 606222 1.4E+6 6062 2 6040 2
U000466 CELAS2 606231 2.0OE+6 6062 3 6070 3
- 00046 CELAS2-606232 -- 1 4E+6-6062 3 - - 6040 3 ---
000)468 ******************************************************************************
001)0469 $
o00470 $ E' '-S-SlJPPORT-FRAME -
O1'J')471 $
000472 CELAS2 3055 3.5E+6 3050 1 3051 1 *NEW
- 00L)473 CELAS2.--3056 ... 3.5F+6-30EO- '2 . .3051 ' 2 -- *NEW
0U'0474 CELAS2 3057 3.5E+6 3050 3 3051 3 *NEW
000475 CFLAS2 3058 4.0E+7 3050 4 *NEW
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000477 CELAS2 6u02 3.5E+6 6000 2 6001 2 *NEW
000478 CELAS2 6003 3.5E+6 6000 3 6001 3 *NEW
0U'0O79 CELA52 6004 4.OE+7 6000 4 *NEW
OU0480 - CELA52 8701 1.E+6 6001 1 *NEW
000431 CELAS2 8702 1.E+6 6001 2 , *NEW
O004-82 CELAS2 8703 1.E+6 6001 3 *NEW
000483 C0;';"2 6001 6001 1.E+6 *NEW
000484 GRIC) 3051 206.6 3 456 *NEW -__
0U0485 GRID 6001 98. 456 *NFW
000486 M.PC 8700 3051 1 1.0 6001: 1 -1.0 *NEW
000487 MPC 8700 3051 2 1.0 6001 2 -1,0 *NEW
OUU4S8 IP'C 8700 3051 3 1.0 6001 3 -1.0 *NFW
000489 *****************************************************************************-20
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rQ ELT EOS/CASE2p1720223p 39680
000001 BAROR -. 1000.0 1000.0 0.0 1
00')002 
____************'*-----***i***-**-*---***---
0C0003 $ !00C0004 $ COORDINATE SYSTEM DEFINITIONS -: -_
00U005 5
000006 CORD2C 2 256.1 .0 .0 300* .0 .0 BC
000007 +3C 300.0 -50.0 0.0
000-00 CORO-2C-'8000O -0- O- 0.0 oldOo-- 10-0ro-O0. 0.0 CYL
00!0U9 +CYL 1000.0 1000.0 0.0
000010 $** ********+***4******+****.t****M***************************'*********************-..I
-0000o $
000012 $ SUPORT CARD FOR RIGID BODY MODES
000013 $
00 C 14 $****t**********~********t*********** ************** *** ************ ****** *** *.i
'00015 5
oo000o16 $ EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION I
-- 000017 $ 25-- . 2 . *-- --- F





000022 $ SINGLE-POINT CONSTRAINT SETS ' ,..' .:
000023 $ -- - -- -- - - - - - - - ----
0000324 . SPC1 10 123456 8700
000025[)02  S*****************************'*************t************************************* 
- .
"OOIJ02 5- -- -. . . -.- -.- - - - -......... ·.................................
00)027 $ MULTI-POINT CONSTRAINTS
000028 $
00)0029 MPCADD -1-0- 6062- 7 70Q0 -. 7010- -- -8300  ..87007 - -0
0000 30 $
00[031 $ MPC TPA t12 TO TPA I1 --- -"_
00tu032 P'C 606-O'- -6062.... -10' 60-06 - 1'.0 . .
00U033 . MPC 6062 6062 2 1.0 6061 2 -1.0 
.
000034 MPC 6062 6062 3 1.0 6061 3 -1.0 I
- 0 5 rPC 0003 - 700 7000- .1 1 l. - -6070 1 -- 1.0 70-00X
000t)036 . +7000X 6070 5 10.25
000037 MPC 7000 7000 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 7o000Y
000038 +7000Y-- 6070- -· 4 -10.25 -60r0 -  . 6.0
000039 MPC 7000 7000 3 1.0 60-0 3 -1.0 7000Z
000040 +7000Z 6070 5 -6.0 ---..
000041 MPC .7000 7000 4 1.0 6070 4 -1.0
o00o042 MPC 7000 7000 5 1.0 6070 5 -1.0
000043 tMPC 7000 7000 6 1.0 6070 6 -1,.0
000044 MPC- 7 010 -701 0 1 1.0 6070- 1 -1.o 0 jOOX
000045 +7010X 6070 5 -10.25
000046 MPC 7010 7010 2 o.0 6070 2 -1.0 7010Y ' !
--0000,47 +7010Y . 6070 - 1 10 .25 . 607rt .6 6.0
00UO48 MPC 7010 7010 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 7010Z
000049 +7010Z 607n 5 -6.0
---000050 MPC -.-- .7010-7010- 4 ..'0 . .607n - .0-:-. ..
000051 MPC 7010 7010 5 1.0 6070 5 -1.0
000052 MPGc 7010 7010 6 1.0 6070 6 -1.0 
. I
-- 00o053 MPC . .300 .6 80 1 1.060 1 -1.0 6080A-
0UUU054 +6080A 6050 5 -20.48 6050 6 -1td.34.
000055 MPC 8300 6130 1 1.0 60gi0 1 -1.0 6130A '__
0 0uO> +6130OA 6050 S 1..3t' 60i;f 6 l·8
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000057 MPC 8300 8300 1 1.0 8170 1 -1,0
000058 MPC 8300 8400 1 1.0 o0n0 1 -1.O
000f059
000060 $
000061 $ OMITTED COORDINATE SET
00[0062 $ -
000163 OMIT1 123456 2020 3010 3030 3040 4025 8000 8001 6DOFA
00006J4 +460DOFA 8002 8005 8010 8020 8021 8022 8160 8030 6DOFB
0000G65 +600FB- 8110 8130 8140 4010
000066 OMIT1 456 2000 8170 2040 300n 8210 3020 81R0 300DFA
000057 +3DOFA 8190 4000 8150 -4020 8200 4030 5000 6000 3DOFn
00068 +700Fb3--6020 .6030 i-- 6040 5070 7020 - 73 7030 4 040 3DOFC
000069 +3DOFC 8050 8060 8070 80A0 8090 8100 8120
CO(1970 $*********** ***********W**************************************************0000710
0OU071 $
000072 $ PARAM CARDS
o000073 $
000074 ' PARAM GRDPNT 0-
000075 ***************************************************************************
000076 $
U00b77 5 GLOBAL -AXES -FOR PLOT ORiENTATION
000078 $
000079 GRID 1 430. 123456
0000'30 GRIO 2 50. 123456
00'Ji081 GRID 3 50. 123456
000032 GRID 10 420. 123456
000083 GRID 20 40. 123456
000084 GRID 30 40. 123
000085 PLOTEL 9001 10 1
00jO03O PLOTEL--9002- 20 2 -
000087 PLOTEL 9003 30 3
00uU_88 PLOTEL 9010 8120 8005 9011 8005 802
000089 PLOTEL-9012- 8025 -- 8150 9013 8150 814
000090 PLOTEL 9014 8140 8130 9015 8130 812
000091 PLOTEL 9020 8200 8050 9021 8050 804
000092 PLOTEL- 9022 8040 - 8060 9023 - 8060 - 811
000093 PLOTEL 9024 8110 8160 9025 8160 820
456




1.., ''',. . , I
000094 $****************************************** *************************************
00095 5 -- -- - -- -
000096 $ C 0 N C E N T R A T E D M A SS I T E M S
00O97 $
-00o0098 $ PF--S
000099 CON.U2 9001 2050 2 0.15 28.82 17.6 -2,09
000100 CONM2 ' 9002 5010 .037 -3.36 12.4 7.12
-- 0 00101 LCOtr,,2 9003- 5010 -- '1- -2,8Z -. 0-- 0--
000102 CON;M2 9004 6060 0.98 2.42 -26.1 .0
000103 C0ON,2 9005 6050 .86 -1.5 26.5 14.5
000104 COWN,2-9006---6050 - 0-.92 4-.50 2i-5 0.0,
00Il105 DESTRUCT SUBSYSTEM
t000106 $
000107 f NOZZ[L TOEXTENSION -ATTACHMENT
000108 CONM2 2051 2050 .0855 NEA
000109 +NEA 72. 36. 36.
00 oui ! o ' -- CORE-SUPPORT -_-__
Ou.lll Co0Nf12 3051 3050 0.668 -4.93 CS
000 112 +CS 328. 170. 170.
OUI1J 13 $ FLANGE
000114 CONM2 3052 3050 1.08 2.07 FLANGE
000115 +FLANGE 594. 298. 298.
----(013 $ --- AFT RINC ------- -- --------- --
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000117 CONMI2 2052 2050 0.40
000118 
. +RING 335. 168. 
-1(
00-o019 $ TORU 
- -S
000120 
- CONM2 2053 2050 0.198 -3.11000121 +TORUS 181. 91. 91
-00-0122 $ NOZZLE TO-V--B-LTS
00!123 CONP.2 3057 3050 
.096 1.07000124 +BOLTS 51.15 25.65 2
uvu._. . CONTROL DRUM ACTUATORS--(i.-)
OU0)125 Co0N'2 5011 5010 8000 .0344 24.S 10.00127 CO0.;!2 5012 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 3n.
0b)128 C(i,2 5013 5o10 8000 .0344 24.5 50.000129 C 0N',;2 5014 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 70.000130 CON 2 5015 5010 80C0 .0344 24.50 90.
-00o131-- COr-;2 .50156 5010 8000O .0344 24.50--l-o11000132 CONM2 5017 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 130.0001)33 C0ON2 5018 50n10 800 .0344 24.50 150.
-- 0o01Z4 C0N42 
- 5019 
-- 50tO 80C0- .....0344 24.50 170.--000135 CON'-2 501J0 5n10 8000o .0344 24.50 190.000136 CON;',2 50111 5010 8000 .0344 24.,50 210.00013 C0N2 50112 bO0 8000 .0344 24.50'-- 230.-
000138 CON:l2 50113 5010 80CO .0344 24.50 250.000139 CONM2 50114 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 270.
-00 I C140 C0;:. 2 501 i15--5010 . -8000 
--.0344 24.50 290-.--00!14i CO ti2 50116 5010 80C0O .0344 24.50 310.000142 CON;:2 50117 5010 80C00 .0344 24.50 330.OC0143 CoN42 
-b501O18 5010 8000 .0344 24. 50 . .350..000144 5$ SHIELD
000145 5 S H I E L D R E M 0 V E D





U00048 CONM2 6021 6020 1.55
-000149 s .. 
.. 7CTUATO0RS
000150 CON 12 60801 6080 0.24
000151 CONM.2 61301 6130 0.24
-00:152 C0N;,2-83001 s30' 0.24 
-000153 CONM42 84001 8400 0.24000154 $ IMPLE NSS
000155 C0N,12-4001--- 4001 29.
000156 CONM2 4002 4002 6.02000157 C00N2 4003 4003 2.90
--000158 ******************************** *************************************************000159 $
000160 $ __ COMPONENT NO. 2 NOZZLE EXTENSION
-003161



















000162 CBAR 2020 2020 2020 2000
U000b3 CBAR 2040 2040 2040 2020
000164 CBAR-- -2050- 2050 2050 2040
0L0165 GRID 2000 409.372
000166 GRID 2020 351.543
-000167 GRID 2040 296.865
000168 GRID 2050 270.190
000169 MAT1 100 1.7E6 0.OE6- 1.355E-4005170 PLUAR'--2020 10-0 -. 40.6 55550--*55550. 11110. .- O0 --5000171 PHAR 2040 100 33.25:5 30250. 30250. 60500. .00445000172 PBAR 2050 100 50.047 25400. 251400. 50800. .00445
-000173 **** ************************************ * *** ** ******************************
000173 $
000175 $ COMPONENT NO. 3 NOZZLE
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000177{ CEAR 3000 3000 3000 2050
000178 C9AR 3010 3010 3010 3000
000179 CBAR 3020 3020 3020 3010 .. . . . .
000180 CBAR 3030 3030 3030 3020
000181 CbAR 3040 3040 3040 3030
100182 CAR 3050 .305 -.- 3050 305 0 ........
000183 GRID 3000 254.218
000184 GRID 3010 233.25 --- --- -
000185 GRID -- 3020 225.90
000185 GRID 3030 220.491
000187 GRID 3040 213.236
0001o8 GRID 3050 206.93
000189 MATI 347 29.3E6 11.4E6 7.394E-1
000190 P5rAR 3000 347 11.5 3414. 3414. 6828. .007
00191 PARk 3010 347 32.3 .4371. 4371.. 8742. .007
000192 PBAR 3020 347 16.3 567. 567. 1133. .007
000193 PBAR -... 3030 347 -- 13.7 .333. - 333. 666. .007 -- -- ----
000194 PBAH 30q40 347 25.2 2070. 2070. L4140. .007
000195 PBAR 3050 347 82.2 16170. 16170. 32340. .007
000196 *****************************************************************************
- - ,019 $ .-.. . ..................... .. . ............................ ... ..... ........000197 $
coo000198 $ NUCLEAR SUBSYSTEM SIMPLE MODEL
000199$ ·
'003200- CELAS2---4001 .. 41.8E6'--400 1 -- 3050.-.-1 ...................................
000201 CE-LAS2 40012 9.41E6 4001 2 3050 2
000202 CELAS2 40013 9.41E6 4001 3 3050 3
000203 CELAS2 40021 .334.E6- 4002 .1 i4001. 1
000204 CELAS2 40022 61.7E6 4002 2 4001 2
000205 CELAS2 40023 61.7E6 4002 3 4001 3
- 030206 CELA5240031 -0.48E6-4003 1 4002 1
00O207 CELAS2 40032 16.5E6 4003 2 4002 2
00020B CFLAS2 40033 16.5E6 4003 3 4002 3
- 000209 GRID ----4001' -'170.0 . .......- 456 .... _...- . .. ____
000210 GRID 4002 129.0 456
000211 GRID 4003 124.0 456
000212 $****************** **************************
000213 $
000214 $ COM4PONENT NO. 4 PRESSURE VESSEL
- 000215 S ........ . .... ..........................- ' -__-_. -
000216 CHAR 4000 4000 4000 3050
000217 CbhAR 4010 4000 4010 4000
-000218 CHAR ---- 4. 0 4Q 020 -4000 .. 4020 - 01 .....
000219 CHAR 4025 4000 4025 4020
000220 CHAR 4030 4000 4030 4025
-000221 GRID---400-0 185.5175 - -- ' _' '
000222 GRID 4010 164.105
000223 GRID 4020 142.6925
000224 GRID--- 4025 -124.67- . ----..... ....'..' -. .-.... ---. '.'... . ' .'.
000225 GRID 4030 121.28
000226 MATI1 7075 10.3E6 3.9E6 2.616E-4
'000227- PrBAR --- 4000 -- 7075 --....-139.Q33 -51600.- '51600n. 103200. .0114 ......... ..'......' ' ''---' -.-.' -.-' '-- ...' '-
000228 *****************************************************************************
000229 $
-- 000230 '$ - COMPONENT-TI. -- --- ---- 'PRESSURE VESSEL CLOSURE........... -- - -- _ _ -"__
000231 5
000232 CBAR 5000 5000 5000 4030 ._ -_
-- G000233 CBAR- -- 5010---5010 - 5010- -5000- t ..-.- -.- ----.- -_... - -.-.
000234 GRID 5000 115.97
000235 GRID 5010 110.28
000235 PBAR- 500070------'75 2331'--8-1-850- -81850 -. 1-63700.-.0545 - ._
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000237 PBAR 5010 7075 29n.28 64000. 64000o. 800. .0545
0002389
000240 s CONPONENT NO.6 LOWER THRUST STRUCTURE
000241 S
00J242 C-BA-/R- 6000 6000 60-00 50100
00O0243 C8AR 6010 6000 6010 6000
0002t44 CBAR 6020 6000 6020 6010
0-000245 CBAR 603(1 6000 6030 6020
000246 CBAR 6040 6040 6040 6030
000247 CUAR 6050 6050 6090 6040
000248 CAR 6060 6060 6060 6050
000249 CBAR 6070 6070 6070 6060
000250 GRID 6000 98.0
000l251 GRID 6010 86.33
000252 GRID 6020 74.50
000253 GRID 6030 68.58
0U;254 ( RID 6040 57. 
-0000255 GRID) 6050 39.5
000255 GRID 6060 32.3'
o00257 GRID- b070 29' 0
000258 GRID 6080 8000 25.0 i25.0 39.50 23456
000259 GRID 6130 8000 25.0 215.0 39.50 23456
0002?60 MATl - 7039 -- 10.1E6 3.78E6 -- 2. 5,6E-4
00(0261 PUAR 6000 7039' 11.94 2155. 2155. 4310. .0282
000262 P[AR 6040 7039 11.64 1989. 1989. 3978. .0282
000263 PDAR 6050-- 7039 10.681 543 153 3087. 0282
000264 PBAR 6060 7039 9.90 1228. 1228. 2456. .0282
00(!265 PBAR 6070 7039 9.58 1114. 1114. 2228. .0282
~00u2 ~6 **************************************** *-0O-0u 266
000)267 $
000268 $ COMPONENT NO. 7 GIMBAL
0u[)269 $ . . ..
000270 CBAR 7031 7031 7030 7000 0.0 10.0 -10.0 1 7031
000271 +7031 4
000272 CAR7032 703i703O--7040 0.0 1 O- .--0'0 '
0U0273 +7032 4
00)3274 CnAR 7033 7031 7030 7010 .0o0 -10.0 10.0 1 7033
000275 +7033 4..-
000276 CBAR 7034 7031 7030 7020 0.0 -10.0 -10.0 1 7034
00(277 +7034 - 4
oU0o278 CONROD 7021 7(020 8001 250 2.0
000279 CONROD 7022 7020 8010 250 2.0
000280 CCONROD 7023 7020 800on2 250 2.0 '" '
000201 CONROO .. 7024---7020 8000 -- 250 2.0
000282 CONP OD 7041 7040 8030 250 2.0
000283 CONROD 7042 7040 8021 250 2.0
-00(0284 COtNiOU --- 7043 ----- 7040 8022--- 250 2.0
000265 CON4ROD 7044 7040 8020 250 2.0.
000286 CTRIA2 7121 8012 8000 8005 7020
000287 CTR I A2- 7122 -7-8012 . 8001 --- 8005 70 20
000288 CTRIA2 7123 8012 8002 8005 7020
0002:39 CTRIA2 7124 8012 8010 8005' 7020
-- 000290 CTR I A2-7125- 8012 8001 800 - 7020 , i000291 CIRIA2 7126 8012 8000 8002 7020'
000292 CTRIA2 7127 8012 8002 Ol8010 7020
-000293 'CTRIA2- -7128 - .8012 . 0010 8001- 7 t020
000294 CTRIA2 7141 8012 8020 8025 7040
000295 - CTRIA2 714 2 801?2 8021 S025 70t40


































- . _. 7' . . -
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000297 CTRIA2 7144 8012 8030 8025 7040
000298 CTR1A2 7145 8012 8021 8020 7040
000299 CTRIA2 7146 8012 8020 8022 .. 7040
000300 CTRIA2 7147 8012 8022 8030 7040
000301 CTRIA2 7148 ._8012___ 8030 8021. 704n
000302 GRID 7000 23.0 0.0 -10.?5
00303 GRIO 7010 23.0 0.0 10.25
000304 GRID 7020 23.0 -10.25 0.0
U000305 GRID 7030 23.0 0 0.0 O.
000306 GRID 7040 23.0 10.25 O.C
000307 MATI1 250 24.0E6 9.24a6 - -7.,'3_-4
000j308 PBAR 7031 250 3.0 10.0 10.0 20.0
00030t9 Ss*****************************************,!************+*************************
000310 $
000311 $ COMPONENT NO. 8 UPPER-THRUST-STRUCTURE -
000312 $
000313 CBAR 8000 ono8000 8090 8000 8160 0 0 2
00U314 CE3'A'R 8001 8000 8001 840-ii 8110 0 0 2
000315 CBAR 8002 o800on 8170 8002 8110 0 0 2
000316 CBAR 8010 8000 8010 8050 8160 0 0 2
U000317 CBAR 8021 8000 8021 lO8100 810 - 0 . 0 2
000U318 CBAR 8022 8000 8050 8022 8140 0 0 2
000319 CBAR 8030 8000 8030 8180 814n 0 0 2
000320 - CEAR 8040 8000 8040 . 8020 81L0 0 0 2
003321 CDOAR 8050 8000 8050 8210 8160n 0 0 2
OC0322 C;3AR 8052 8000n 8190 8050. 81iO 0 0 2
000323 CBAR--8061 8170 8060 8080 -10.0 -10. 0.0 1 8061
00J324 +8061 -3.4 -3.4
000325 CBAR 8065 8190 8060 8080 -10.0 -o.0o 00 1 8065
'000326 +80'5 -2.5 -2.5 -
00u327 CBAR 8072 8000 o8040 8070 8110 0 0 2
000328 Ct;AR 8073 8170 8070 8060 -10.0 -10. 0.0 . 1 8073
000329 +8073 3-3- 3.4
000330 CBAR 8075 8190 8070 8060 -10.0 -10.0 0.0 1 8075
000331 +8075 -2.5 -2.5
000332 CBAR 8081 8000 e800 80-0- 812-0 0 -- ; 0
000333 CLARF 8085 8190 8080 8090 -10.0 -10.0 -10.0 1 8085
00U;34 +E 085 -2.5 -2.5
00033 C B t3AR - 8095- 8190 8090- 8120 -r--- --3.75-- -1-4.-0 1 A09b
000336 +8095 -2.5 -2.5
000337 C'3AR 8105 8190 8100 8070 -10.0 -10. 10. 1 A105
t000338 +81057 - - -2.5 -2.5-5 -
000339 CBAR 8125 8190 8120 8170 -10.0 3.75 -14.0 1 8125
000U40 +8125 -2.5 -2.5
000341' CBAR 81.55 l9-8150 810-0 -1ti70 -3.75 L 0 _1'55
000342 +8155 -2.5 -2.5
000343 CBAR 8171 8170 8170 8090 -10.0 0.0 10.0 1 8171
000344 +4171 - -3.4 -- 3.4 -
U000345 CbAR 8175 8190 8170 8190 -10.0 10.0 -10.0 1 8175
00(;°346 +8175 -2.5 -2.5 .
o000347 CAR -818 1 8170 8180 810O -10. 0. 0.0 0 1 8181
009348 +8181 -3.4 -3.4
00(0349 CBAR 8185 8190 8180 8150 -10.0 3.75 14.0 1 8]85
00-u 350 +1f56 -2. ;5 - -2.5
00 1513 CBAR 8191 8170 8150 8200 -10. 10. O. 1 8191
000352 +A19134 -3.4 .
001-353 CBAR-- 8195-- 8190 81'0---8200 ---10'.0- 10.0 0.0- 0 -1 8195
000354 +8195 -2.5 -2.5
000355 CBAR 8201 8170 3200 8210 -10. 10. O. 1 8201
'-'- D$00.%56 -- - - 3.q -- -3.4 '
__II
II
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000357 CBAR 8205 8190 8200 8210 -10.0 10.0 0.0 1 8205
000358 +8205 -2.5 -2.5
- 000359 C3-AR- -8-5 8f90 8-210 81- -10.-0 10. fl- 1 - 8215
000360 +8215 -2.5 -2.5
000361 COD.IEM 8006 8006 8040 8110. 8130 8001
00OU362 C00M-0EM 8011 ---006 - 805 -8160 ~ 81-30C 8010
000363 CODmEm 8043 8006 8000 8110 814t0 8020
000364 CGDmEM 8192 8006 8050 8160 8140 8022
000u365 CROD 8041 U041 80L0 8110 80'i1 8041 8050 8160
000366 CROD 0U71 8130 8110 8070 8161 8130 8190 8160
000367 CROD 8111 8130 8110 8140 8140 8130 81L0O 8180
O-u3t-b CR00 813] -8130 8090 - 8130 8160 8130 - 8130 816 0
000369 CROD 8162 8130 8160 8140 8163 8130 81t40O 8100
000370 CROD 8171 8130 8170 8130 8131 8130 8130 8110
000371 CRO0 -.8210 8130 8-160 8210 81 n08130 8080 A8110
000372 CTRIA2 8001 8001 8000 8130 800O
000373 CTRIA2 8002 8002 8005 8130 8000
001)374 * CTRIA2 8003 8002 8005 8130 8010
000375 CTRIA2 8004 8001 8002 8130 8170
000376 CTRIA2 8005 8002 8005 8130 80(02
000377 CTRIA2- 8U007 8001 8040 8110 -- 8070
000378 CTRIA2 8008 8002 .80C5 8130 8001
000379 CTRIA2 8012 8012 8000 8001 80r5
- 000300 CTRIA2 8013--8012 800C 8010 8005
000301 CTRIA2 8014 8012 8010 8002 . 800'
000332 CTRIA2 8015 8012 8002 8000 8005
'- -000383 CTRIA2 8026 .8002 8025 8140 8020
000384 CTRIA2 8027 8002 8025 8140 8030
000305 CTRIA2 8031 8001 8030 8140 8180n
000386 CrHIA2 8032 8012 8021 8030 8'025
0003u7 CTRIA2 8033 8012 8030 8022 8025
0003 3o8 CTRIA2 8034 L 8012 8022 8020 8025
000389 CTRIA2 36 8012 80 20--8021 f8025
000390 CTRIA2 8052 8001 8050 8160 8210
000391 CIRIA2 8082 8001 8040 8110 so80f0
00392 CTR I A2-8121-8001 - 800 8P120 817 0
000393 CTRIA2 8151 8001 81C0 8150 81f0
0003 94 CTRIA2 8191 8001 8050 8160 8190
000395 CTRIA2 8193 -- 8002 -- 8025 8140 8022
000396 CTRIA2 8194 8002 8025 8140 8021
000397 CTRIA2 8195 8001 8021 8140 81n00
- 000398 GRID 8000 - 17.0 -13.25 3.0
000399 GRID 8001 17.0 -7.25 3.0
000400 GRID 8002 17.0 -13,25 -3.0
0UJ401 GRID 8005 17.0 --10.25 -0.0
000402 GRID 8010 17.0 -7.25 -3.0
000403 GRID 8020 17.0 7.25 . 3.0
- 000404 G'RIO- 8021 17.0 13.25 3.0
000405 GRID 8022 17.0 7.25 -3.0
000406 GRID 6025 17.0 10.25 0.0
0004G0 GRID-- 8030 .17.0 13.25 -303.
000408 GRID 8040 17.0 0.0 10.25
000409 GRID 8050 17.0 0.0 -10.25
-00410 GRIC 8060 0.0 0.0 24 25
000411 GRID 8070 8000 28.0 60. 0.0
000412 GR1D 8080 8000 28.0 120. 0. 0.
000413 GRID 8090 :--O0 - 28.0 --- 150. - 0.0
U000414 GRID 8100 8000 28.0 30. 0.0
000415 GRID 811(1 0.0 0.0 10.25
-- :O4 <!b ... 8120- .... 8000-' 28.01 . . . . . . .. 0. ..o .
.I.
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000417 GRID 8130 0.0 -10.25 .0
000418 GRID 8140 0.0 10.25 .0
000419 GRID 8150 8000 28.0 .0 .0
000420 GRID 8160 0.0 .0 -10.25
000421 GRID 8170 8000 28.0 -150. .0
00)422 GRID- 81130 8000 28.0 -30. .0
0C0423 GRID 8190 8000 28.0 -120. .0
000424 GRID 8200 0.0 .0 ___-24.25
000425 GRID 8210 8000 28.0 -60. .0
000426 GRID 8300 8000 25.0 215.0 0.0 0 23456
000427 GRID 8400 8000 25.0 125.0 0.0 0 23456
006428 MATI 2024 10.5E6 -;.0E6 2.6E-4
000429 PBAR 8000 2024 1.17 .08 .26
000430 PUAR 8170 2024 0.50- 4.3 .0002
000431 PBAR 8190 202t .8 2.36 2.36 3.55
000432 POD!;EM 8006 2024 0.10
000433 PROD - 8041 - 2024 0.35
000434 , PROD 813.50 2024 0.435
0UCJL135 PTRIA2 8001 2024 0.064
000436 PTRIA2 8002 2024 0.20
000437 PTR I A2- 8012- 2024 .125
000438(}458 5***+******t**********************$**********"*************************************
000439 $




000444 $ GIMBAL ACTUATORS
000445 $
00 446 CELAS28301-1j1'-5E6 6130 1 8-30---
0001447 CELAS2 8401 1.15E6 6080 1 8400 1
000448 ************* ******************************************************
00C;1449 $ .. .
OU0U50 $ T P A STRUCTURE USED FOR ALL MINI-TANK RUNS
O(1451 $
I
00 (1452 $ IP- -A--N--1 ' 
-- - '
0t00453 GRID 6061 8000) 35.0 -90. 43. 456 :
000'4541 CON42 9007 6061 1.97
000455 CELAS2- 606t -2.0E+6-6 6061--- .l- 6070- 1I
000456 CELAS2 606121 2.0E+6 6061 2 6070 2 ,i
000457 CELAS2 606122 1.4E+6 6061 2 6040 2
000454 CELAS2-606131t-2.0OE+t66061---3 60 I--- I
000459 CELAS2 606132 1.4E+6 6061 3 60[: 3
000460
000461 5 -- A----2
000462 GRID 6062 8000 35.0 90. 43. 456
000463 CON;M2 9008 6062 1.97
0--00u64 CELASZ2 60621 2.0E+6-6062- -- 1 6070' 1
000465 CELAS2 606221 2.0E+6 6062 2 6070 2
000466 CELAS2 606222 1.4E+6 6062 2 60L.0 2 . ...
000467 CELAS2-606231-2.0E+6--6062----3 
-- 60 70 3
000468 CELAS2 606232 1.4E+6 6062 3 6040 3
00ul469 $** +***+****+******t**********4***************4 ****************~**********~***** I
000470 
-6--T
000471 5 EOS SUPPORT FRAME
000472 $
000473 CELAS2--3055-3;- 5E+6--3050--1- 3051- 1 *NFW
000474 CELAS2 3056 3.5E+b 3050 2 3051 2 i *NFW
000475 CELAS2 3057 3.5E+6 3050 3 305 t 3 *NEW
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000477 CELAS2 6001 3.5E+6 6000 I 600I 1 *NEW
00U478 CELAS2 6002 3.5E+6 6000 2 6001 2 . . *NEW
- 00If479 CEL-AS2-600 35E+6 000 -- 3 6001 3 *NEW
000480 CELAS2 6004 4.0E+7 6000 4 *NEW
000481 CELAS2 8701 . .E+6 6001 1 . *NEW
00082 CELA--S 8702 1.-6- 6'001 -2 *NEW
000483 CELAS2 8703 1.E+6 6001 3 *NEW
000484 CONM2 6001 6001 1.E+6 *NEW
0o004'5 GRID 3051 . 206.63, 456 *NEW
000486 GRID 6001 98. 456 *NEW
000487 MPC 8700 3051 1 1.0 6001 1 -1.0 *NEW
000488 .PC 8700 3051 2 1.0 6001 2 -1.0 *NEW













. I . . I
. . . . I
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000001 BAROR - -1000.O 1000.0 0.0 1
J0 0'02 S***i****+****8************+**i******* x****-******S****+*******-***X*********************
'00(003'200/0003 $
000004 $ COORDINATE SYSTEM DEFINITIONS
O u----- ----- ---- 
00(}006 CORD2C 2 256.1 .0 .0 300. .0 .0 BC
000007 +BC 300.0 -50.0 0.0
000u06 CORD2C 00 .- 0 .0 6.0 CYL
00000C9 +CYL 1000.0 1000.0 0.0
0 0101 5 -
000012 $ SUPORT CARD FOR RIGID BODY MODES
000013 $
00110 '4 { ******-*k****2******t****x ***********i*x*'*t*************************************
000015 5$
OO0l0 6$ EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION
O 0-17 $
000018 EIGR 25 GIV 25 l.E-6 GIV25
000019 +1GV25 MAX
-- 00002 0 S*X*****8******-* t***t******x** ***x*************************-****************************000?
000021 $
0C00022 SINGLE-POINT CONSTRAINT SETS
000023





000027 5 MULTI-POINT CONSTRAINTS
000028 $
- 00 o 0'29 MPC-ADD- 1-0 60'6-27-700 - 701 0-----8300 -- 8500- 87t0 *'NEW
ooo000030 5 *NEW
000031 $ MPC TPA t2 TO TPA Hl *NEW
-000032 MP-C -6062----6062-.....r- ---- r-o61 -- -- o-; . *NFW
000033 MPC 606?2 6062 2 1.0 6061 2 -1.0 *NEW
000034 MPC 6062 6062 3 1.0 6061 3 -1.0 *NFW
0- 0035 MP C- 7000 7000 1 -01-.--607 1 -1 .0 70'00X--**-1
0000536 +7000X 6070 5 10.25
000037 MPC 7000 7000 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 '7000Y
0O0038- +70Y ¥ 6070 4 -;-1 '2 56 070 6 6-.-06?CV
00u039 MPC 7000 7000 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 7000Z
O'U040 +7000Z 6070 5 -6.0
--- 0-341 .P C----70070 ------ 1-.0- 607 4 -1.'0 -
0C0042 , MPc 7000 7000 5 1.0 6070 5 -1.0
0C0043 MPC 7000 7000 6 1.0 607'0 6 -1.0
003J0' 4 !PC ...7010 -7010 1 1 -06--- 6070 -- 1 -1.0 7010OX
000045 +7010X 6070 5 -10.25
00046 MPC 7010 7010 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 7010Y
0000174 +7010 Y- '6070' - -4 10.-25- 6070 6 6.i0
O00048 MPC 7010 7010 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 7010Z
00OO049 +7010Z 6070 5 -6.0
000050 MPC 70 71'-0 4 1. 60'Q 4 -1.0
000051 MPC 7010 7010 5 1.0 60'0 5 -1.0
000052 MIPC 7010 7010 6 1.0 6070 6 -1.0
CoJo053 MPC. .8300--680- 1' 1..0 -- 60-;0 1 -1.0 60R0-A
000054 +6080A 6050 5 -20.48 60fo0 6 -1Q.34
000055 MPC 8300 6130 1 1.0 60'0 1 -1.0 6130A







.. 1, . I - . .'s .. -  .. -.-
I .
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000057 MPC 8300 8300 1 1.0 8170 1 -1.0
000058 MPC 6300 8400 1 1.0 '800 I -1.0'
000050 .$S
000061 S OMITTED COORDINATE SET
OJ062 $
060063 OMITI 123456 2020 3010 3030 3040 4025 8000 8001 6DOFA
000064 +6DOFA 8002 8005 8010 8020 8021 8022 8160 8030 6DOFB
00065 +6DOFB 8110 8130 8140 4010
000066 OMITi 456 2000 8170 2040 3000 8210 3020 8180.· 3DOFA
000067 +3U0FA 8190 4000 8150 4020 8200 4030 5000 6000 3fOF8
-00u0068 +300F6- 6020 6030 6040 6070 7020 7030 7040 8040 3DOFC
000069 +3DOFC 8050 8060 8070 8080 8090 8100 8120
000070 s* ***~********~***~**j********
000071 $ ..... ... .... ............ ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......
000072 $ PARAM CARDS I000073 $ _
0U0076 $ .:
000077 $ - GLOBAL AXES FOR PLOT ORI'ENTATION
· 000078 $
000079 GRID I 430. 123456
000080 GRID 2 50, -. 123456
000051 GRID 3 50, 123456
00U062 GRID 10 420. 123456
000083 GRID 20 40. 123456
000084 GRID 30 40. 123456
000085 PLOTEL 9001 10 1 I
000036 PLOTEL -9002 20" 2
0000O7 PLOTEL 9003 30 3
000038 PLOTEL 9010 0120 8005 9011 8005 8025
-00]059 ' PLOISL'90!2 80'25--8150 ' 901 8150 8140
001)090 PLOTEL 901u 8140 8130 9015 8130 8120
000091 PLOTrL 9020 8200 8050 9021 8050 8040 I
0 0092 PLOTEL-9022 8040 0060 9023 8060 8110
000093 PLOTEL 9024 8110 8160 9025 8160 8200
-000094 
-
000095 $ . I
000096 $ CONCENTRATED MASS ITEMS ,"
000097 $
0 0o0s )- _-PF-- --
000099 CONM2 9001 2050 2 0.15 28.82 17.6 -2.09
000100 CONM2 9002 5010 .037 -3.36 12.4 7.12
000101 CONM2 9003 ... 5010 1.19 -2.82 ..0 .0...
000102 CONM2 9004 6060 0.98 2.42 -26.1 .0
000103 CON:12 9005 6050 .86 -1.5 26.5 14,5 L
000104 CONM2 -9006 *-6050 0.92 4.50- 27.5 0.0
000105 $ DESTRUCT SUBSYSTEM
000106 $ .... ..
000107 NOZZLE-TO-EXTENSION ATTACHMENT-
000108 CONM2 2051 2050 .0855 NEA
'000109 +NEA 72. 36. ' _36._00o110 $ .... CORE*SUPPORT .- . ..... , _'
000111 CONM2 3051 3050 0.668 -4.93 Cs000112 +CS 328. 170. 170.
-000113 ' $ FLANGE . . . . . . . . . . . ............
________________
000114 CONPM2 3052 3050 1.08 2.07 FLANGE
000115 +FLANGE 594. 298. 298.
---OU116 - AFT RING
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000117 CONY2 2052 2050 0.40 RING
000118 +RING 335. 165. 168.
0 001 9 $ - TORU s
000120 CONN12 2053 2050 0.198 -3.11 TORUS
000121 +TORUS 181. 91. 91.
0o122 .... NO7ZLE TO PV BOLTS -




-000125 5 CONTROL DRUM ACTUATORS (C18)
000126 CONM2 5011 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 10.
000127 CONM,2 5012 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 30.
001I28 CO.. 5013 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 50.
000129 Cot.12 5014 5010 3000 .0344 24.5 70.
00o130 CONt.2 5015 5010 i000 .0314 24. 50 90.
0 u1.51 CONPH2-5016 5010 - 000-- .0344 24. 50 110.
00u132 CONY2 5017 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 130.
000133 CO:-*2 5018 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 150.
'00154 CON.12 5019 5010 800 .0344 24. 50 - 170.
000155 CON'12 50110 5010 8000 .03,44 24,50 190.
000136 CON 2 50111 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 210.
-000i37 CONI,2 50112 5010 8000 .0344 .24.50 230.
000138 CONW.2 50113 5010 8000 .0344 24.5n 250.
000139 CONM2 50114 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 270.
006140 CON:.2 50115 5010 8000'-- .0344 .. 24.50 290.
00'141 CONHM12 50116 5010 8000 .0344 .24,50 310.
0O'0142 CO,;N!2 50117 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 330.
--- O0 C 143 CoN02-50118--5010 - 8000---.-. 0344--24. 50- 350.
0OClt44 SHIELD
000145 CONM2 6010 6010 25.06 1.67 SHIELD
-000146 +SHIE[D-29743 · 14c57-. -- ' 1Wg57.
000147 $ NDICE
000148 CONM42 6021 6020 1.55
000149 $ ...- -- h-CTUATORS5
0u0150 CON.12 60801 6080 0.24
0(0151 Cor.!M2 61301 6130 0.24
- 000152 C0OH'2-83001 8300-- 0.24
000153 CON1112 84 001 8400 0.24
000154 S 'IMPLE NSS '
- 00015b C0W'2-4001-- 4001 29.--
000156 CONM2 4002 4002 6.02
000157 CONM2 4003 4003 2.90
000158 , ,*** * , A******-**** * * , - ****** *A** *, ***tA* A - *-****A** ct**ttAA
000t159 5
000160 5 COMPONENT NO. 2 NOZZLE EXTENSION
GO--0 l 5 - - -S
U000162 CBAR 2020 2020 2020 2000
000163 CHAR 2040 2040 2040 2020
00010;4 CnAR -2050 2050--2050--2040
000165 GRID 2000 409.372
000166 GRID . 2020 351.543
00'l167 GRID - 2040 .296-.865
0C00168 GRID 2050 270.190
001169 MAT1 100 1.7E6 0.70E6 1.355E-4
U011O7 P[3AR 2020 -100 40 865' 55550. 55550-. r--1-tO- .'0044t5
000171 PBAR 2040 100 33.25. 30250. 3025n. 60500. .00445
000U172 PUAR 2050 100 50.047 25400. 25400. 50800. .00445
00U!17o $**S********** ********-****************************************************
000174 $
000175 $ COMPONENT NO. 3 NOZZLE
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000177 CBAR 3000 3000 3000 2050
000178 CBAR 3010 3010 3010 3000
0001 9 CBAR3----020 3020 30203-- 010-
000180 COAR 3030 3030 3030 3020
o000U181 CGAR? 3040 3040 3040 3030
0001e2 CBAR 3050-----3050 3050--3040 
-
000183 GRID 3000 254.218
000184 GRID 3010 233.25
00U185 GRI-) 3020- -- 225.90
000186 GRID 3030 220.491
000187 GRID 3040 213.236
000138 GR!O 3050 206.93
000189 A AT1 347 29.3E6 11.4E6 7.394E-4
000190 PBAR 3000 347 11.5 3414. 3414. 6828. .007
ou-1-91 PbAR - 5010 347 32.3 4371. 4371. 8742. .007
000192 PBAR 3020 347 16.3 567. 567. 1133. .007
000193 PBAR 3030 347 13.7 333. 333. 666. .007
b00,194 PdAR 3040 347 25.2 .. 2070. 2070. 4140. .007
000195 PBAR 3050 347 82.2 16170. 16370. 32340. .007
0001960 19  *******************************************************************************
000197 $ ....
000198 $ NUCLEAR SUBSYSTEM SIMPLE MODEL
0C[3199 $
00.J2C00 CELAS2--40011 4.8E6 4001 1 300 1
000201 CELAS2 40012 9.41E6 4001 2 .3050 2
000202 CELAS2 40013 9.41E6 4001 3 3050 3
000203 CELAS2-40021 334.E6 4002 i - 4001 1
000204 CELAS2 40022 61.7E6 40C2 2 4001 2
000205 CELAS2 40023 61.7E6 4002 3 4001 3
000206 CELAS2-40031-O-.4SEb--4003--- 
-1 4002 1
000207 CELAS2 40032 16.5E6 40C3 2 4002 2
000208 CELAS2 40033 16.5E6 4003 3 4002 3
--00020g GRID 4001 -- 170.0 . 5f
000210 GRID 4002 129.0 456

























. 0002 36 PilrAR
*W-*** * **W*± *7*********~~*************
COMPONENT NO. 4 PRESSURE VESSEL .
4000 4000 40C0O 3050
4010 4000 4010 - 4000
4 02(0 4U 000 t;0i0 4010 ,
'4025 4000 4025 4020
4030 4000 4030 4025 
-' ,,




--4025 124 .67 . : I
4030 121. -28
7075 10.3E6 3.CE6 2.616E-4 
. -
4000- 7075 139.933 51600. -- 51600. 1032 00-70'11i.
COMPONENT -N-O.5 PRESSURE VF-SSF-L CLoSURE - I-.
5000 5000 5000 4030 
-
...
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000237 PeAR 5010 7075 290.28 64000. 64000. 12800. *0545
000238 ************************************************************************
00JU239
000240 $ CONPONENT NO.6 LOWER THRUST STRUCTURE
000241 $ -0 - --
00'}'242 CBAR 6000 600 6000 5010
0C02,43 CBAR 6010 6000 601f
000244 CHAR 6020 -6000 602!
00J245 CbAR 6030 6000 6030
U000246 CbAR 6040 6040 6040
_ 000247 CEAR 6050 6050 605'
-000248 CEIAR - 66060 b060 606f
000U249 CHAR 6070 6070 607f
000250 GRiD 6000 98.!
oU000251 GRID 6010 - 86.1
000252 CPID 6020 74.'
00J253 GRID -- 6030 - _ 68.!
000254 GRID 6040 57.(
000255 GRID 6050 39.!
00U256 GRID 6060 32.:














000258 GRID 6U80 8000 25.0 125.0 39.50 23456
000259 GRID 6130 8000 25.0 215.0 39.50 23456
000260 MAT1-- 7039 10.1E 3.78E6 2.'56E-4 
00)2b1 POAR 6000 7039 11.9t4 2155 . 215ci5. 4310. .0282
000262 PUARR 6040 7039 11.64 1989. 1089. 3978. .0282
00263 P13AR- 6050 -- 7039 10.681--1543. 1543. 3087.- .0282
000264 PBAR 6060 7039 9.90 1228. 1228. 2456. .0282
000265 PEAI 6070 7039 9.58 1114. 1114. 2228. .0282(000260 - ** i**-*** · ********  ** ***********,
000267 $
000268 $ COMPONENT NO. 7 GIMRAL
000269 - --
000)270 CBAR 7031 7031 7030 7000 0.0 10.0 -10.0 1 7031
000271 +7031 4
- 000272 CBAR 7032 -7 031 --70 3-- 704 -O/ - 0ro0 --. o 1 7 032
000273 +7032 4
000274 CBAR 7033 7031 7030 7010 0.0 -10.0 10.0 1 7033
- 000275 +7033 4 -
000275 ChAR 7034 7031 7030 7020 0.0 -10,0 -10.0 1 7034
000277 +7034 4
- 000278 C 0 N R 0 '2'1 7--- 702 - 800-f--250-- 2-.tl0
U000279 CONROD 7022 7020 8010 250 2.0
000280 CON 0RD 7023 702n 8002 250 2.0
00028 . C0NR 0D--7024- 7020 - 8000- 250 - 2-.-
000282 CONROD 7041 7040 8030 250 2.0
000283 CONROD 7042 7040 8021 250 2.0
000234-4 CONt!0OD -. 70453 7040--802---'250 -- 2.0- -
0002G5 CONROD 7044 7040 8020 250 2.0
000286 CTRIA2 7121 8012 8000 8005 7020
000237 CTRIA2--7122 8012 - 8001- -8005 7020
0.002U8 CTRIA2 7123 8012 8002 8005 7020
000289 CTRIA2 7124 8012 8010 8005 7020
-000290 CTRIA'2---7125 - 012 ---- 8001--- 8000- 7020
00291 CTRIA2 7126 8012 s00 8002 7020
000292 CTR1A2 7127 8012 8002 8010 7020
000293 CTRIA2-7128 ---8012 8010- 8001-7--n-020
000294 CTRIA2 7141 8012 8020 8025 7040
000295 CTRIA2 7142 8012 8021 8025 70(-n
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000297 CTRIA2 7144 8012 8030 8025 704n
003t298 CTRIA2 7145 8012 8021 8020 7040
000299 CTRIA2- 7146 8012 8020 f.'8022 7040
000300 CTRIA2 7147 8012 8022 8030 704n
000301 CTRIA2 7148 8012 8030 8021 7040
0 0302 GRID 7000 23.0 0.0 -10.25
000303 GRID 7010 23.0 0.0 10.25
000304 GRID 7020 23.0 -10.25 0.0
OOLi305 GRiD 7030 -23.0 0.0 0.0
000306 GRID 7040 23.0 10.25 0.0
000307 MAT1 250 24.0E6 9.24E6 7. 3E-4
LUl308 PEAR 7031. 250 3.0 10.0 10.0 20.0
000t309 $t +***t****************+****t**** ************* ********t******* ***********t********
000310 $
000311 S C MPONENT NO. 8 UPPER THRUST STRUCTURE- -
000312 $
000313 CBAR 8000 8000 8090 8000 8160 0 0 2
U000U314 CHA 8001 8000 .80 1 804 .811 0 0 - 2
000315 CBAR 6002 8000 8170 8002 8110 0 0 2
000316 C8AR 8010 8000 8010 8050 8160 0 0 2
000317 CRAR 8021 8000 302t 810 81140 0 0 2
000318 CBAR 8022 8000 8050 8022 8140 0 0 2
000319 CBARR 8030 8000 8030 8180 8140 0 0 2
000320 CUAR 004 0 (10 000 800 20 814n 0 0 -- 2
00)321 CBAR 8050 8000 8050 8210 8160 0 0. 2
L 00J322 CLAR 8052 8000 8190 8050 8140 0 0 2
G003323 C3AR 8061 8170 8060 8080 -10.0 -10. 00 1 8061
009324 +Of61 -3.4 -3.4
000325 CBAR 8065 8190 8060 8080 -10.0 -10.0 0.0 1 8065
00u326 +8065 -- -2.5 - -2.5
000327 CBAR 8072 8000 8040 8070 8110 0 0 2
000328 CBAR 8073 8170 8070 8060 -10.0 -10. 0.0 1 .073
J000329 +0iO73 -3.4 -3.4
000330 CBAR 8075 8190 8070 8060 -10.0 -10.0 0.0 1 8075
000331 +8075 -2.5 -2.5
t000332 CUAR - 808-1 - 8000--8080 8040-- 8140 0 0 -2 -
000333 CBAR 8085 8190 8080 8090 -10. - 00 -10.0 1 8085
00U334 +8085 -2.5 -2.5
000335 CBAR- 8095 8190 8090 .8120 - 0--3.75-f4.0 1 8695
000336 +8095 -2.5 -2.5
000337 CBAR 8105 8190 8100 8070 -10.0 -10. 10. 1 8105
-U00338 +105 -2.5 -2.5
000339 CBAR 8125 8190 8120 8170 -10.0 3.75 -14.0 1 8125
000340 +S125 -2.5 -2.5
000341 CBAR 8i55----8190 8150 8100 -10.0 -3.75 14.0 1 8155
000342 +8155 -2.5 -2.5
U000343 CBAR 8171 8170 8170 8090 -10.0 0.0 10.0 1 8171
000344 +8171 ....- 3.4 -- _-3.4-
000345 CBAR 8175 8190 8170 8190 -10.0 10.0 -10.0 1 8175
U000346 +8175 -2.5 -2.5
000347 CBAR - 8I1----8170- 810---- -- 00 -10700.0 .--Ioo 1 8181
000348 +8181 -3.4 -3.4
0U.1349 CBAR 8185 8190 8120 8150 -10.0 3.75 -. 14.0 1 8185
000350 5-- --- 255 . --.
000)351 CRAR 8191 8170 8190 8200 -10. 10. O. 1 8191
000352 + 8191 -3.4 -3.4
Ou)b3 CEAR 8195 8190 8190- 8200· -10.0 1()0 0.0 1 8 195
000l3554 +P195 -2.5 -2.5
000)355 CHAR 8201 8170 8200 8210 -10. 10. ___ O. 1 8201
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000361 CO!.'EM 8006 8006 8040 8110. 8130 8001
000362 COOD!.ENM-8011 8006 8050- 8160 8130 8010'
00[363 CODMNEM 8043 O006 8040 8110 8140 8020
0COD34 CDEM 8192 8006 8050 8160 810- 8022
o0u355 CROD 8041 8041 8G40 8110 .8051 8041 80'iO 8160
o00366 CROD 8071 8130 8110 8070 8161 8130 8190 8160
- 00367 CROD 811t 8130 8110 8140 8140 8130 8140 8180
0083o8 CROD 8130 8130 8090 8130 8160 8130 8130 8160
00)369 CROD 8162 8130 8160 8140 8163 8130 81L0 8100
C00370 CROD 8171 8130 8170 8130 8131 8130 81io 8110000371 -CROD 
- 821 - 8130 8 -i-60- -821 81 8130 80f130 8110
000372 CTRIA2 8001 8001 8o0 8130 8090
-000373 CTRIA2 83002 8002 8005 8130 8000
0006374 CTRjA2 68003 8002 8005 8130 8010
000375 CTR!A2 8004 8001 8002 8130 8170
0003 76 CTRIA2 8005 8002 8005 8130 8002
0Oo377 CTRIA2 8007 8001 8040 8110 803'0
000378 CTRIA2 8UOa 8002 8005 8130 8001
000379 CTRIA2 8012 8012 8000 80(01 80(5
-000380 CTRIA2 8013 8012 8001 80i0 8005
000381 CTR1A2 8014 8012 8010 8002 8n05
000382 CTRIA2 8015 8012 8002 8000 80fl9
0003L 3 CTRIA2 0.026 8002 8025 8140 8020
00t)384 CTRIA2 802'7 8002 802'5 8140 80310
000385 CTRIA2 8031 8001 8030 8140 810n
00u385 ClTR!A2 8032-' 8012-- 8021-- 8030-- 8 n 255
0O(J3l7 CTRIA2 8033 8012 8020 8022 8025
00388 CTRIA2 8034 8r02 8022 8020 8025
00(0389 CTRIA2 --803 6---8012 8020 8021- -8021 5
co00390 CTRIA2 8052 8001 8050 8160 8210
000391 CTRIA2 8082 8001 8040 8110 80O80
000392 CTRTA2-- 8121 - 8001 - 0t 0--- 8120- 81'710
000393 CTRIA2 8151 8001 8100 8150 810 '
000394 CTRIA2 8191 8001 8050 8160 8190
000395 CTRIA2'-- 8193 8002 8025 8140 8022
000396 CTR1A2 8194 8002 8025 8140 8021
000397 CTRIA2 8195 8001 8021 8140 8100
000398 GR'ID .---- 8000 -- - -17.-0- 2;-13 'Z5---3. o
003399 GRID 8001 17.0 -7.25 3.0
000400 GRID 8002 17.0 -13.25 -3.0
u4-q0l GRID 8005 
-17.0---'-10.25-o'.n'-
000402 GRID 8010 17.0 -7.25 -3.0
00U403 GRID 8020 17.0 7.25 3.0
D000404 G.RID 8021 17 -0 13.25- 3.r0-
000405 GRID 8022 17.0 7.25 -3.0
000406 GRID 8025 17.0 10.25 0.0
00040 GRID--8030 17.0---13.25--3. 0
000408 GRID 8040 17.0 0.0 10.25
000409 GRID 8050 17.0 0.0 -10.25
-- Q0041u0 GRID 8060 UO0--O';O z4.-?25
000411 GRID 8070 8000 28.0 60. 0.0
000412 GRID 8080 8000 28.0 120. O.0
00U413 GRID 8090 - 8000 2r.0 -- 150. .
000414 GRID 8100 8000 28.0 30. 0.0
000 415 GRID 8110 0.0 0.0 10.25
... O000416 GRiD '.8120- 8000 --28.0 -'180. '..0
__
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000417 GRID 8130 0.0 -10.25 .0
000418 GRID 8140 0.0 10.25 .0
00d419 GRID 8150 8000 28.0 .0 .0
0004o20 - GRID 8160 0.0 .0 -10.25





00U421 GRID 8170 8000 28.0 -SO150. .0
00)4-22 GRID -81B0 8000 28. 0-30. .0 . --
OCU423 GRID 8190 8000 28.0 -120. .0
000U424 GRID 8200 0.0 .0 -24.25
00J425 GRID 821 ---. 8000-- 28.0---60 .0 -
000426 GRID 8300 8000 25.0 215.0 0.0 0 23456
000427 GRID 8400 8000 25.0 125.0 0.0 0 23456
000428 MAT1 2024 10.5E6 4.0E6 2.6f-4
o000429 P1 UAR 8000 2024 1.17 .08 .26
000430 PBAR 8170 2024 0.50 4.3 .00n2
0OU0431 PUAR 8190 2024 .8 --- 2.36 2.36 355
000432 PUDMEM 8006 2024 0.10
000433 PROD 80'41 2024 0.35
CUU44 , PROD 0 130 2024 0.13.5
000q435 PTRIA2 8001 2024 0.064
000u436 PIRIA2 8002 2024 0.20
000437 PTRIA2 8012 -- '2024 .'125
00c438 5* t***********+*****************************************************************
000439 BOUs43  5
OV0440 5 M I N I - T A N K
000441 $
U U0442 5 LOWER (AFT) TPUSS
000443 CROD .85001 8500 8o 8080 850n2 8500 8500 8070
000444 CROD 85011 8500 8501 8090 85012 8500 8501 8060
000445 CROD 85021 8500 8s502 8060 85022 8500 8502 8100
0005446 CRD00--85031 8500- 8503 8120 .. 850132 8500 8503 8080
000447 CROD 85041 8500 850 8070 85042 8500 8504 8150
000U4434 CRO0r 85051 8500 8505 8170 85052 8500 _ 8505 8090
0-00449 CRO0 .85061 -850C 8506 8100 .. 85062 8500 8506 . .818P0
00o450 CROD 85071 8500 8507 81o0 85072 8500 8507 8120
000451 CROD 85081 8500 8508 8150 85082 8500 e508 8210
o00o 52 -CRO -- 85091 8500 - 8509-- 8200-- 85092 --- 8500 - -8509 8170
000453 CROD 85101 8500 8510 8180 85102 8500 851.0 8200
000i54 CROD 85111 8500 8511' 8210 85112 8500 8511 8190
00(JU55 GRID 8500 .8000.. 68.9330390. -69.39698f000-- 456
000456 GRID 8501 8000 68.93303120. -69.39698000 456
000457 GRiD 8502 800 oon 68.9330360. -69.39698000 456
-00(458 GRID 8503 8000 .. 68.933n3150. -60.39698000 456
000U459 GRID 6504 8(000 68.933;0330. -6c).3969Ooo8000 456
000460 GRID 8505 8000 68.93303180. -69.39698000 456
00(0461 GRID 8506 80C0 68.93303.0 -6c.39698000 456
000462 GRID 8507 8000 6 8 .93 3 0 3 - 150o. .- 6.39608000 456
000463 GRID 8508 8000 68.93303-30. -69.39698000 456
000464 GRID 0509 8000 68.Q3303-120. -6c9.396Q8000 456
0004b5 GRID 851') 8000 68.932503-60. -69.39698000 456
000466 GRID 8b51t 8000 68.93303-90. -69.39698000_ 456
000467 PROD -. 8500 - 8500- 0.767
000468 5 UPPER (FORWARD) TRtUSS
000469 CROD 86001 8600 8600 8701 86002 8600 8s600 8702
OuU470 CROD- soo86011-- 8600- 8601 -8703 .- 86012 -8600-- -!8601 8700
000471 CROD 86021 8600 8602 8700 860!2? 8600 8602 8704
000472 _ _CROU 86031 8600 8603 8705 8603? 8600 8603 8701
0UuL73 CROD 86041 8600 8604 8702 86r:42 8600 8604 8706
00Li7:4 CROD 86051 8600 86n5 8707 86052 38600 8605 8703
P00U475 CRO[) 606,1 0600 8 606 870n4 f0ofr,2 8¢)00 86(6 8708
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000477 CROD 86081 8600 8608 8706 86082 86t 8608 8710
060478 CROD 86091 8600 8609 8711 86092 8600 8609 8707
00079 CROD 8601 8600 8610 .8708 .86102 8600---8610-- 87 f
000480 CROD 86111 8600 8611 8710 86112 8600 8611 8709
_000481 GRID 8600 8000 80.0 90. -219.0 8000 456
--00[;052 GRID- 8601 .8000 8[0.0 120. -219.0 ....80004-456 -
000493 GRID 8602 8000 80.0 60. -2.1.9.0 8000 456
000484 GRID 8603 8000 80. 150. -219.0 8000 456,
00008.5 GRfiD 8604 8000 80. 30. -219.0 8000 456
000486 GRID 8605 8000 80. 180. -219.0 8000 456
000487 GRID 8606 8000 80. .0 -21o.n 8000 456
--000 488 GRID 8607 80(0 80. -150. -219.0 8000 456
000439 GRID 8608 8000 80. -30. -219.0 8000 456
000490 GR I r3 8609 8000 80. -120. -219.0 88000 456
030,491 GRID 8010 8000 80. -60. -219.0 8000 456
0000492 GRID 8611 8000' 80.. -90. -219.0 8000 456
000493 GRID 8700 8000 85.0 90. -420. 456
-0U094 GRID-- b701 8000 85.0 120. -320. 456
009495 GRID 8702 8000 85.0 60. -320. 456
000496 GRID 8703 8000 85.0 150. -320. 456
000'97 GRID 87040 8000 85.0 30. 30. 456
000498 GRID 8705 8000 85.0 180. -3;!0. 456
000499 GRID 8706 3000 85.0 .0 -320. 456
o0o0o0 GRID 8707 8000 85.0 -150. -320. 456
00'J501 GRID 8703 8000 85.0 -30. -3"0. · 456
0('0502 GRID 8709 8000 85.0 -120. -320 · 456 , .:.
0005303 GRID 8710 8000 85.0 -60. -320. 456
000504 GRID 8711 8000 85.0 -90. -320. 456
000505 PROD 8600 8500 O.P6R n
-00Oh06 MAT -- 8500- 5.75E6 0.·3 ".F-4
000507 ALL CARGO RAY INTERFACE POINTS ARFE TO REMAIN IN THE SAME PLANE
000508 MPC 8700 _ 8701 1 1.0 87ri0 1 -1.0
--- 000.-509 IMPC - 8700--8702 1- 1.0 .8700- 1 -1.0
000510 MPC 8700 8703 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000511 MPC 8700 8704 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000512 MPC- 8700--'8705-- 1 1 - .---- 87(10 1 -1.0
000513 MPC 8700 8706 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000514 NPC 8700 8707 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000515 MPC-- -8700--8708- 1 1. -0 - 8700 I a
000516 MPC 8700 8709 1 1.0 8700 .1 -1.0
000517 MPC 8700 8710 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
~00u518 :~PC-- 8700 $-711---1 1.0 -- 8700 1 . -1.0.
000519 MPC 8700 8701 2 1.0 87(0 2 -1.0
0 0:52'0 h;PC 8700 8702 2 1.0 870n 2 -1.0
-000521 MP C- 8700 - 8703 2 1 1%'0--8700'- 2 ' -1.0
000522 MPC 8700 870t4 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
000523 VPC 8700 8705 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
000524 MPC---G 8700 -- 8706- 2 1. -870- 2 -1. 0
000525 MPC 8700 8707 2 1.0 870(0. 2 -1.0
00. J526 MPC 8700 8708 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
-000527 MPGC- 8700 --- 8709 --- 10 8700--2' -1.0
000328 MPC 8700 03710 2 1.0 87n0 2 -1.0
00LI329 %1PC 8700 8711 2 1.0 8700 2 . -1.0
00L530 MPC---- 8700-- 87 3 i0' 870073 -1.0
000531 MPC 8700 8702 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
0Ud532 f PC 8700 8703 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000533 rPC -  8700----704- 3- 1'. 0--8700- 3 -1.0
.000534 MPC 8700 8705 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000535 MPC 8700 8706 3 i.0 87i00 3 -1.0
C 0,5.36 M PC 6700 .870)7 3 1 . 0 8700 3-'.0
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000537 MPC 8700 8708 :3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
000538 MPC 8700 8709 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
-0-00539 MP 8700 8710 31r, 8700-3
000540 MPC 6700 8711 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
0005:'1 S_ MODAL COORDINATE DATA ,,
-- 00'>542 SPOIRT-1-01 THRU 1096 -
000543 CMASS4 101 2.927 101
000544 CRASS4 102 2.927 102
000545 CMASS4 -103 0.664 10.3
000546 CMASS4 104 1.311 104
009547 Ct!ASS4 105 0.444 105 .'
0005';8 C ASS4 106 0.2018 106
o00509 CNASS4 107 0. 15,R4 107 ·
OJbISO CrlASS4 108 0.1940 108
-00:')S1 CMASS4 -109--- U.2043-109 I
000552 CELAS4 204 1.25IE6 10-4
00O553 CELAS4 205 1.2262E6 105'
000554 CELAS4 ...206 77.457E5 106
O00555 CELAS4 207 6.729E5 107
000555 CELAS4- 208 8.81RE5 1DP
00U557 -CELA4 209 9.914E5-109J
000550 $ THESE ARE THE MPC'S FOR THE MODAL CONSTRAINTS
000559 I MODAL CONSTRAINT EOUATIONS
000560 ************* * ***********
000561 $
000552 $ GIVBAL. ACTUATORS,.
000563 $
000564 CELAS2 8301 1.15E6 61Z0 1 8300 1
000565 CELAS2 8401 1.15E6 6080 1 8400 1.
-- 0005 $'* **'** *;*** *;*-*-**'*'~* ** * -*~.-*'J **~*"*'*-*-*** * ****--**'** *** * ************* * * **·** ***** **
000567 7
0005oo $ T P A STRUCTURE USED FOR ALL MINI-TANK RUNS
--000569$
000570 s T P A Nl I
000571 GRID 6061 8000 35.0 -90. 43,. 456
-000572 0C'N!2'-900760 61
000573 CELAS2 60611 2.CE+6 6061 1 6070 1
00U574 CELAS2 606121 2.OE+6 6061. 2 6070 2
OOu0575 C ELAS2-606122~ 1 · 14E4-6-6'6061-  2 6040 2 I
000576 CELAS2 606131 2.OE+6 6061 3 6070 3
000577 CELAS2 606132 1.4E+6 6061 3 6040 ;3
u00576 $ . ........
000579 $ T P A f
000580 GRID 6062 8000 35.0 90. 43. 456
003531 CO0IM2---9U08 -- 6062 1. '7
000582 CELAS2 60621 2.OE+6 6062 1 6070 1
0CU533 CELAS2 606221 2.OF+6 6062 2 6070 2
0005:34 CELAS2 606222:-1. E+6 6062 2 6040 2
000553 CELAS2 606231 2.0E+6 6062 3 6070 3 "
000586 CELAS2 606232 1.4E+6 6062 3 6040' 3 ..
000588
000589 5 EOS SUPPORT FRAME '
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Q ELT NSO/CASE8l,,720112, 36744q
000001 BAROR 1000.0 1000.0 0.( I
-C00002 $*
00U003 $
00s005 COORDINATE SYSTEM D)EFINITIONS
000006 CORD2C 2 256.1 .0 .0 300. .0 .0 BC
00,)007 +13C 300.0 -50.0 0. O
000008 CORO2C 8000 0.0 0.0 0.0 1000.0 0.(! 0.0 CYL
0000009 +CYL 1000.0 1000.0 0.0
000010 ******************************* ***~*****~******~************************************ I
00 i- ...
000012 $ SUPORT CARD FOR RIGID BODY MODES
000013 $
O0(1.)0 1 500,)015$
003)016 $ EIGENVALUE EXTRACTXON
-- 0000 17 - $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ __




00.MUJ2 $__2 SINGLE-POINT CONSTRATNT SETS
--0 0 u 02 3 $ ......
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
O'J0,24 SPC1 10 123456 8700
O'025O[3; $*********,1 ************************************************************************
00002
00U027 $ MULTI-POINT CONSTRAINTS
000028 $
0000-29 P C'A D g-- D106- -0'62----70'0 70 -- 3 8300-- --8500-8700 *NE0 U: 01 0,* NEW-000030 ' $ *NEW
000031 $ MPC TPA tf2 TO TPA 91 *NEW
000032 P C--60-66062 .;'0 6-06-------I -1 , NFW
000033 M!PC 6062 6062 2 1.0 6061 2 -1.0 *NEW.
0OuO4 MPC 6062 6062 3 1.0 6061 3 -1.0 *NEW
-000035 NPC'7000-- 7000'1---i.0- 6070--'1 -1-.0 70'00)*-'-X**-1 ' :'
000036 +7000X 6070 5 10.25 ,
000037 MPC 7000 7000 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 "7000Y
~00003 ' :+70'00Y 6070-- 4 - ~'-10';- -- 60'70O- 6T6-.(
0000539 ,,,PC 7000 7000 3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 70007
0O0004 +7000Z 6070 5 -6.0
0'---9'O rP P C-----7 0O0'-7-----000 0-4-' -- 0--6070'-- 4' -1".0
000042 V.PC . 7000 7000 5 1.0 6070 5 -1.0
000043 NMPC 7000 7000 6 1.0 6070 6 -1.0
-000044 .MPC 7010- 
-70'1 0 10- 600.1 -1.0 7'O-X
Uo;0115 +7010X 6070 5 -10.25
000046 MP'C 7010 7010 2 1.0 6070 2 -1.0 7010Y . - ..- ,,.. ....
000047, +7010Yr-- '6070 4'0.256070 66-' -- _._
000048 MPC 7010 7010 ..3 1.0 6070 3 -1.0 7010Z
000049 +7UIOZ 6070 5 -6.0
--'000050 soC--- 70'10----7010- 4---i.0- 6070 -1.0
000051 MPC 7010 7010 5 1.0 6070 5 -1.0 ':
003052 MPC 7010 7010 6 1.0 6070 6 -1.0 ";
000053 MPC- 8300- 60RO 1- 1 %.0-- 6050----1 -1.0 6080A
000054 +6080A 6050 5 -20.48 60G0 6 -14.34
000055 MPC 8300 61.30 1 - 1.0 6050 1 -1.0 6130A
-000055 +Gi30A ... 600 .  .. . .. 6 -20.'-,_;
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000057 MPC 8300 8300 1 1.0 8170 1 -1.0
00005B YPC - 8300 8400 1 1.0 8080 1 -1.0
CfF0* * * * **** ** ** * ** * * * * **** * ** * ** * ***i W* * *** * * ~* * * ** **********
00060 $
000061 $ OMITTE:D COORDINATE SET
00 3062 'S2
000063 OMIT1 123456 2020 3010 3030 3040 4025 8000 8001 6DOFA
0ii064 +65DOFA 8002 8005 8010 8020 8021 8022 8160 8030 6D00FB
00'2065 +6b0F-- 8110 8130 810 0 4010 .. . ..
000066 OmIT1 456 2000 8170 2040 3000 8210 3020 8180 3DOFA
C0U067 +3'DOFA 8190 4000 8150 4020 8200 4030 5000 6000 3DOFR
Oo00038 +30'FE -6020 6030 6040 6070 7020 7030 7040 8040 30OFC
000069 +30OFC 8050 8060 8070 8080 8000 8100 8120
00t)070 5*s***************t***********+*,***** Ft*********+*************** **********************
00tU071 $
000072 $ PARAM CARDS
000073 $
300074 PARAM GRGPtT 0
0000 75 ***************** ********************************************************
000076 $
000077 $ GLOBAL AXES FOR PLOT ORIENTATION
000078 $
00079 GRID 1 430 123456
O 0 u 0 -0 GR I0 2 50 123456
0000U1 GRID 3 . 50. 123456
0li0LU2 GRID 10 420. - 12i456
--0000U(3 GRID 20 40. 123"456
000034 GRID 30 40. 123456
000085 PLOTEL 9001 10 1
u00085 PRLoTE L--9002 2-0 2-
0000O7 PLOTEL 9003 30 3
000.08 PLOTEL 9010 8120 8005 90l1 8005 8025
- 0000l89 PLOTEL -9012 8..025 8150 9013 - 81 50---81 b.O0
000090 PLOTEL 9014 8140 8130 9015 8130 8120
00)091 PLOTEL 9020 8200 8050 9021 8050 80LO
000092 PLOTEL -9022 840 O- 060- 9023' 8060 81 0
00o093 PLOTEL 9024 8110 8160 9025 8160 8200
000094 - 0 *0
000096 S C O N C E N T R A T E D M A S I T E M S
000097 $
00 98 5 - -P F S
000099 C0N,"2 9001 2050 2 0.1.5 28.82 17.6 -2,09
000100 CONM,2 9002 5010 .037 -3.36 12.4 7.12
000 101 C0,'2 -9003 .. 5010 1.19 -2.82 .0 .0
000102 CON!2 9004 6060 0.98 2.'12 -26.1 .0
000103 CON:'2 9005 6050 .86 -1.5 26.5 14.5
000104 COw0';,2 9006 6050 0 · .92 4.';0 -27.5 0.,(
000105 DESTRUCT SL'UBSYSTEM
00(0106
000107 - $ NOZ ZLET--OZL TO-EXTENSION -ATTACHMENT
000108 CONM12 2051 2050 .0855 NEA
000109 +NEA 72. 36. 36. '
00 110 $ , - - -. COR. .UPPfT -. ORE-'SP PO T
000111 CONM2 3051 3050. 0.668 -4*93 CS
000112 +CS 328. 170. 170.
'000113 $ .FLANGE..
0001i4 CON;M2 3052 3050 1.08 2.07 FLANGE
000115 +FLANGE 594. 29F. 298. .
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000117 CONt2 2052 2050 0.40
0Lt0118 +RING 335. 16. 1
000119 $ TORUS
000120 CONM2 2053 2050 0.198 -3.11
000121 +TORUS 181. 91. -
000122 $ NOZZLE TO PV BOLTS
'U0123 CON412 3057 3050 .096 1.07




000124 +BOLTS 51.15 25.65 25.65
00L1125 $ CONTROL DRUJM ACTUATORS (18)
000126 CONM2 5011 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 10.
000127 COHr h_2 5012 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 30.
000128 CONX2 5013 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 50.
000129 cobh:2 5014 5010 8000 .0344 24.5 70.
000130 C'N?2 5015 5010 8000 -. 0344 24.50 90.
000131 CON0!2 5016 5010 8000 .0344 .24.50 110.
000132 CONM'2 5017 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 130.
000133 CONVM2 5018 5010 8000 .0344 24.90 150.
00013 :  CCN'2 5019-- 5010- -- 8000 -.. 04 24,50 170.-
000135 CON,2 50110 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 190.
u00u136 Cor4IM2 50111 5010 80ono0 .0344 24.50 210.
-0U0137 COt'2-2 50112 5010 - 8000 --.0344 24.50 230.
000138 CON'2 50113 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 250.
u000139 CONNh2 50114 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 270.
0001'40 C0M!2---50115 5010 ( 8000- .0344 24.50 -290.
00 141 CONM'2 50116 5010 8000 .0344 -24.5n 310.
0CU142 C ONM 2 50117 5010 8000 .0344 24.50 330.
-0C0043 CON,2 50118- 5--(10 8000--.0344---24.50-- -350.-
003144 S SHIELD
000145 $ S H I E L D R E M O V E D
000'16 O-flIT456 .60i0
000147 s NDICE
00u143 CoNM,2 6021 6020 1.55
000149 $' ' - CTUATORS-
000150 CONM12 60801 6080 0.24
000151 CON..2 61301 6130 0.24
0U1!52 Coi--2 83001 8300 .2
000j153 CONJM2 84001 8400 0.24
00015L 'SIMPLE NSS
-C00155 CONM2 4001.--4001 -- 29.
000156 Co 0'N:,2 4002 4002 6.02
000157 CONM2 4003 4003 2.90
---00015 ' $ 4* *.. · i* f':~ - *-* ... * *-·' - *,-:---'
00u159 $
00(J160 $ COMPONENT NO. 2 NOZZLE EXTENSION
000%G61
000)162 CBAR 2020 2020 2020 2000
C000165 Ci3AR 2040 2040 2040 2020
-0001 i64 C [ AR 2050s---2050 -- 2050--2040 -4
0L((16 5 GRID 2000 '40 9.372
000165 GRID 2020 351.5LL3
--- 000167 GRID D- 2040 , 29¢:.865
00')168 GRID 2050 270.190
00)169 MATIl 100 1.7E6 0.70Ef 1.355.-4
00) 170 PBAR --- 2020 . .100 40.86, 55550--5550n-.I-0O-. 4W5
00'171 PSBAR 2040 100 33.253 30250. 30250. 60500. .00445
000172 PRA' 2050 10(0 50.04' 25400. 25400. 50800. .00445
---00 173 * ***************************************
(U 0I 174 $
U00175 lb COMPONENT NO. 3 NOZ7LE
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000177 C8AR 3000 3000 3000 2050
000178 C5AR %010 3010 3010 3000 -
0q179 CPAf--- 3020 3020 30?0 2 3010
000180 CBAR 3030 3030 3030 3020
000181 C3AR 3040_ 3040 3040 3030
0U0'S2 CbA!R 3050 5050 3050 3040 -
000i183 GRID 3000 254-.218
000184 GPlIt) 3010 23-3.25 '-,-,--
000185 GRID 3020 225.90
000185 GRID 3030 220.491
000187 GRID 3040 213.236 -
00;)18 GRiD 3050 206.%9.
00010? i.A ' i 347 29.36 11 .4E6 7.394E-4
00J190 PAR 3000 347 11.5 3414. 34J4. 6828. .007
.- -6.--- , ,., .- '-,
00u191. PPAR 3010 347 32.3 4371. 4371.. 8742 .*007
000192 PLAR 3020 347 16.5 567. 567. 1133. .007
0'30193 [PeAR 3030 347 13.7 333. 333. 666. .007
000194 PEAR 3040 347 25.? 2070. 207n. 4140. .007
00)195 PFhAR 3050 347 82.2 1.6170. 16170. 32340. .007
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000197 $0 0 0197 5 . - ..-.
000198 $ NUCLEAR SUBSYSTEM SIMPLE MODEL
000199 $
00U2002 CEcLAS-2 4001 f- 41.8E 40r,1 1 3050 n 1
00)201 CELAS2 40012 9.41E6 40OC1 2 3050 2
00(202 CELAS2 40013 9.41lE6 4001 3 3050 3
000203 CELAS2 40021 .334.E6 4002 1 400 1
000204 CELAS2 40022 61.7E5 40C2 2 4001 2
000205 CELAS2 40023 61.7E6 400C2 3 4001 3
C00I206 CFLA52 40031 .0.48;E6 4003 1 4002 12
000;'07 CEL/52 40032:, 16.5E6 40C3 2 4002 2
000208 CELAS2 40033, 16.5E6 4003 3 4002 3
300209 GR.1. 4001 17C.0 456
000210 GRIO 4002 12.0. 456
000t)211 GRID 4003 124.0 456
000212 $**-* .** *** ******* ***************,******************************
000213 5
000214 5 CO.PONENT NO. 4
-- 00215 5$
000216 CEAR 4000 4000
000217 CBAR 4010 4000
00021'8 C9AR-- 4020 4J000-
000219 COAR 4025 4000
000220 CBAR 4030 4000
- 009221 GRID"- 4000 ..
000222 GRID 4010
000223 GRID 4020
-Q000224 GRID - 4025--
000225 GRID 4030











000226 MAT1 7075 10.3E6 3.9Ef 2.616E-4
00022' PiCAR 400n--T7075 139.:'33 -51r007- 51-600o' .103200. 01X14
000J228 ******************* ************ **********************************
003229 $
000230 $ C'OMPONEN-NO-7-'b5 PRESSURE VESSEE-COSURE
00iJ231 $
u0i232 CBAR 5000 5000 5000 4030
00o0233 -CBAR .5010- 5010 5010 .. .. 5000
5)0254 GRID 5000 115.97
000235 GRIa) 5010 110.28
... ,; - PAR 5000 7075 23..1 81!50. 8185n. 163700. .0!45
-- ' ,.---- .-...
. I
I
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000237 PBAR 5010 7075 29C.28 64000. 64000. 1200. .05i45
000238 ****** **** : : * **:*
006i2~9 5-- .............................................................
000240 $ CONPONENT NO.6 LOWER THRUST STRUCTURE
000241 $
-003242 CBAR 6000 .. 6000-0 6000 . -. 50 10
DCu243 CeAR 6010 6000 6010 6000
000244 CHAR __6020 6000 6020 6010
0u02245 CHAR 6030 6000 6030' 6020
000246 CLBAR 6040 6040 6000 6030
000247 ClIR 6050 6050 6050 6040- '
000248 CBAR 6060 660 6060 6050
000249 CLAR 60J70 6070 60 70 6060
009250 GRID 6000 98.0
u00051 GRID 6010 86.33
000252 GRID 6020 74.50
000253 GRID 60530 68.58
00025'4 GRID 6040 57.0
000255 GRID 6050 39.5
000256 GRID 6060 32.38
000257 GRID 6070 29.0
000250 GRID 6080 8000 25.0 125.0 39.90 23456
000259 GRID 6130 8000 25.0 215.0 39.50 23456
o00020 nAFi-l 7039 10.1E6 -3.7E6 .  26F-4
00ot261 PsAR 6000 7039 11.94 2155. 21'5. 4310. .0282
000262 F'_tAR 60O40 7039 11.64 1989. 19n9. 3978. .0282
-000263 - PAR 6050 7039 10.681 .1543. 1543. -3087. .028 2
000264 PDAR 6060 7039 9.90 1228. 1228.f 2456. .0282
000265 PPAR 6070 7039 9.58 1114. 1114. 2228. .02C82
0'00266 $*. *** *** ***** * ***** * * ** ********4:***********************************
00i0267
0002601 $ COMPONENT NO. 7 GIMBAL
-00Z69 $ - -- - --- -----
000270 CBAR 7031 7031 7030 7000 0.0 10.0 -10.0 1 ' 7031
0001271 +7031 4
-- C00o272 - CAR----7032-- 7031-----700--'7040- O. ' 100-. 10'- .O l 7032
0I0273 +7032 4
300274 CDAR 7033 7031 7030 7010 0.0 -10.0 10.0 1 7033
000275 +7033- -- 4
000276 COAR 7034 7031 7030 7020 0.0 -10.0 -10l.0 1 7034
000277 +7034 4
-000'278 COROD-7021--7020 8-0--25 -270 -
000279 CONROD 7022 7020 8010 250 2.0
0002.0 CONROD 7023 7020 8002 250 2.0
u-'-0 ) 2S COI;R 0--7024-7020 80C0 250 2.( '
000282 CONRPOD 7041 7040 80.0 250 2.0
000203 CONROD 7042 7040 802I 250 2.0
... 24 C0002C 70 RO -7040--8022---250 -2-
0002b5 CorNROD 7044 7040 8020 250 2.0.
000286 CTRIA2 7121 8012 8000 8005 7020"
-- 00028/ CTRI-A2-7122 8012 8001---8005-7020
0002S8 CTRIA2 7123 8012 8002 8005 7020
000289 CTRIA2 7124 8012 8010 8005 702 0 '
0..29.U CTRIA27125 - 8012- 8001-- 8000-70,'O
000291 CTRIA2 7126 8012 8000 8002 70;2n
000292 CT:!A2 7127 8012 o002 8010 7020
--- 00(1293 CTRIA2- 7128 -- 8012 -'8010--8001- 702n--_- -
000294 CTRIA2 7141 8012 8020 8025 70a0
00029J5 CTRIA2 7142 8012 8021 8025 701a0O
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000297 CTRIA2 7144 8012 8030 8025 70L n
000298 CTRIA2 7145 8012 8021 8020 70EO0
000299 CTR1A2-7146 '8012 - '8020- 8022 -70L0
000300 CTRIA2 7147 8012 8022 8030 70L0
000301 CTRIA2 7148. 8012 8030 8021 704n
-000302 GRID -7000 -- 23.0 0.0 -10.
000303 GRID 7010 23.0 0.0 10.25
OU0304 GRIO 7020 23.0 -10.25 0.0
000305 GRI) 7030 23.0 0.0 0.0
000306 GRID 7040 23.0 10.25 0.0
000307 rIATI 250 24.0E6 9.24E6 7.33E-4.
o-00ol,33 PAR- -- 7031- 250 3... 10. 10.0 o- o -20-'-
000309 ***:***********************:************4****************************************
OO0310 5
0,0,0311 $- COMPONENT 'NO- - --8 UPPER THRUST STRUCTURE -
000312 $
000313 _ CBAR 8000
-00Li314 COAR 8001
00J315 . CBAR 8002
000316 CBAR 8010




000321 CBRAR - 8050
00,322 CBAR 3052
8000 ( 8090 8000 8160 0 0 2
8000 8001 8040 8110 0 . 0 2
8000 8170 8002 8110 0 0 2
8000 8010 8050 8160 0 0 2
800)0 8021 8100 8140 0 0 2
8000 8050 8022. 8140 0 0 2
8000 8030 8180 81L.0 0 0 2
8000 80'10 1 8020 810 0 0 2
8000 8050 8210 8160) 0 0 2
8000 8190 8050 A1lO 0 0 2
0UOJ323 CA7 86 1786-08 1001. . 801
000,3 2 4 +01-3.4 -3.4
000,325 CO3AR 8065 8190 0060 8080 -10. 0 -10.0 0.0 1 8065
_O0 00320 +L1065 "-. 2 __ - -2 .5__ -2 .5 - 7
009.Z27 CBAR- 8072 8000 80'40 8070 8110 0 0 2
0011)128 CBAR 8073 8170 8070 8060 -10.0 -10. 0.0 1 8073
-O0 0 329 - +ti073 -'- -3.4 . ;- 3. 4
O.00030 COAR 8075 8190 8070 8060 -10C.0f -10.0 0.0 1 8075
000331 +8075 -2.5 -2.5________
000372 CLAAR 0 1 00 800 g'0 81i (f_0 0
0003-33 CBAR 8085 8190 8000 8090 -10.0 -10.0 -10.0 I 8085
000334 +80835 -2.5 __ -2.5 _____
-00 B5CAR -8095 8190 89 10 -00-.5 -40 189
0003356 . +8095 -2.5 -2.5
000337 CHAP __8105 8190 8100 8070 -10.0 -10. 10.. 1 105
000358 +8105 -2.5 -2.5
0001339 CBARd 8125 8190 8120 8170 -10.0 .3.75 -14.0 1 8125
000340 +8125 -2.5 -2.5_____
0003'41 CIBAR 815 8190 -8150 810 -00 3.75~1_4.0 485
00U1342 +8155 -2.5 .- 2.5
000343 CUAR 8171 8170 8170 8090 -10.0 0.0 10.0 1 8171
0034 +11-4-3. 4
00i0345 CUAR 8175 8190 8170 8190 -10.0 10.0 -10.0 1I 8175
000346 +8175, -2.5___ -2.5 ____
O00u347 C 3itR' -8618f7-8f:70 q 8 1 B0 10 0 -;1 0 .00.0 10.0 -. 81.
00z0348 + 8 1L'1 -3.4I -3.4
000349 CBAR 8185 8190 810.-0 8190 -10.0 3.75 14,0 1 8185
00o3;50 +157 -2.5
000351 CUA'R 8191 8170 8190 8200 -10. 10. .0. 8191
00O0O352 _ +A191 -3.4 -3.4 ___
033 CBsA[ 8195 0fl8' 13200' --- 10. 0'10.0 (i 119
C00354 +8195 -2.5 -2.5
000.555 CHAR 8320 1 8170 3 200 Q 2I.0 -1o. 10.C 0 1 8201
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if - -- 1-
000357 CBAR 8205 8190 8200 8210 -10.0 O 0.0 1 8205
000358 +s205 -2.5 - - -2.5
006359 CDAR 8215 8190 8210 8180 -10.o0 :10. 82f5
000360 +8215 -2,5 -2.5
000361 CO0D.!EM 8006 8006 8040 8110. 813- 8001
O000362 CO'.'EM- 8011 8006- 050 .8160 8301. 80t0
00033 COD;-EM 8043 8006 804n 8110 81L0o 8020
000364' CODMEM 83192 8006 8050 8160 8140 8022
0U00365 CROD 8041 8041 80,;0 8110 8051 8041 8050 8160
000366 CROD 8071 6130 8110 8070 8161 130 8190 8160
000367 CROD 8111 8130 8110 8140 8140 8130 810 a818n
U0 - CGRaOD a3 -- 8130 8-13 0.C---8130 3 -8160 8130 8130 816n0
00,1 S9 CROD 8162 8130 61- 0 8140 81.3 8130 8140 8100
0013670 CROD 8171 8130 8170 8130 8130 8130 110
037 CR 210 8130 8150 8210 810 8130 8080 
8110
C000372 CTRIA2 8001 8001 8000 8130 809n0033 _____TIA 02 0  5 813  15 8300810 8110__
000373 CTRIA2 8002 8002 8005 8130 80( 0
00(0375 CTRIA2 8001, 8001 8002 8130 8170
00o0376 CTRIA2 8005 8002 80C5 8130 80002
000377 CTIRIA2--8007-- 8001-- 8040---ll 80.0n
000t)378 CTRIA2 8008 8002 8005 81350 8001
000379 CTR!A2 8012 8012 8000 80013 8005
000377 CTRIA2 8013 8012 8001 8s10 8005
0003sl CTRIA2 80184 8012 0O10 8002 80(5
O C003G2 CTRIA2 8015 8012 8002 oo00 800 
5
0003U3 CTRIA2-S8026 --- 802 8 05 8140 80180
000384 CTRIA2 8027 8002 0025 8140 8030
O00385 CT.KIA2 8031 8001 80s O 81.40 810 n.
C00386 -2 CTRIA2 -8032 8012 802 1- 8030 
'00-
C00307 C7RIIA2 8033 S012 ? 030 8022 8025
000Q388 CTR!IA2 8034 8012 8022 8020 8025
000389 CTRIA2 80326 801 S020 8Q 02,9
000390, CTRIA2 8052 8001 80'0 8160 8210
00(0391 CTRIA2 8082 8001 8040 8110 80250
00(352 CTRIRI2 80 2 802 800 81202 810
U000393 CTIRIA2 8151 8001 8100 8120 810fO
00039i CTRIA2 8191 d001 8050 8160 81(0)
000395 CTRIA2 81-93 8002- 800 5 8140 8022
OU000396 CTRIA2 8194 8002 8025 8140 8021
000397 CTRIA2 8195 8001 8021 8140 8180
00039a GIO-8000 q17.0- 13.23.
0O399 GRID 8001 17.0 -7.25 3.0
000400 GRID 8002 17.0 -13.25 -3.0
UU0400 C RID 8005 17- 0---10.25-0 .(
OC0402 GRID 8010 17.0 -7.25 -3.0
00C403 GRID 8020 17.0 . 7.25 3.0
00J404 GRI-8021 17.0 13.253.n
000405 GRID 8022 17.0 7-.25 -3.0
000406 GRID 8025 17.0 10.25 0'0
OC0407 GRID 8030 17.0 - 13.25- 3.0
000408 GRID 8040 17.0 0-0 10 .25
000409 GRID 8050 17.0 0.0 -10.25
000q0 GRIO 8060- 0.0 0.0 24-.2
000411 GRID 8070 8000 2.0 60. 0.0
000U412 GRID 80O0 8000 28.0 120. 0.0!
0041-3 GRID -3080 00 128.0 150.0 0
000U414 GRIL) 8100 8000 28.0 30. 0.0
OOUt[15 GRID 011 00 0.0 10.250,i416 51 ---- L 28--. - . .o0
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000417 GRID 8130 0.0 -10.25 .0
U00418 GRID 8140 0.0 10.25 .0
0004-19 GIR.iD 8150 8'000' 28.0 .0 .0
000420 GRiD 8160 0.0 .0 -10.25
000421 GRID 8170 8000 28.0 -150. .0
00)422 GRID L 8180 .80'00 2 8.0 -30. .0
0O0423 GRID 8190 8000 28.0 -120. .0
000424 GRi[) 8200 0.0 .0 .__ -24.25
Uo0425 GRID 8210 8000 28.0 -60. .0
000426 GRID 8300 8000 25.0 215.0 0.0 0 23456
000427 GRID 8400 8000 25.0 125.0 0.0) 0 234L56
o00042 r'ATI 2024 10.5E6 4.CE6 2.6E-4
000429 PBAR 8000 2024 1.17 .08 .26
CU0430 P3AR 8170 2024 0.50 4.3 .0002 --
u00u431 PBAR 8190 -- 2024 .8 2.36 2.36 3.55
000432 PoDVEM 8006 2024 0.10
000433 PlROD 804t 2024 0.'35
000434 P ROD 8130 2024 0.435
OU000435 PTRIA2 8001 2024 0.C64
000436 PTRIA2 8002 2024 0.20 -
-0(30L37 - PTRIA2 8012 2024 .125
OOOL±38 %************* * ************************************************************
000439 .
OJ440 $ MI N I -T A N K
OO(;l41 $
000442 
- LOWER (AFT) TRUSS
-000443- CR'00 85001 .8500 8500 .8080 802  500 850 8070
000144 CRCD 85011 8500 85C1 8090 85012 8500 8501 8060
000)445 CROD 85021 8500 8502 8060 85022 8500 8502 8100
00I4~6 CD-85031 8500 85G3 8120 .... 85032 8500 8503 8080
LI00447 CROD 85041 8500 8504 8070 85042 8500 8504 8150
000448 CRO 85051 8500 8505 8170 85052 8500 8505 8090
- -00'49- --- CROD 5---U061 8500 8506 8100 .. 85062 8500 .8506 -. 8180
000450 CROD 85071 8500 8507 8190 85072 8500 8507 8120
00o451 CROD 85081 8500 (855C8 8150 65082. 8500 8508 8210
______-;; t-EC-r1r 1RI(I1 f- ri'~nn cZ' r~4--an~o~o~-cr ~n rnr- n.
-V
F
0 O aq53 CRC[) 1 851( C 8I500 851 0 8 18 0 85J102 850 0 851.0 820 0
000484 _ ___CR0O3___85111 8500t 851 1 8210 851 12 8500 851.1 8190
0 45 ~Gr ID 3500 --- 8000~ 8 9 3 3 0 - '39 6980 00- 456 
-_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
U000456 GP\I D 850-1 830 00 68. 933503120. -69.39698000 456
"00o457 
_ __GRID _ 502 8000 _ _68.933036n. 
_ -69.39698n0o 
_ 456 -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(0 0453 GR ID 8503 8000o ba*93-303150. -6(1.39698000 456~
0004,59 GR ID1 8504 0000 68.93350330. -69J.39698000 456
000460 ____GRID 6505 8000 68.93,303180. 
_ -69.39698000 456 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
00 U0461 GRID 8506 8000 68.93303.0 -69.39698000 450
000462 GRID 86507 130 00 68.9350.3-150. -6Q1.3960 8000 45f)
000463 GRID 8508 8000 68. 3OYS03-30. 
_-69~.396'98000 
_ _456 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
--00tL464 GR I 8509 00 - 68. 9330 3-120.0 --60-39698000 450
000t;65 GRID 8510 80 00 68.93303-60. -6(.39698000 456
000465 GqID 8511 830 00 68.933'03-90. 
_ -69.39698000 4 56 __ _____ 
_____________________
000 0L167 
-PFuD - 8500 Y.- 8500 0-. 767__ 
_ _ __ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
000465 Is UPPER (FORWARD) TOIJSS
0004 t9 _ _ _ _ _CROD 86001 8600 86CC0 8701 86002 8600 8600 8702 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
00 0470 -~CPC0V 8601 1--8600 8-6C I 8703 86012 8 600 06 01 8 700
0001+71 CR00 86021 8o00 86fp2 8700 86022 8600 8602 8704
000'472 ____ CR00. 860)31 8b00 860r3 8705 8603? 8600 8603 8701
00u473 C N0 F) 8 6041I 8600 ~~b0 -~ 8702.- - 8604P .8600 8~604 -- -8706
0 LI04 74 CROD 86051 8600 136C 5 8707 86052 8600 8605 8703
- 00047.5 CR00D- 86061 -8 600 86CI6 8704 8606?p 3600 _ 86(16 8708 n_______
Cil C. D wo 8t,071 - 8bb00 8 %C7 3709 0,607? '3 6 00 86017 8-.S7 05-
DAT 03APR72PAGE 6
I
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000477 CROD 86081 8600 86b0n 8706 86082 8 8608
000478 CROD 86091 8600 8609 8711 6o0.92 s800 86C9
0bi-6479 CRO--- 86101 8600 -- -8610 --- 8708----A61-0? 8600--8610
000430 CROD 86111 8600 8611. 8710 86.112 8600 8611
00Q(481 GRID 3600 8000 80.0 90. -21.9.0 8000 456s
000482 GRID 8601 *000 80.0 120. -219.0 3000 i56
0004633 GRID 8602 8000 80.0 60. -210.0 8000 456
000484 GRID 6603 8000 80. 150. -219.0 _ 8000 -456
ou00(4'35 GRIO 860.'4 0 80. . 30. --219.0 8000 456,
000436 GRID 8605 8000 80. 180. -219.0 8000 456F
00uJ487 GRID 8606 o800n 80. .0 -219.0 8000 _456
0uA8. GRID 8607 8000 80. -150. 2]O. O 8000 456
000Q4o9 GRID 8608 8,jo300 80. -30. -21:.0 8000 45f
00(k490 GRPID  8609 8000 80. -120. -210.0 8000 456
UU0491 GRID 8610 8000 80. -60. -219.0 8000 45i,
UC0492 GRID 8611 8000 80. -90. -219.0 8000 456
000493 GRIO 8700 8000 85.0 90. -32,0. 456
oo0'00i4 GrID 8701 e8000 85.0 120. -320 . 456
000495 GRID 8702 8000 85.0 60. -320. 456
000496 GRID 8703 8000 85.0 150. -340. 456
-- 000497 GRiD 870Q4 8000- 855.0 30. -320. 456
000'98 GRID 8705 o000o 85.0 180. -320. 4s56,
000499 GRiID 8706 8000 85.0 .0 -320. 456
-00U500 GRIO ii707 8..0 85.0-150. -320. 45f6,
'JOJ5Q GRID 870J 8000 85.0 -30. -320. 456,
U0(05i2 GR!D 8709 800on 85.0 -120. -320. 456f,
0L05 0 3  G-RID 8710 8000 65.0 -60. -320. 456
00J504 GRID 8711 8000 85.0 -90. -3e0. 456
000505 PROD 8600 8500 0.86R
0006 , MATl 8500-5.75C6 0.3 1.,'5E-
000507 5 ALL CARGO BAY INTERFACE POINTS APE TO REMAIN IN THE S;
000508 MPC 8700 8701 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000509 iPC 8700- 8702- 1.0--870--I-- 1.0-
000510 MPC 6700 8703 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000511 'lPC 8700 8704 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
000u512 MfPC-- 8700 -8705 . 10 8700-1 -.
000513 MIPC 8700 8706 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
0005514 NPC 8700 8707 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
-- 0005[ IPC- 8700 8708 1% 0.08700 1 -
000516 HPC 0700 8709 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
00o517 MNPC .700 8710 1 1.0 8700 1 -1.0
--- 00U510 MPC s700 8711 ' 1-- i-.n -s700 1 . -L.o
000519 G[-'C 8700 8701 2 1.0 f87n 2 -1.0
000520 'M"P C 8700 8702 2 1.0 8700 2 -1,0
nO052 I: MPC s87Q013-1' 71';0- --Y -8700 . 2 - r- -
000)522 MPC . 8700 870'4 2 1.0 87(00 2 -1.0
·000523 ",PC 8700 8705 2 1.0 87(;0 2 -1.0
00 :U524 'PC 8700 -- 8706 -2 10- -8700 2 -1- 0
001)525 MPC 8700 6707 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
00()526 . MP C 6700 8708 2 1.0 8700 2 -1.0
00052 , PC -8700--87 092 10 87r0 2 -1.0
0'f/'528 MPC 8700 8710 2 1.0 87('0 2 -1.0
0005?9 M.PC 8700 8711 2 1.0 87(0 2 -1.0
--- 00 530 MPG 870O - 8701 3 1'00 870 3 -1.0-
UgJ0531 hRPC 8700 8702 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
00(,5.2 :, PC 8700 8703 3 1.0 87(00 3 -1.0
Q0(t153 -MPC- . 8700 P77-- .. ...- 3 0-.0 87(0-C 3 - O
L}00 )54 MPC 8700 s705 3 1.0 87(:0 3 -1.0
'00535 MPC 8700 8706 3 1.0 8700f) 3 -1.0
- .U0l535 P-- PC 870( -- 1'70)7 -3 1.0 -..- .3...8700* - 3 ..--. . --. 0 .
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MPC 8700 8708 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
M4PC 8700 8709 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
;-C -- 8700- 871 0-- 3- 1.0 8700 - 3 -1-.0
MPC 8700 8711 3 1.0 8700 3 -1.0
' MODAL COORDINATE DATA
SP0INT 01 THU 1 10C
00u543 Cr.ASS4 101 2.Q?7 101
900544 CMASS4 102 2.927 102
000545 CMASS4 103 0.664 103
00Q5i6 C!.;ASS4 10'+ 1.311 10u
00o:)547 CMASS4 105 0.444 105
oiJ-;iu C}i;SS4 1Ufo 0.201810f 
---
000)549 C4AtS4 107 0.1534 107
00U0550 CMIASS4 108 O.19O * 40 108-
000551 C,.ASS4 109 0.20'43 109
000552 CELAS4 204 1.291E6 104
009553 CELAS4 205 1,262E6 105
00 554 CELAS4 206 7.757E5 -106
000555 CELAS4 207 6.7291-5 107
0005565 CELAS4 208 8.0lE5 10o
000557 CELAS4 209 9.914E55 10°
00J558 5 THESE ARE TIHE MFC'S FOR THE MODAL CONSTRAINTS
G000559 $ MODAL CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
O)J(3JS 5$*************4.***t***4 **4****14**********j***************4:***,I******************
000561 $
C'00562 $ GIMDAL ACTUATOPS
00U553 -
000564 CELAS2 8301 1.15E6 6120 1 8300 1
000565 CELAS2 8401 1.15E6 6080 1 8400 1
-00056o -$*-**~*****= *s********W****..**********-8*****-*************** ,-
000567 $
000568 $ T P A STRUCTURE USED FOR ALL MINI-TANK RUlNS
--000569 $ ....................--
00o570 5 TPA 1I
000571 GRID 6061 8000 35.0 -90. 43, 456
000572 - CONI2 - 9007 6061 - 1.97 -
000573 CELAS2 60611 2.OE+6 6061 1 6070 1
000574 CELAS2 606121 2.0E+6 6061 2 6070 2
--00057b -CE'LA52-606122'-l1.-4E+6-6061---2 6040 2-
000576 CELAS2 606131 2.0Q+6 6061 3 6070 3
000577 CELAS2 606132 1.4E+6 6061 3 60tt0 3
000578 5
000579 5 T P A H 2
000580 GRID 6062 8000 35.0 90. 43. 456 
00 3581 CONM12 .-9008 -- 6062 1.97
00L0582 CELAS2 60621 2.05+6 6062 1 6070 1
0005833 CELAS2 606221 2.0E+6 6062 2 , 6070 2
000U584 CELAS2-606222-- 1.4E+6-60622 26040 2
000585 CELAS2 606231 2.0E+6 6062 3 6070 3
000586 CELAS2 606232 1.4E+6 6062 3 60tin 3
00053 ***************** ****** ********** *******-** ************************
005:38 $
003569 5 EOS SUPPORT FRAME
00-05 0 S- SUPPORT FRAME DEL.ETEf-
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D ELT RUNTNK/MPCSF1P720110, 45151
000001 MPC 8500 8500 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 85001A
-00 J002 
_ MIPC .. 8500 -- 85l00' 2 ---0o000' 01 0 .O00 O R5002A
000003 MiPG 8500 8500 3 1.0000 I11 0 -1..0000 a5003AO00004 NiPC 8500 8501 1 .1.0000 lot 0 .0000 85e0a .A000005 MPC 8500 8501-- 2'-1. · 0000 101 - 0 .o0000 85012A000006 MPC 8500 8501 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 85013A200007 MPI 8500 8502 1 1.0000 1n0.1 0 .0000 0 921AUG0$ :PG 8500 850? 2;---'.0000 101. 0 .0000 8502?A
000009 ;.PC 8500 8502 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 ,5023A000010 NmPC 8500 
_ 8503 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 85031A000011 MPC 8500 0503 2T1.0000 101 0 .0000 85032/
00001.2 ,PC 8500 8503. 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 85033A000013 MPC 8500 8504 2 1.0000 101 0 0000 . 3'005'4A
00001-5 iPC 8500 8504 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 A5n43A
__0 0 u h ________MC 8500 8505 1 1.n0 000 101 0 .0000 _____85051A______________________000017 ~ PC-85o0 52 . 0 101 0 .0000 , O85052A000018 v.MPC 8500 8505. 3 1.0000 101 0 -I.0000 85053A000016 %;PC 8500 8506 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 85061A0000.27 0 PCo-- 500 0 72C.00fl05065 f2--10000 . '0;.00  -5 52A000021 rPC b500 8507 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.000o 85053A00)0922 MPC 8500 8507 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 85061A_/000u)2 'm.P C ....8500 85 0 I..0000 O -- 0 ... 0000 85062A000024 MPC 8500 0;507 3 1.0000 10l 0 -1.0000 85073A000022 MPC 8500 8507 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 85081A
-- 008023 
- MPG ...5 O0 8507 2 -1.0 OrO....10 0~ .000.OO0 85072A0001)00 LPC 8500 8509 35 1.0000 11n 0 -1.:0000 85083A000U2 MPG0 850510 1 1.0000 1i0 0 .0000 . 8!n01A0 0u0 29 -- ,MPCS--500 
- 050 21 ;0000 ... .10- - 0 ... . . .'0000 
. 85092A A-000033 . PC 8500 8509 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 85103A0000_ MPC 8500 8510 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 89101A
-00300£3 2- 
- ~MP C--8 50 O--~~ 85 09 -2--I 1% 0 0 00- -1-- ! - ~-0 ..... 0000 851092A
000035 M PC 8500 8510 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 851n3A
________ 
__ 
*auleiunig page i000136 MPC 8500 8511 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.000o 85113AO~oO37blank0003.PC 8500 8600 1 1 .00 00 101 0 .0 000 ______ 6001A______________________
.. 00003 MPC -- 850 0 0-0 '2'-1-.0000- 11 0 .... ·0.0000 86002A0000359 MPC 8500 8000 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 8003A00]004 M4PC 8500 8601 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 86011A 
.0-o,00,o, . ..PG 500 .860;-1,oo0o-- ,o,- o0---.0ooo0 o62A000042 mPC 8500 8601 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 85013A000373 ; PC 8500 86002 I 1.0000 101 0 .0000 
-26021A
~UOOOS ' ;?PC- 8500 P. 600 -2'1-00 0-101 0 .0000 46002A
000045 MPC 8500 8602 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 86023A000046 , vPC 8500 8603 1 1.0000 lo.0 0 .0000 86031A ',
'0000.! 00P'-500 860 -2 --00- 100-- 
- 0.'0000 86032A000048 MPC 8500 8603 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 86033A00006,9 M, PC 8500 8604 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 8602)41AOOO (PG O ;PC----00-00 86042A000051 mPC 8500 8604 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 86043A'000052 6MF',PC 8500 8603 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 86051A
-- 00007 MIPC ' 0-=---.800-86035---- 2 -'-I;;00O00-----'I 
-0 -'---''.0 0 00 860352ANC00005 N1PG 8500 * 605 .'51.0000 ~101 0- 
-].oo M000 0 8633
000054 IMPC 8500 8605 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 86053A000055 MPC 8500 860.4 1' 1.0000 1.0 t 0 .0000 86061A00i 0 IPC 8510 I 0000 101 0 -].0000 r60362 A'-
VRONAYF28218,1,100 FASTRIND FILESMANt!PLLATTOM 
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000057 mPC 8500 2606 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 86063A
000058 .,PC 8500 8607 1 1.0000 10! 0 .0000 86071A
03'0059 4PC 8 0500 8607 2 1,0000 - 0 .00'00 86072A
000060 MPC 5500 8607 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 86073A
000061 MPC 8500 8608 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 86081A
-- u006a MiC 8500 86'0R-8 -- 2--i. O 0!0-001 0 ,0 00 ,6082A
0003653 !PC bboo )60n 3 J.,0000 101 0 -1.0000 06083A
00006_ mPC 83500 8609 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 86091A
000065 MPC 8500 8609 2 1.0000 101 0 ....000 086092A
000066 M.IPC 8500 8609 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 R6093A
000067 Li __________4PC 8500 8610 1 1.0000 lot 0 , .0000 86101A
OU u6O "sFiC -- 500 8610 2 1.00001 01 0 .0000 86102A
000069 mAPC 8500 2610 3 1.0000 101 .0 -1.0000 86103A
000070 mPC 8500! 8611 1 1.0000 101 0 .0000 86111A
000071 MrlPC 8500 8611 2--1,0000'----!01 0 .0000 86112A
000072 mPC 8500 8511 3 1.0000 101 0 -1.0000 86113A
000073 +85001A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .0000 850018
--- o74 +8500'2A - 102 0-1.00000 103 ~ 0 .7257 850028
000075 +85003A 102 0 .00000 103 0 .0000 85003n
000076 +8501A 102 0 .5000 103 0 .3806 850118
-000077 3850!2A 102 0 .8660 103 0 .6285 850128000078 18023 8512000078 +85013A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .1691 850130
000079 +85021A 102 0 -. 500N 103 0 -. 3806 850210
000080 +s5022A 102 0 .8660 103 0 ,62q5 850229
0U3031 +85023A 102 0 .0000 103 0 -. 1691 8950230
00O3C 2 +85031A 102 0 .8660 103 0 .6592 85n318
--00083 485032A 102 0-.5000 103 0 .3629 R50328
00J034 +85033A 102 0 .0000 1.03 0 .2929 850330
000085 +35041A 102 0 -.8660 103 0 -.,65q2 850418
103 0 .3629 850428
0LJ007 +tr5L43A 102 0 .00NO 103 0 2..2929 850430
000088 +815051A 102 0 1.0000 _ In3 0 .7612 850510
--00:]009- +5052A 102 0 .0000 103 ' 0 .0000 850520
000090 +85053A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .3382 850538
000091 +85061A_ 102 0 -1.0000 103 0 -.,7612 850618
-00U092 -+w5O62A 102 .... 0--",0000, 85062R
000093 +85063A 102 0 .0000 103 0 -. 3382 850638
000094 +85n71A 10? 0 .8660 103 0 .6592 850718
-000095 +L5072A 1020--- 5000 1030 -.3629 850728
000096 +85073A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .2929 850738
000097 +85081A 102 0 -. 8660 103 0 -.6592 850818
000090 +S5f'02A 102 0 -. 5000 103 .0 *-.3629 850828
000099 +35083A' 102 0 .0000 103 0. ".2929 850830
000100 +85091A 102 0 .5000 103 0 .3806 85091B
00010- +8509ZA 102 0 -. 8660 103 0 -6285 8502n
000102 +85093A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .1691 850938
000103 +851011A 102 0 -.5000 103 0 -. 3806 851019
-000!04 +85102A 102 0 -.8660---103-- 0 -. 6285 85102R
000105 +85103A 102 0 .0000 .103 0 -. 1691 851030
000!06 +SbilA 102 0 .0000 103 0 oo000 851118
-000107 ¥05112A . 102 0--100o0103 - 0'--,7257 851120
000108 +85113A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .0000 85113R
000109 +86001A 102 0 .0000 103 .0 .00NO 860018
000!fO +86002A i020f. 0000 103 0 -. 1132 860028
00!i1.1 +86003A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .0000 860038
00 1112 +86011A 102 0 .5000 103 0 -.. 0739 860118
-0C)0113 +86012A 102 .. .8660 .103 0 -,0901 86o120
00114 +86013A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .24n3 860138
00!)115 + 8t61121A 102 0 -. 5000 101 0 .0739 86n021
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000117 +86023A 10? 0 .0000 103 0 -'.2403 86023R
000118 +1!6031A 102 0 .8660 103 0 -. 1279 86n31R
000119 +f6032A 102 .0 .5000 103 0.-.0566 86032
00012'0 +86033A 102 0 .000n 103 0 .4163 86033B
000121 +86041A 102 0 -. q660 103 0 .1279 860418
0OP122 +86142A !102 0 ..500 10 ---:.0566 96042R
000123 +862'43A 102 0 .0000 03 0 -.. 4163 86003r
000124 +86051A 102 0 .1.0000 0 _ 103 0 -. 1477 86051R
---00)!25 +bO')52A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .0000 S6052R Z
000126 +86053A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .4807 86053n
000127 +8606!A 102 0 -1.0000 103 0 .1477 860618r
-900128 +Ot,062A 102 --0 . 0 10,3 0 .0000 . 866628
00)1!29 +36063A 102 0 .0000 103 0 -. 4807 060638
O oIJ0 +86071A i 102 0 .8660 103 0 -.1279 060714
-00131 +8i!072A 102 0 -.5000 103 0 .0566 86072B
0(0132 +86073A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .4163 86073R
000133 +86081A 102 0 -. 8660 103 0 .1279 860018
Ouof34 +808)32A 10? 0 -. 5000 103 -- 0 .0566 860,q23
000135 +86103A 102 0 .0000 103 0 -. 4163 860838
00o136 +86091A 102 0 .5000 103 0 -. 0739 860018 /
0Uu1 37 +86092A 102 0 -.8660 103 0 .0981 860920
00U O13 +8I)093A 102 0 .0000 103 0 .2403 860ag3/
000139 +86101A 102 0 -.5000 103 0 .0739 861018
0010 +86I0IA 1(2 0.-.'6.660 --- 103-- 0.09A1 861028
001 0!L +86!134 10Ž I 0000 l03 0 -'.2403 861032.
00u 142 +8 6 1 11A 102 0 .0000 103 0 0 .0080 a6111,.
+00143 8 2A 102 0--.0000 103 0 .1132 86112R
000144 +86113A 102 0 .0000 1N3 0 .0000 86113R
0U ! 45 +801 _ 104 0 0000 0 .0000 85001C .ooo
0 I -5C 02R 10LC0 .8624T0 o.-40 a 6 050 0"2
000147 +85003P 104 0 .0008 195 0 .00no 85003C
000O145 +85011B 104 0 .4771 J. 05 0 .0695 850ilC
-- 0001 9 +55012B 10 0 -74 6A .....105 0--.0430 85012C
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